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From the European perspective, 
the focus on the Asian metropolis 
Hong Kong is especially interest-
ing due to its urban setup which 
is mostly generated because of area 
limitation and migration infl ux. 
Th erefore, an unique dense urban 
structure grew out of necessity and 
formed one of the most densely 
populated cities in the world.

It is expected that by 2050 at least 
70 per cent of the human popula-
tion will be living in urban con-
ditions, but we already live in an 
urban era today. If we follow the 
path of densifi cation instead of 
urban sprawl, we should draw our 
attention to cities where density is 
already a part of daily life. For us, 
Hong Kong represents such an ar-
chetype. Here we can spot and in-
vestigate problems and solutions in 
the context of urban density, which 
other cities will probably face in the 
future. Hong Kong can be a labora-
tory of utopian troubleshooting for 
problems and needs which will arise 
in the urban future of the world. 

In order to understand the urban 
structure of Hong Kong it is nec-
essary to investigate the various 
infl uences which have created and 
shaped the city and the parameters 
that are guiding the direction to-
wards the future. In our opinion, 
one of these factors is the human 
need for open space and the rela-
tionship to nature. Many people 
dream of having their own house 
with plenty of open space and fresh 
air, but due to economic pressure 
and the vision of a better future, 

the majority of humankind de-
cides to move to urban areas. Th e 
anomaly of urban sprawl in devel-
oped countries is one of the results 
of this confl ict. In Hong Kong we 
try to fi nd a mediator for these col-
liding interests.

In this thesis the relationship be-
tween density, privacy and public 
space will be illustrated. Th e aim is 
to investigate the role and function 
of public spaces in Hong Kong in 
order to fi nd new ideas for future 
developments in a hyper dense en-
vironment. Two correlated projects 
with the mutual topic of public 
space will investigate diff erent ap-
proaches of such an intention. Th e 
designs will cover innovative and 
comprehensible proposals as well as 
visionary and utopian projections.

Method

Diff erent methods have been cho-
sen to understand Hong Kong 
and its underlying concept better. 
A 1:2000 city model was the fi rst 
step towards a detailed analysis of 
the city structure of Hong Kong 
Island. Rebuilding the city was 
the fi rst comprehensive attempt to 
generate and explore urban density 
in a three dimensional way. Fur-
thermore, that approach makes it 
easier to fi nd non-activated poten-
tial spaces in the urban structure in 
order to reinterpret and reuse these 
areas. Th e next step was to carry 
out an in-depth study about Hong 
Kong which forms the foundation 
of a new spatial journey towards 
the future of the city.
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Structure

Th e thesis is divided into three books 
of mutual dependency. Th e fi rst one is 
the theoretical part and the following 
two are the practical parts with  inves-
tigations of potential future develop-
ments for Hong Kong. Th e theoreti-
cal book is written by Christine Sohar 
and illustrated by Philipp Kramer. 
Conclusions and outlooks to the prac-
tical parts are developed together. 

Th e theoretical study can be defi ned as 
analysis of Hong Kong’s urban struc-
ture in written and illustrated form. 
For us, these two ways of analysing 
a city are important as Hong Kong 
needs to be understood in diff erent 
dimensions. For the reader of this 
book a visual and verbal impression 
supports the understanding of the 
city and the issues associated with it. 
Design relevant topics, which are ana-
lysed and interpreted, are divided into 
four parts: XL Density, L Megastruc-
ture, M High rise and S Habitat. Th is 
structure was chosen to investigate 
the city from its largest to its smallest 
components.

XL Density

Th e fi rst chapter deals with the exten-
sive term of density. How is it meas-
ured and what are the indicators and 
eff ects that come along with dense ur-
ban conditions? We compare various 
urban areas to develop a sense for the 
issue and make references to diverse 
approaches in diff erent parts of the 
world.

L Megastructure

In the second chapter the term 
megastructure is examined closer as 
large scale developments and struc-
tures can be found all over the terri-
tory of Hong Kong. Th ey are a form 
to deal with the extraordinary density, 
and are therefore important to investi-
gate as in these megastructures diff er-
ent kinds of functions are integrated. 
Th ese functions are mostly related to 
effi  ciency and consumption but such 
structures also help to create open 
space and recreational areas.

Diff erent types of infrastructure net-
works, public space networks and 
building structures which emerged 
in Hong Kong will be investigated in 
order to uncover potentials of adapt-
ing these structures as basis for future 
developments of spatial evolution in 
Hong Kong. 

M High-rise

One of the fi rst things that comes  to 
one’s when thinking of Hong Kong 
is the unique accumulation of high-
rise developments. Again, they grew 
out of necessity to accommodate the 
growing population on a limited area 
of land. In contrast to western atti-
tudes to high-rise living, it is well ac-
cepted and even desired among Hong 
Kong residents. We investigate rea-
sons for that acceptance and explore 
new opportunities for a community 
that is already detached from natural 
ground.
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S Habitat

Th e last chapter deals with the small-
est part of urban fabric for people in 
Hong Kong. Private space combined 
with privacy is the rarest and most 
expensive element for the majority of 
citizens. Th e roots of our statement 
that open space should be the ma-
jor parameter for developing Hong 
Kong’s urban future can be found 
here.

After the theoretical part, the reader 
should have an overview of the diff er-
ent components and qualities which 
form the urban structure of Hong 
Kong. Now the theory with our in-
terpretations and assumptions will 
be translated into future visions for 
the city. Each of us created one book 
to develop the theoretical fi ndings 
to practical solutions and follow our 
fi elds of interest related to the topic.

Th e practical part is also divided into 
four chapters and therefore refers 
to the theoretical part. Based on the 
fi ndings and hypothesis made in the 
theoretical section of the thesis, im-
plementations in the existing urban 
structure of Hong Kong are conduct-
ed. In order to make this possible, an 
urban model of Hong Kong was con-
structed which forms the basis for the 
proposals. Diff erent potential spaces 
were detected and are elaborated in 
this part of the thesis. 

XL Making of Hong Kong

Th e fi rst chapter of the practical part 
describes the development and evolu-
tion of our 1:2000 city model. It pro-

1 Th e Tragedy of Coriolanus, Shakespeare 
1623, 3 Act 1 Szene.

vides an overview how such a model 
can be made and what kind of diff er-
ent materials and tools are necessary 
for such an enterprise.

L

Th e second chapter of the practical 
part contains the fi rst design proposal 
based on the comprehensive research. 
In order to fi nd new ways of provid-
ing open space,  it is a vision of activat-
ing already existing spaces, transform 
them and encourage an evolutional 
growing that results in a widespread 
network of diverse functions and pos-
sible utilisations.

M

Th e third chapter deals with the pub-
lic space underneath the Island East-
ern Corridor in North Point. Th is 
highway forms a visual and physical 
barrier for existing developments and 
prohibits the appropriate use of public 
space. As public space is rare in North 
Point the design project aims to over-
come this barrier and encourage the 
utilization of the waterfront by intro-
ducing appropriate programs under-
neath and along the highway. 

S

Th e fourth chapter deals with the 
question how to enhance the exist-
ing housing situation. It represents an 
attempt to deal with open space in a 
diff erent way than it is the case today 
in order to fi nd a new approach of in-
tegrating open and communal spaces 
into hyper dense housing develop-
ments. 

“What is the city but the people” 1
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001 Residential density comparison

Density in most cases grew out 
of the human necessity to settle 
the growing amount of the city’s 
population and to accommodate 
the increasing amount of functions 
which appear because of our pros-
perity and technical progress. But 
growth had to occur within its city 
walls, or within its topography as 
it is the case in Hong Kong. Th is 
forms a limit to the city’s expan-
sion and related to the necessity in 
building higher and deeper. With 
this evolution the loss of certain 
qualities came hand in hand, but 
at the same time it produces a city 
of diversity and urban dynamism, 
a city that is even more effi  cient in 
the use of land.

Th e year 2006 was a memorable 
year. According to the United Na-
tions in this year the number of 
people who inhabit the world’s 
cities exceeded half of the world’s 
global population.1 Despite that 
cities themselves occupy only lit-
tle more than two per cent of the 
planet’s surface.

“Th e number of cities and megaci-
ties has continued to grow. Th ere are 
now more than 20 so-called megaci-
ties (cities with a population of more 
than 10 million) and even more than 
400 cities with a population in excess 
of 1 million people.“2 

It is expected that by 2050 the world 
population will surpass nine billion, 
and urban dwellers will reach be-
yond six billion people. Th at means 
two out of three people born in the 
next thirty years will live in cities.3

For better visualising it’s important 
to take a look at diff erent densi-
ties in urban areas. New York for 
example, has an urban population 
densitynote1 of only 1.750 inhabit-
ants per square kilometre; London 
has 5.100; whereas Hong Kong has 
a very high urban density of 29.400 
people per square kilometre, which 
is due to the fact that only 261 
square kilometres of the territory 
are built.4

1 Cf. Ng 2010, p. xxxi.
2 Ibid., p. xxxi.
3 Cf. Scientifi c American (Ed.) 2011, 
p. 38-41.
4 Cf. Ng 2010, p. xxxi.
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003 Pedestrians in Mong Kok

002 Pedestrians in Causeway Bay

DENSITY IN HONG KONG

5 Kandt 2011, p.34.
6 Christ/Gantenbein 2010, p.6.

With this background, the issue of 
density in urban planning devel-
oped to an important instrument. 
By facing this signifi cant demo-
graphic transformation we have to 
consider a change in lifestyle and 
need to think about new urban 
structures and dwelling types. For 
this reason, an evaluation of den-
sity and therefore the city Hong  
Kongnote2 is interesting, in order to 
fi nd new solutions and get a feeling 
how density really works. 

Diff erent ways and indicators of 
measuring density can be found. 
In this chapter we investigate these 
diff erent terms of density in order 
to understand Hong Kong and its 
underlying urban concept. It is 
important to deal with the mean-
ing of the term ‘urban density’ as it 
is one of the fi rst things that comes 
to one’s mind by thinking of Hong 
Kong as one of the densest places 
on earth. Th e fact that a lot of peo-
ple live together within a small area 
makes it interesting to see how peo-
ple deal with such circumstances, 
how it impacts their living condi-
tions and how people hande space. 
It creates an inimitable living con-
cept and constructs a unique urban 
tissue. 

In Hong Kong, density can be ex-
perienced every day in the crowded 
streets and markets, by looking out 
of the window into other buildings 
and down at rooftops, in elevators 
or in elevated walkways. High den-
sity is basically a normal way of life 
in Hong Kong. 
Around 45 per cent of Hong 
Kong’s population live in areas 
with densities of more than 50,000 
people per square kilometre. Th is is 
approximate to the peak densities 
found in New York (58,500 people 
per square kilometre) and Mexico 
City (49,000 people per square kil-
ometre). Only 6 per cent of Hong 
Kong’s population live in areas with 
less than 5,000 people per square 
kilometre, compared to 36 per cent 
in London.5 

Hong Kong’s high-density neigh-
bourhoods are made up of diff erent 
building types and megastructures 
which are examined in the next two 
chapters. Th is chapter concentrates 
on the reasons why Hong Kong 
has developed to such a dense and 
compact urban form. 

In order to fully understand the ur-
ban fabric of Hong Kong it is inter-
esting to explain the various infl u-
ences which led to this high density 
and created a unique quality in the 
city. 

“Hong Kong is the built manifesto of 
extreme density”6. – Emanuel Christ

Chapter Megastructure p.81
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005 Hong Kong areas

004 Hong Kong topography
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006 City section

TOPOGRAPHY

7 Cf. Vidal 2010.
8 Hong Kong Government Census and 
Statistics Department 2013, p.11.
9 Cf. Tieben 2013, p. 46.
10 Cf. Hong Kong Government Plan-
ning Department 2013.

Hong Kong is situated on the 
southeast coast of China, next to 
the Guangdong Province. It is part 
of the Pearl River Delta, which is 
one of the most densely urbanised 
regions in the world, with an esti-
mated population of 120 million 
people.7 

Th e urban area of Hong Kong has 
one of the highest population den-
sities in the world. Th ere are over 
seven million people for its 1.104 
square kilometres of land. Con-
sidering that only 23.7 percent of 
its typography are developed, this 
makes a cumulative built-up area 
of only 261 square kilometres. Th e 
built-up area is mainly concentrat-
ed on the coastal strip of northern 
Hong Kong Island and the triangu-
lar tip of Kowloon. 

In 2012 the overall territorial pop-
ulation density was 6.620 persons 
per square kilometre. Th e popula-
tion densities in Hong Kong Island, 
Kowloon and the New Territories 
are 16.020, 45.730 and 3.910 per-
sons per square kilometre. In some 
areas of Kowloon the population 
density reaches even more than 
56.200 people per square kilome-
tre.8 Th is hyper-density is a result of 
Hong Kong’s topography, land pol-
icy and historical evolution and led 

to a hyper-concentrated high-rise 
environment. Hong Kong’s natu-
ral geographical condition is one 
of the main reasons why the city 
developed to such a compact urban 
form. Th e topography consists of 
over 250 islands, steep hills and the 
sea. Th is barely buildable landscape 
contributes to the highly compact 
settlement which is connected by 
an effi  cient linear infrastructure 
along the coast line.9 Th e compact-
ness of the built-up area leads to the 
protection of mountainous areas, 
country parks and wetlands. 

By looking at the surface distri-
bution it is visible that the terri-
tory comprises of 66.6 per cent of 
woodland, wetland, shrubland and 
grassland compared to 6.9 per cent 
of residential use. Th is leads to a 
total area of 738 square kilometres 
of green space10 which is due to its 
natural topographic condition as 
Hong Kong’s terrain is hilly and 
mountainous.

Th is conservation of green space is 
due to the fact that this rocky and 
steep land cannot be used as build-
ing ground but it is also an intended 
outcome of the government’s tight 
land regulation policy and contrib-
utes at the same time to the fact 
that there is no urban sprawl which 
is otherwise typical for megacities. 
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007 Built up area comparison
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LAND POLICY
In Hong Kong, landnote3 is owned 
by the government. It is subdivided 
before it is leased to the highest bid-
der through a public auction. In the 
past the leasing period varied, rang-
ing from short term agreements 
to the longest lease of ‘999-years’, 
which is nearly equivalent to a free-
hold. Nowadays new leases of land 
are granted for a maximum term of 
50 years from the date of grant on. 
Effi  cient land-related development 
is a major concern as the sale/lease 
of land is one of the major sources 
of income for the government. It 
provides 23 per cent of the govern-
ment’s annual income which for 
Hong Kong means, the higher the 
ratio, the greater will be the value 
of the site.11 Only small parcels are 
gradually released. Th is is one of 
the major reasons for the high land 
price and hyper-density, leading to 
developments and residential build-
ings with over 50 storeys. 
“A pleasant side-eff ect of this policy 
is that one can leave the city (though 
not the crowds) and be in idyllic 
woods within half an hour – there is 
none of the endless urban sprawl typi-
cal of other megacities.” 12

Property market

Flats change hands up to 15 times 
during construction, increasing the 
price every time till completion.13 
Th e infl ux of money from Main-
land China also changed the prop-
erty market in Hong Kong. Now 
many new luxury properties are 
bought by rich Mainland Chinese, 
who want to secure their wealth. 
Th is also leads to an increase of 

property prices and makes Hong 
Kong to one of the world’s most 
expensive real estate markets in the 
world.

“Home prices in Hong Kong have 
risen about 45 percent since the end 
of 2008 due to record low interest 
rates, tight supply and interest from 
the mainland. Chinese buyers are es-
timated to have bought more than a 
third of upmarket properties sold in 
the fi rst half of the year 2010 com-
pared with a fi fth last year and 15 
percent in 2008. Under a programme 
launched in 2003, investors have 
been able to gain residency in Hong 
Kong by investing HK$ 6.5 million 
in real estate, equities or other as-
sets. Residency attracts interest from 
overseas investors given the city’s low 
income tax rate and, especially for 
mainland Chinese, access to quality 
public medical services and schools.”14

In 2012, Hong Kong’s priciest 
apartment – in the Frank Gehry 
designed residential project Opus 
– sold for 58 million Hong Kong 
Dollars (5.6 million Euros).15 To 
prevent the increase of buyers from 
the Mainland, the Hong Kong gov-
ernment announced in November 
2012 a 15 per cent property tax 
on all home purchases by non-
permanent Hong Kong residents. 
Another tax of 20 per cent was in-
troduced which will be imposed on 
properties resold within six months 
of purchase. Th is should lead to a 
three per cent drop in the number 
of mainland Chinese investors and 
should cool down the overheated 
real estate market.16

11 Cf. Lai 1997, p.21.
12 Wong 2000, p.88.
13 Cf. Ibid., p.88.
14 Yiu 2011, p.66.
15 Cf. Inocencio 2013.
16 Cf. Inocencio 2012.
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008 Residential density zones

17 Cf. Zaman/Lau/Mei 2004, p.259.

Residential densitynote4 
planning policy

Regarding the limited land resourc-
es in Hong Kong there is a need 
to strike a balance in land utilisa-
tion. Before the Second World War, 
Hong Kong’s buildings were gov-
erned by the Building Ordinance 
Regulations, which limited the 
height of buildings to fi ve storeys. 
Together with the site coverage 
clauses, it resulted in a plot ratio of 
about three. Th is changed in 1963 
as the concept of density zoning 
was introduced which is still in use 
today. Th is concept divides Hong 
Kong into three diff erent Density 
Zones (R1,R2,R3), depending on 
the type of the area and its location. 
For every Density Zone, diff erent 
maximum domestic plot ratios are 
in force. At Hong Kong Island the 
maximum plot ratio in the existing 
urban area varies between eight and 
ten. In Kowloon the plot ratio is 
only six to seven and a half. But the 
main purpose for this density zon-
ing was to maximize the intensity 
of land use. People should work 
and live within close proximity to 
the high effi  cient transport system, 
which resulted in the high density 
of Hong Kong’s urban form.17 
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010 Reclamation in Central

009 Land reclamation

HONG KONG IS A COMPACT CITY
Th e combination of rapid popu-
lation growth and limited land 
resources led to a high-rise and 
high-density development ap-
proach within a compact urban 
form. Hong Kong is a good ex-
ample for a compact urban city 
model. It combines almost all the 
theoretical attributes of a compact 
city – an urban pattern with high 
density, mixed land use, conserva-
tion of the countryside, effi  cient 
public transport system, short dis-
tances between home and work, 
better access to facilities and a high 
fl oor-to-area ratio which is called 
plot ratio. Due to the compactness 
of the city, open space and coun-
tryside are within walking distance. 
Also, a rich array of urban ameni-
ties, recreational and natural envi-
ronments are within easy reach and 
contribute to the quality of life in 
the city.18 

But also the negative eff ects of 
compact cities as described in Eliz-
abeth Burtons essay: “Th e compact 
city: Just of Just Compact” can be 
found in Hong Kong. Th e reduced 
living space and the lack of aff ord-
able housing are main problems. 
Research also claims that compact 
cities suff er from a perceived lack of 
greenery, open spaces and parks.19 

Th is is a fact which applies to half, 
as Hong Kong has due to its natu-
ral geographical condition a lot 
of greenery. It lacks, on the other 
hand, of suffi  cient open spaces in 
the old urban district which is due 
to its densely built environment 
and the land policy of the govern-
ment. 

Reclamation

“What appears to be terra fi rma was 
likely water not so long ago…”20

Today it is possible that you sit, 
work or live in Hong Kong on a 
piece of land reclaimed from the 
ocean. Due to the lack of available 
buildable land, the narrow north 
shore and the increasing population 
on Hong Kong Island, it became 
necessary to reclaim land from the 
harbour. Started in the early 1850s, 
several reclamation projects took 
place, most of them on the shores 
of Victoria Harbour. Since then, 
more than 60 square kilometres 
of land have been reclaimed from 
Hong Kong’s waterways, an area 
greater than Kowloon and nearly as 
large as the whole of Hong Kong 
Island.21 

In the period from the 1950s to 
the 1970s the government shifted 
the focus toward urban decentrali-
sation through the development of 
New Towns and started to reclaim 
land, mainly in the New Territo-
ries and Kowloon. From the 1980s 
onward, reclamation has concen-
trated again on the shores of Vic-
toria Harbour.

Th is raises the question if the main 
objective of harbour reclamation 
is to encourage economic growth 
rather than improving the qual-
ity of life? Since the land premium 
and value of urban areas is higher at 
Victoria Harbour than at the New 
Territories22 the government earns a 
lot, which certainly brings a fi nan-
cial benefi t. 

Chapter High-rise p.154

18 Cf. Zhang 2004, p.249.
19 Cf. Lau 2011, p.36.
20 Frampton/Solomon/Wong 2012 p.13.
21 DeWolf 2011.
22 Cf. Zaman/Lau/Mei 2004, p.257. 
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HONG KONG RECLAMATION
Due to public concerns and the 
growing awareness of the environ-
ment a new policy has been imple-
mented to protect Victoria Harbour 
from any further land reclamation. 
Since then, the land created by rec-
lamation has signifi cantly declined. 

New ways to meet the demand for 
land have to be elaborated, as the 
population still grows. It’s estimat-
ed that Hong Kong will reach 8.9 
million by 2039. Land is therefore 
one of the most valuable assets of 
Hong Kong. Th e city already ex-
pands to the mountains by level-
ling mountain slopes. Th ese tower 
podium developments on slopes are 
designed to protect the buildings 
and infrastructure from landslides 
and simultaneously create an artifi -
cial landscape. Another form of rec-
lamation in Hong Kong is to place 
facilities such as Sewage Treatment 
Works into rock caverns to release 
land for housing or other uses. Th e 
rezoning of land and the reuse of 
for example ex-quarry sites is also a 
way to secure land supply for Hong 
Kong. As well as redevelopments 
of older urban areas or individual 
buildings are getting more common 
nowadays.23 

Urban renewal

In the older urban parts of Hong 
Kong the renewal or demolishing 
of old blocks is the only option to 
gain space in the existing urban 
fabric. In this case, low, medium, 
and high-rise developments are 
converted into high-density high-
rise buildings. Urban renewal in-
tensifi es development by increasing 
the plot ratio through the high-rise 
built form thereby achieving ef-
fi cient land use. Urban renewal 
started in the early 1960, when 
the government carried out a pilot 
redevelopment scheme in Sheung 
Wan with the aim to redevelop old-
er buildings and improve the con-
gested conditions of old residential 
areas. Th ese redevelopments took 
up a long time to complete because 
of the diffi  culties in land acquisi-
tion since there are multiple owner-
ships and because of the relocating 
process of the aff ected residents and 
businesses. 

Nevertheless, the existing housing 
stock is aging rapidly and the Ur-
ban Renewal Authority is planning 
to speed up the process. Th e way 
how the Urban Renewal Authority 
redevelops older districts in Hong 
Kong raised also major concerns 
about how urban renewal is prac-
tised, because there is no preference 
to preserve buildings because of its 
historical or architectural value. 
Th e consequence is that there re-
mains little in the city which can 
provide evidence of Hong Kong ar-
chitectural past. So is Hong Kong 
becoming a Generic City?

23 Cf. Development Bureau 2012, p.4-9.
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HONG KONG, A GENERIC CITY?

24 Koolhaas 1995, p.1248.
25 Koolhaas 1995, p.1248.
26 Cf. Koolhaas 1995, p.1250.
27 Cf. Lee 2008, p.141.
28 Koolhaas 1995, p.1262.
29 Koolhaas 1995, p.1253.
30 Cf. Lee 2008, p.239.

Rem Koolhaas asked in his text ‘Th e 
Generic City’, “What is left after the 
identity is stripped? Th e Generic?”24  

Th is is a question which someone 
could also ask about Hong Kong, as 
today a lot of Hong Kong’s history 
and culture has already been erased. 
Today Hong Kong is a city with less 
historical trace, a city which is built to 
enjoy oneself. 

Even the description of global cos-
mopolitans who feel equally at home 
in every city can be applied to Hong 
Kong. So is Hong Kong, a generic 
place that can be ‘British’ at one mo-
ment and ‘Chinese’ the next with 
no discernible crisis of identity? As 
for Koolhaas the issue of identity is 
passé. Identity is merely a “mousetrap 
in which more and more mice have to 
share the original bait, and which on 
closer inspection, may have been empty 
for centuries.” 25 In his view a per-
son or a whole city should never be 
trapped in one identity, since all of us 
now have multiple identities, he even 
goes so far in his text that the generic 
city is without history, it is ‘superfi cial’ 
as it produces a new identity every 
Monday morning, like a Hollywood 
studio.26  

So is this going to be the case for Hong 
Kong as well, a place in which history 
and culture is meaningless? Ironically 
an increasing number of people in 
Hong Kong, particularly young ac-
tivists are rising to the defence of the 
few historical monuments which still 
remain in the city. Nearly every urban 
renewal project has been challenged 
with protest, as it was the case with 
the old Star Ferry terminal or the old 

Queen’s Pier, but both failed. Hong 
Kong systematically erases its built 
form and with it its cultural charac-
ter leaving behind a generic city. Th is 
can be already found in Kowloon 
with a random mixture of buildings 
and streets without any semblance of 
a centre or an urban plan, all of it is 
designed for consumption as you pass 
by malls, shops and hotels.27 

So could it be that Rem Koolhaas 
had Hong Kong in mind when he 
established his concept? As he de-
scribes a real urban phenomenon in 
Asia which is situated “in a warmer 
than usual climate; it is on its way to the 
south – toward the equator - away from 
the mess the north made of the second 
millennium.” 28  He further observed 
that the Generic City is on its way 
from horizontal toward ‘verticality’–
“the ‘skyscraper’ looks as if it will be the 
fi nal, defi nitive typology, it has swal-
lowed everything else. It can exist any-
where in a rice fi eld, or downtown - it 
makes no diff erence anymore. Density 
in isolation is the idea.”29 

Hong Kong already fulfi ls the three 
basic requirements in Koolhaas’s 
scheme: the airport, which is designed 
by Sir Norman Foster and considered 
by many as the best in the world, is 
in itself a characterless generic city, a 
perfect space for ‘transit’, the hotels, 
which are some of the region’s best, 
and the malls, where Hong Kong is 
certainly the largest mall city in the 
world.30 By observing this it can be 
said that Hong Kong has indeed be-
come Koolhaas’ model of a generic 
city, but will it face the same end? 
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AGRICULTURAL LAND
Almost all of Hong Kong’s agricul-
tural land has been converted into 
building land, making it depend-
ent from importing resources such 
as drinking water and food from 
Mainland China. In 1998 less than 
three per cent of the land in Hong 
Kong was used for agricultural pro-
duction and only 13.9 per cent of 
fresh vegetables were produced in 
Hong Kong. Given the age of this 
data and the pace of development, 
the amount of locally grown food 
has probably decreased. It can be 
said that a high density city is nec-
essarily a consumer city. With more 
than seven million inhabitants, 
Hong Kong has a built area of 261 
km² and 843 km² of open space. 
For its food production though, 
Hong Kong would need roughly 
400 times the built area or 100 
times its total area.31

Rooftop farming

Today a new way of farming in 
Hong Kong is now on the rise - 
the roof top farm. One of the fi rst 
of these farms is situated on a roof 
top of an empty industrial build-
ing in the urban area of Ngau Tau 
Kok in Kowloon. Th is project is 
called   HK Farm, it shows a way to 
grow sustainable and local food in 
the city. As Hong Kong is ideal for 
growing fruits and vegetables due to 
its humid subtropical climate con-
ditions it is possible to harvest food 
all year around. It is also better for 
the environment as it reduces car-
bon emissions and helps to collect 
rain water. Th is project encourages 
people to see the value of rooftop 

farming and collaborates with local 
communities, schools and organi-
sations to make this way of farm-
ing more popular.32 Th e aim is that 
people know how to grow fruits 
and vegetables which could be start 
of a movement to bring agriculture 
back to Hong Kong even if it can-
not cover the whole consumption. 
Th e relation to self-planted food 
could help to reduce food wastage 
and lead to a more sustainable hab-
it of consuming. 

31 Cf. Vale/Vale 2010, p.21.
32 Cf. HK Farm 2013.
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SHAPING THE CITY
Hong Kong was barely inhabited 
until the mid-19th century. With 
only sixteen villages, it off ered little 
settlement area, but due to its loca-
tion at the Pearl River and because 
of its deep water and - due to sur-
rounding hills, it was of great stra-
tegic importance. 

Th is was one of the main reasons 
why the British founded the city 
‘Victoria’ after the First Opium 
War on Hong Kong Island in 1841. 
Maps and sketches from that time 
show a compact urban form with 
densely packed two to three storey 
buildings on the slope of the Victo-
ria Peak. In May 1841 over 7.400 
Chinese lived on the Island and the 
population grew so fast, that in the 
same year the number of inhabit-
ants nearly reduplicated.33

“Perhaps no place in the history of ages 
can boast of such a rapid rise as the 
town of Hong Kong. In August 1841, 
not one single house was yet built, not 
a portion of the brush-wood had been 
cleared away from this desolate spot. 
By June 1842, the town was consid-
erably more than two miles long, con-
taining store-houses and shops, here 
called godowns (warehouse) in which 
almost every article either Eastern 
or European could be procured and 
most of them at not very unreason-
able prices.”34

Th ere were no elaborated plans for 
creation of housing for the immi-
grants, which came mainly from 
Mainland China. Houses were 
built with the intention to create 
as much living space as possible, as 
cheap as possible. 

For that reason, houses were built 
back-to-back to deal with the 
ground as economical as possible. 
Th ese houses are  known as  shop-
houses or Tong Lau. In 1856 the 
fi rst Building Ordinances was put 
in place, fourteen years after Hong 
Kong had become British colony. 
Th is set the minimum standards in 
the construction of buildings but 
did not address other issues such 
as lighting or ventilation.35 To pro-
vide better defence for the harbour 
and because building land became 
scarce, the British colony expanded 
their boundaries in the year 1860 
after the Second Opium War and 
the Peninsula Kowloon became 
part of the colony. In 1878 further 
legislation for building safety and 
structural stability were put in place 
and the shop-house with masonry 
colonnades became the dominant 
urban typology, which remained 
for almost eighty years.36 

After 40 years of growth the city 
was in a very bad hygienic situa-
tion. In 1894, the bubonic plague 
broke out. Because of urban expan-
sion pressure, Britain leased the 
New Territories and Lantau Island 
from China in 1898 for a period 
of 99 years. Th ereby the land in-
creased about 933 square kilome-
tres. Th is expansion should lead to 
an increased construction work but 
little was done until the Kowloon-
Canton Railway opened in 1916.37 

Chapter High-rise p.167

33 Cf. Lampugnani 1993, p. 98.
34 Ibid., p. 98.
35 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.36.
36 Cf. Ibid., p.46.
37 Cf. Lampugnani 1993, p. 98-103.
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In 1903 a Building and Health Or-
dinance was enacted, which set new 
standards for the design of build-
ings. In 1911 457.000 people were 
living in Hong Kong but between 
the Chinese Revolution in 1911  
and the beginning of the Sino-Jap-
anese War the population increased 
by more than one million, and after 
the end of the war it rose to one and 
a half million. Th is infl ux of peo-
ple worsened the living conditions 
for people in Hong Kong. In 1940 
the population had even reached 
1.9 million, of whom half a million 
slept in the streets. 

From 1941 to 1945 Hong Kong 
was occupied by Japan. In those 
years the city emptied rapidly like 
it had fi lled up before. By the end 
of the war in 1945 the population 
of Hong Kong shrunk to 600.000, 
less than half of the pre-war popu-
lation. After the Japanese surrender, 
the population raised again and the 
communist revolution in China 
1949 also led to another population 
boom in Hong Kong. Th ousands of 
refugees emigrated from Mainland 
China to Hong Kong and the pop-
ulation rose to more than a million, 
which led once again to a dramatic 
increase in the number of people 
per residential unit namely 21.4.38 

Th e uncertainties in China pro-
moted not only an infl ux of refu-
gees, it also led to the relocation 
of businesses and capital mostly 
from Shanghai. Th at was - together 
with the cheap labour force of the 
immigrants - the foundation of 
Hong Kong’s economic miracle. 

Under British rule, Hong Kong 
was known for its laissez faire eco-
nomics and minimum government 
intervention. Hong Kong trans-
formed from an entrepôt trade ter-
ritory into an industrial and manu-
facturing centre. 

By the mid-1950s Hong Kong had 
increased its population to more 
than 2.2 million, which led to a 
housing shortage, squatting, high 
density and poor living conditions. 

In 1950 Hong Kong had nearly 
25.000 primarily domestic build-
ings with an average of three-and-
a-half storeys in height. 90 per cent 
of those were Chinese shop-houses, 
dating mostly from before World 
War II.39 People were living on il-
legal dwellings, on the roofs of shop 
houses and the city form was more 
volumetric with a common gross 
density of 2.000 persons per hec-
tare, in some areas even 4.000 per-
sons per hectare.

For the fi rst time this promoted  
substantial changes to the building 
regulations and an urban housing 
policy, which brought fundamental 
changes to Hong Kong’s building 
typologies and overall urban mor-
phology.40 

38 Cf. Wong 2000, p.90. 
39 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.83.
40 Cf. Ibid., p.63.
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41 Ibid., p.83.
42 Cf. Lampugnani 1993, p. 109.
43 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.82.
44 Christ/Gantenbein 2010, p.40.

From then onwards, a massive re-
settlement scheme for squatters and 
a public housing program were ini-
tiated to accommodate the wave of 
immigrants after the creation of the 
People’s Republic of China in 1949 
and to improve the city’s situation. 
With the start of the government’s 
resettlement and housing program, 
new building forms emerged in 
Hong Kong and increased the den-
sity of buildings and people per ex-
isting city block even more. 

After a devastating fi re in 1953 
that destroyed a densely populated 
squatter settlement and left 53.000 
people homeless, the Hong Kong 
Housing Authority was set up in 
1954. Th e public housing produc-
tion began with the Shek Kip Mei 
resettlement estate. “New higher 
and particularly more massive build-
ings were now the dominant visual 
components of Hong Kong’s urban 
landscapes.”41 Th e multi-storey 
building was introduced as com-
mon building form, which was the 
beginning of the high-rise build-
ings in Hong Kong. Th e idea was to 
house as many people as possible, 
as fast as possible in order to deal 
with the housing shortage.

In 1956 and 1962 new building 
regulations were designed to reduce 
the building density, but were not 
offi  cially introduced for another 
three years. Because of that back-
ground, the cityscape changed 
radically between those years and 
turned from a horizontal to a ver-
tical plan. Developers rushed to 

take advantage of their earlier and 
more generous development pro-
vision. Older buildings of four to 
fi ve storeys which had been the pre-
dominant building type, were de-
molished and replaced by new sig-
nifi cantly taller high-rise buildings. 
Th ese buildings were made out of 
concrete and steel and designed to 
achieve a minimum of costs and a 
maximum of returns.42 Th is rush 
of construction fl ooded the mar-
ket with residential buildings and 
slowed further developments down 
until 1970.

Th e high-rise, high density vertical 
city was formed as a solution to ac-
commodate the increasing popula-
tion. It was the beginning of a new 
era, with the Podium and Tower 
form, which combined a large foot-
print at ground level, and a smaller 
tower footprint at podium level.43

In the 1960s the manufacturing 
industry employed a large number 
of the population. Th e label ‘Made 
in Hong Kong’ turned from a cheap 
low-grade product to a marked 
high-quality product and most of 
the manufactured products have 
been exported. Industrial estates 
were now often built next to hous-
ing estates using similar design. 
Th e use of reinforced concrete al-
lowed the construction of vertical 
factories which were reaching up 
to 23 fl oors and were situated west 
to Tsuen Wan and east to Kwun 
Tong.44

Chapter High-rise p.181
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During the 1960s and 1970s Hong 
Kong experienced a baby boom 
and an increase in population size 
from more than three million in 
1961 to more than four million 
in 197045, which was also due to 
hundred thousands of illegal im-
migrants who entered Hong Kong 
from Mainland China. 

Th is put tremendous stress on 
housing demands and was the main 
reason for accepting such a high 
density approach in Hong Kong. 

After a review of land demand for 
industry and housing in the mid-
1950s, the government studied the 
possibilities of building New Towns 
in the rural areas of Hong Kong. In 
1964 the government began with 
the fi rst construction of satellite 
towns, which were large scale ur-
ban developments to accommodate 
the growing population. But this 
was just the beginning. In 1973 the 
government implemented a New 
Town Programme which took the 
experience of the British ‘Garden 
City’ for guidance and the fi rst gen-
eration of New Towns, such as Sha 
Tin, Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun46 

were built, mainly on reclaimed 
land in the New Territories. Travel-
ling in Hong Kong’s urban area was 
still all above ground and the heav-

ily used ferries, which were the con-
nection between Hong Kong Island 
and Kowloon Peninsula, were a de-
fi ning characteristic.

In 1978 the People’s Republic of 
China initiated the ‘Open Door 
Policy’, in which Hong Kong be-
came the main source of foreign in-
vestments to the mainland. A Spe-
cial Economic Zone was established 
the following year in the Chinese 
City of Shenzhen to attract invest-
ment and know-how from Hong 
Kong, located immediately north 
of the mainland’s border. While the 
manufacturing industries moved 
and expanded to the Pearl River 
Delta, the city started to transform 
into a global fi nancial services cen-
tre. With this role, Hong Kong 
joined New York to embrace the 
skyscraper. Th e construction of an 
impressive skyscraper skyline began 
as diff erent trading and banking 
companies competed to create key 
landmark projects. 

“But unlike New York, which has 
taken the building type as an in-
strument for concentration in and 
towards a centre, Hong Kong has 
taken it as an instrument for disper-
sal – both concentration and scattered 
dispersal.” 47

Chapter High-rise p.154

45 Cf. Circosta 2013.
46 Hong Kong Government Census and 
Statistics Department 2012, p. 1.
47 Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, p. 101.
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In 1984 Great Britain and China 
signed the Sino-British-Joined-
Declaration agreeing to transfer the 
sovereignty of Hong Kong to the 
People’s Republic of China in 1997. 
Th is created uncertainty among the 
population about their future and 
led to migration of Hong Kong 
natives. It is estimated that nearly 
one million Hong Kong locals mi-
grated during that period, notably 
to Commonwealth countries such 
as Canada, Australia, the United 
States and the United Kingdom.48 

Th is time also led to new kinds of 
architectural developments: 

- Th e Pencil Towers which are built 
on narrow lots and allow the pri-
vate developers fast returns without 
the risk of long and complicated 
negotiations with multiple own-
ers for land resumptions. Since the 
1980s Hong Kong has emerged as 
a major commercial and fi nancial 
centre in Asia, offi  ce space in Cen-
tral district has increased and new 
buildings on reclaimed land have 
been constructed.49 

- Th e construction of key landmark 
buildings such as the New Hong 
Kong International Airport by 

Norman Foster and Ieoh Ming Pei’s 
Bank of China Building as politi-
cal intended symbols for economic 
stability and dynamic in a time of 
change.50

In 1998 the Kai Tak Airport on 
the Kowloon Peninsula was closed, 
which led to a removal of the height 
limit of 60 metre at this area, which 
ensures that new high-rise buildings 
are going to be built in that area. 

After the handover in 1997, the 
branding of Hong Kong as ‘Asia’s 
World City’ became important by 
building integrated infrastructure 
hubs, theme parks and shopping 
malls, which should attract foreign 
investment and tourists. 

Today Hong Kong is a Special Ad-
ministrative Region of the People’s 
Republic of China that underlies 
the principle of ‘one country, two sys-
tems’. Th is means that it has a diff er-
ent political system than mainland 
China with independent judiciary 
functions under the common law 
framework. It will retain its laws 
and a high degree of autonomy for 
at least fi fty years after the hando-
ver.

Chapter High-rise p.185
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ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION
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Hong Kong has witnessed dramatic 
economic developments, which 
may take centuries in other places. 
Due to Hong Kong’s unique geo-
graphical location and the deep bay 
harbour, it began as a trading port 
that acted as a cultural and eco-
nomic intersection between East 
and West. As most of the manu-
facturing and industry have been 
relocated to Mainland China, espe-
cially to Shenzen, Hong Kong has 
transformed into a global fi nancial 
capital. Due to the scarcity of land 
and its hilly topography, Hong 
Kong cannot adopt a land-rich eco-
nomic policy based on industry and 
agriculture; it is an economy which 
is based on the accumulation of 
capital through service sectors such 
as trade, fi nance and tourism.51

Hong Kong is now known as a fi -
nance and logistics centre. It is 
the third largest fi nancial centre 
in the world, which employs now 
82.4 per cent in the service sector 
while only 7.1 per cent work in the 
manufacturing sector. Th ere are 
still some industrial areas which 
are mostly situated on the coastal 
areas of Kowloon and the New Ter-
ritory. But a lot of the factories were 
turned down and replaced by com-
mercial buildings. Today the com-
mercial area of Hong Kong can be 
found on the northern waterfront 
of Hong Kong Island as well as on 
the Kowloon sea front.

51 Cf. Zhang 2004, p.249.
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52 Hong Kong Government Census 
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Kong in Figures 2013, p.10.
53 Cf. Hong Kong Government 
Census and Statistics Department: 
Population Census 2011.
54 Burdett/Tylor/Kaasa 2011, p. 36.

Since the end of World War II 
Hong Kong has experienced a rap-
id rate of urban population growth 
caused by a high rate of natural in-
crease and large-scale immigration, 
mainly from Mainland China. 
Until today, Hong Kong’s popula-
tion increases, in 2012 per 1.2 per 
cent and has a total population of 
7.154.6000 people. Th is is not only 
due to births, as Hong Kong has 
one of the lowest birth rates with 
only 1.11 children per woman.52  
It’s actually due to the infl ux of 
immigrants from Mainland China 
with a ‘one-way permit’, which con-
tributes signifi cantly to the popula-
tion growth, as 150 migrants enter 
Hong Kong from mainland China 
every day. 

It is not only the physical city 
which makes Hong Kong so inter-
esting, also the interplay of two dif-
ferent cultures and ideologies, the 
British colonialism and traditional 
Chinese culture, which shaped the 
history in Hong Kong.

Characterized by its Chinese ethnic 
and the British infl uence during 
the 150 years of Crown Colony, 
the inhabitants developed an own 
Hong Kong identity and culture. 
It combines traditional Chinese 
values with western ideas to a new 
value system, which infl uenced and 
shaped Hong Kong.

Hong Kong’s inhabitants are pri-
marily immigrants from diff erent 
provinces from Mainland China, 
and refer to themselves as Hèung 
Góng Yàhn (Hong Kong people).

Within the population about 6.8 
per cent are foreign nationals, who 
came from various places in Asia, 
Europe and North America. 93.2 
per cent of the population are of 
Chinese descent.53 

Hong Kong has a number of mi-
nority ethnics; numerically the 
largest groups are the foreign do-
mestic helpers which mainly come 
from the Philippines and Indone-
sia making up four per cent of the 
total population. Th ese ethnic mi-
norities are noticeable everywhere, 
especially on Sunday when the 
foreign domestic workers gather 
in public spaces. But they have not 
become an integral part of Hong 
Kong’s population as they are not 
allowed to apply for a Hong Kong 
residency. 

Hong Kong is a highly cosmopoli-
tan and tolerant society, it can be 
seen as a meeting point between 
East and West and is also visible in 
the multilingual practice as there 
can be found three spoken lan-
guages, Cantonies, Mandarin and 
English.

However Hong Kong faces the 
same problem as other developed 
countries as its population is aging. 
Th e proportion of the population 
over 65 has risen steadily over the 
last 30 years and stands now at 12 
per cent. Today, young people un-
der 20 make up just 20 per cent of 
the population.54

032 Foreign nationalities
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033 Architecture of density

RESEARCH INTO DENSITY IN HONG KONG
Research into density and crowd-
ing has been based in most parts on 
studies of Western habitats and the 
behaviour of Western people. For 
that reason it is interesting to take 
a look at studies on Hong Kong’s 
density.

In the Journal of the American 
Institute of Planners 1963 Rob-
ert Schmitt, an American scholar, 
published his article ‘Implications 
of Density in Hong Kong’, where 
he compared the aspects of Hong 
Kong and American urbanism. 
He was impressed by the fact that 
although Hong Kong was more 
densely populated than many cit-
ies in the United States, it had 
lower rates of death, disease, and 
social disorganization.55 Schmitt 
also drew attention to density fi g-
ures that were unimaginable to 
most Western professionals and 
acknowledged that the tolerance 
of high densities was tied to a 
long established Chinese cultural 
tradition of close living. He even 
pointed out that Hong Kong had 
a high number of vehicles for its 
length of road but it had very few 
vehicles for the size of its popula-
tion. His conclusion was that ur-
ban planners should ‘re-examine’ 
their attitudes to urban density, 
and that urban planners had to free 
themselves from certain prejudices 
about urban density.56

In 1971 Robert Edward Mitchell, 
published his article “Some social 
implication of high density housing”, 
he investigated the eff ects of house-
hold densities on emotional health 
and family relationships in urban 
Hong Kong. From his survey data 
he estimated that the median size 
of dwelling units in the urbanized 
areas was 400 square feet (37 square 
meters) and the median number 
of square feet per person was 43 
square feet (3.9 square meters). 
Mitchell found out that density 
does not necessarily lead to social, 
mental or physical pathologies.57 
Stress in Hong Kong may be more 
likely due to inadequate income or 
forced social interaction between 
non-relatives in shared fl ats than 
density itself.58 

Both articles were written at a time 
when most city planners were ei-
ther planning low-density suburbs 
or building towers and slab blocks 
that stood apart from each other 
in sheer green space. Many studies 
show that a substantial proportion 
of the urban population in Hong 
Kong does not see high density as 
a problem, many even preferred the 
presence of a large number of peo-
ple e.g. for safety reasons.59

55 Cf. Lee 1981, p.8.
56 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p. 8.
57 Lee 1981, p.8.
58 Cf. Yeh 2011, p. 31-32.
59 Cf. Ibid., p. 31-32.
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035 Skyviews in Hong Kong

PERCEPTION OF URBAN DENSITY
A study on perception of urban 
density examined people’s cog-
nition and satisfaction in Hong 
Kong, by developing two methods 
to obtain feedback (responses to 
photographs of real urban scenes, 
and responses in actual urban loca-
tions) and selecting eight diff erent 
sites with a wide range of urban 
built-form characteristics.

Two study sites with a similar plot 
ratio of about fi ve but with a very 
diff erent urban form (low-rise de-
velopment and high site cover-
age and high-rise area with low 
site coverage) were compared. Th e 
high-rise development was con-
sidered having lower density and 
rated more satisfactorily than the 
other study subject. Another meas-
uring tool was the sky view factor-

note5 which is much higher at the 
high-rise development than at the 
compared low-rise area. Accord-
ing to the study, the perception of 
density decreased with the increas-
ing sky view factor. Th is concludes 
that the high-rise development is a 
more desirable place for people due 
to its spatial openness. It has to be 
emphasized that it doesn’t implicate 
that only quantity of open space is 
important, it is also about a balance 
between quality and quantity of 
open space. 

Th is study also looked into the ef-
fect of vegetation in urban space, 
which normally appears to reduce 
the sense of density, but in this case 
some participants expressed their 
concerns that vegetation would 
take up more of the already scarce 

urban pedestrian space and would 
make the street even denser. Th e ef-
fect relating to public urban art was 
similar. Th e results generally show 
that public art is not widely ap-
preciated, with much commenting 
that the streets in Hong Kong are 
too narrow and congested.60

Hong Kong is an urban laboratory 
of density and verticality. It shows 
how we can achieve the maximum 
outcome with the minimum of 
space. It is a good example for high 
density living and therefore worth 
drawing attention on it. It is a para-
digm that cannot and should not 
be adopted in every detail in other 
cities, but it should be studied care-
fully, so that we may learn from its 
downsides and benefi ts. 

60 Cf. Cheng/Steemer 2010, p.476-481.
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037 Hong Kong city patterns

HONG KONG’S CITY PATTERNS
To understand density in Hong 
Kong better it is important to take 
a look at diff erent city patterns. In 
this thesis we concentrate on six 
city patterns on Hong Kong Island 
as both projects are situated there.

Th e urban fabric of Hong Kong Is-
land has not been guided through  
urban planning it is a grown struc-
ture of global roads and local streets 
which established  the basic city 
grid. Th is can still be experienced 
today in the Central District in a 
slightly widened and greatly elon-
gated form. It was a string of dis-
tricts that formed the beginning of 
Hong Kong which expanded only 
slightly across its north-south belt 

through reclamation but became 
extremely elongated from west to 
east. Th e main body of this string 
like city was made up of narrow 
streets fl anked by Shop Houses 
which were the dominant building 
typology of that time.61

Today this building form has 
changed and a mix of diff erent ty-
pologies can be observed in these 
streets, which are examined closer 
in the chapter ‘High-rise’. 

Th ese eight city patterns have been 
selected as they are the most signifi -
cant quarters, which form the city-
scape. Some even form their own 
microcosm within the urban fabric 
of Hong Kong such as North Point.

61 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p. 42-43.

Chapter High-rise p.167
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038 City pattern 01/02

Taikoo Shing

Taikoo was originally the Chinese 
name for the shipping and trading 
company Butterfi eld and Swire. 
Th e area was former used as a sugar 
refi nery as well as a dry dock, for 
the construction and maintaining 
of ships62 but in 1972 a redevelop-
ment scheme for a new residential 
community with a shopping and 
entertainment centre was pro-
posed. Th e concept for the devel-
opment was that cruciform towers 
were clustered together at extreme-
ly close quarters, designed around 
ground level open space with sport 
facilities for the residents. It is well 
connected to public transportation.

North Point

It is named North Point because 
it was once situated at the most 
northern point on Hong Kong Is-
land. Today the area along the wa-
terfront is one of the city’s densest 
spaces. It is a mixed used urban 
area defi ned by large scale linear 
blocks, some with tall wall eff ect 
developments that take advantage 
of the views of Victoria Harbour. 
Th e mixed high-rise block form 
is arranged along a distorted grid 
street pattern, which generates 
some of the densest typologies in 
Hong Kong with residential and 
commercial activities. Obvious is 
the absence of well-designed public 
open space at ground level,63 as the 
ground is completely sealed. Only 
one area close to the ferry terminal 
stands out, the site of the former 
North Point estate, which has been 
abandoned since 2003. 

62 Cf. Lee 2008, p.104.
63 Cf. Kandt 2011, p.34.
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039 City pattern 03/04

64 Cf. Lee 2008, p.79.
65 Cf. Ibid., p.97.

Victoria Park

Th e Park is situated in Causeway 
Bay, which is also known as Cop-
per Gong Bay, which is the Chinese 
name referring to the shape of the 
district. In this area several major 
reclamation projects were carried 
out, as the park was formerly a 
typhoon shelter, better known as 
Causeway Bay Typhoon Shelter.64 
It was the fi rst typhoon shelter in 
Hong Kong and home for a large 
population of boat people and fi sh-
ermen who were there until the 
1950s, when it was reclaimed and 
Victoria Park was built there. To-
day the park is a gathering place for 
domestic workers on Sunday and a 
large area with diff erent sports fa-
cilities. Next to the Park the Cen-
tral Public Library is located, which 
is the main library of the territory.

Happy Valley

Happy Valley was called Wong Nei 
Chong and was renamed in the 
1840s by the British. It is situated 
in the Wan Chai district and was 
the centre of colonial recreation. 
Th e area was the only conceiv-
able place to build a racecourse on 
Hong Kong Island in 1846 as it was 
not far from Victoria City and was 
sparsely populated at that time.65 
Today Happy Valley is well con-
nected by tram and off ers not only 
a place for recreation as it is also a 
place for sports activities with dif-
ferent playgrounds situated in the 
middle of the horse race fi eld. Th e 
race track is surrounded by private 
residential high-rises and a hillside 
cemetery.
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040 City pattern 05/06

Wan Chai

Wan Chai means small harbour in 
Cantonese and is the most crowded 
and bustling area on Hong Kong 
Island. Th is district is one of the 
main commercial areas and is well 
known for shopping and entertain-
ment, but is also heavily used by 
automobile traffi  c.66 Most of the 
land where Wan Chai is situated 
has been gained through reclama-
tion which is even visible at the 
street grid. In recent years several 
urban renewal projects have taken 
place in this area, replacing the old 
streets, markets and buildings with 
new high-rise developments.

Central Business District

Th e Central Business District can 
be referred to as ‘downtown’ or ‘city 
centre’ of the city, it is the heart of 
modern Hong Kong. In this area 
mainly multinational companies 
have their headquarters, most of 
them are based in the fi nancial ser-
vice sectors. Th is area is also home 
of the high-rise towers which form 
the famous Hong Kong skyline, de-
signed by world-famous architects 
such as Norman Foster or I.M. 
Pei. Together with the eastern part 
of Central it forms the area where 
the British landed in 1841 and was 
once named Victoria City.67 Today 
the historical way of life in this 
district is already replaced by high-
rises which are connected by walk-
ways leaving the street walks clear 
from pedestrian movement. 

66 Cf. Ibid., p.77.
67 Cf. Ibid., p.43.
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041 City pattern 07/08

68 Cf. Ibid., p.14.
69 Cf. Ibid., p.107.

Old Central District

Th is is the eastern area of Vic-
toria City where the British fi rst 
settled. It is home to some of the 
oldest streets and street markets in 
Hong Kong. Pottinger Street, for 
example, is a steep stone paved pas-
sageway which was a major street 
with diff erent hawkers and road-
side vendors a century ago. Today 
it is the starting point of the Mid-
Level Escalator and one of the ma-
jor shopping streets. A lot of these 
old streets, also known as ‘ladder 
streets’, can be found in this district 
reminding  fractionally of Hong 
Kong’s history.68 Th ere are many 
diff erent uses in these small streets 
making it one of the main tourist 
attractions and one of the most vi-
brant places in the city. 

Victoria Peak

Victoria Peak is the highest point 
on Hong Kong Island and is con-
nected by the Peak Cable Tram to 
the Central District. It is the area 
where the British colonials once 
settled in free standing mansions 
overviewing the City of Victoria. 
Since the end of the nineteenth 
century an address on the Peak has 
been the most exalted status symbol 
the city has to off er69, which is valid 
until today, as one of the most ex-
pensive private housing estate – the 
Opus - is situated there. Th e Peak is 
also known as the main viewpoint 
to look over the Victoria Harbour 
towards Kowloon Peninsula. 
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DISCOURSE ON DENSITY

70 Churchman 1990, p. 390.
71 Cf. Ibid., p. 408.
72 Cf. Cheng 2010, p.3.
73 Lozano 2007, p.312.
74 Yeh 2011, p. 31-32.
75 Cf. Ibid., p. 31-32.

Th ere can be found diff erent ways 
of measuring density, as Church-
man pointed out in ‘Disentangling 
the Concept of Density’, “there 
is no one accepted measure of den-
sity between or within countries. In 
general, density measurement varies. 
Density itself refers either to the num-
ber of people per given area (popu-
lation density), or by the number of 
dwelling units or the building mass 
related to the land surface (residential 
density).” 70 

Living density is another kind 
of density, which is related to the 
number of persons per room in a 
dwelling. It is important to point 
out that it is a relative benchmark, 
and for that reason it is very diffi  -
cult to compare the density of dif-
ferent cities.71 

For instance, density expressed as 
ratio of population to land area can 
vary signifi cantly with reference 
to diff erent scales of geographi-
cal unit. By taking Hong Kong as 
an example: if the land area of the 
whole territory is taken into ac-
count, the overall population den-
sity in Hong Kong is about 6.620 
persons per square kilometre. 
However, only about 23.7 per cent 
of the total land in Hong Kong is 
built-up area. Th erefore, if the geo-
graphical reference is confi ned to 
built-up land, then the population 
density will be about 25,900 indi-
viduals per square kilometre, which 
is four times the overall density of 
the territory.72

“One of the problems of defi ning densi-
ty in operational terms is the relatively 
weak relationship between density and 
building type. Th e same density can 
be obtained with radically diff erent 
building types, and the same type can 
be used to obtain diff erent densities”.73

Crowding

Th e term ‘high density’ is often as-
sociated with crowding, but it is 
important to distinguish between 
‘density’ and ‘crowding’. 

“While ‘density’ is used to refer to the 
physical limitation of space, ‘crowd-
ing’ is the actual psychological percep-
tion of the limitation of space. Social 
pathology is caused by the stress and 
social confl ict of crowding, but high 
density does not necessarily lead to a 
perception of crowding or stress.”74

It is also interesting that studies 
have shown that Asians and Chi-
nese people were found to have a 
high adaption and tolerance related 
to crowding.75

Perception of density 

It is important to understand that the 
physical density which is measured, 
not always corresponds to our percep-
tion of density. Every inhabitant will 
react diff erently to density, depend-
ing on socio-cultural background 
and infl uence. Crowding in this case 
represents the negative analysis of 
perceived density. By dealing with the 
defi nition of density it is interesting 
to illustrate several diff erent interpre-
tations of density in history, but also 
to take a look at current projects to 
defi ne the dimensions of this term.
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Density as a concept in urban plan-
ning did not exist until the second 
half of the 19th century. In the late 
19th century the rapid popula-
tion growth led to problems with 
overcrowding in the industrialised 
city. At that time high density was 
named to be the main reason for 
spreading diseases, poverty, crime 
or social turmoil.76 As a result, 
planning controls were put in place 
that prescribed the maximum al-
lowed density.77

Th e situation in the city produced a 
growing desire to escape and there 
was a strong movement toward 
lower-density housing outside the 
city, which took place in form of 
moving to suburbs. In this case 
density was used as an ideological 
proposal, aiming for a ‘Healthy 
City’ (Baumeister), a more ‘Beau-
tiful City’ (Sitte) and more ‘Social 
City’ (Ebenezer Howard). Th e  
Garden City movement was a shift 
in urban concepts in order to create 
certain qualities of urban living and 
should off er a higher quality of life. 
For Ebenezer Howard the Garden 
City was the vision of connecting 
the best of the town and the coun-
try side in order to create a healthy 
living environment. 

During the post-war period massive 
housing developments took place in 
the divested cities which were guid-
ed by the principles of modernist 
planning through the Congrès In-
ternational d’Architecture Moderne 
(CIAM) movement. It was the idea 
of planners such as Walter Gropius 

and Le Corbusier to design high-
rise developments in a green and 
functional organised city.

Le Corbusier demonstrated his vi-
sion of a healthy city by creating a 
vertical variant of the Garden City, 
which was the Ville Radieuse. His 
vision was to demolish the entire 
existing city and rebuild it with 
high-rise towers in a park which 
provides decent housing. People 
should move freely in their cars 
along the motorways and enjoy 
their free time in parks and gardens 
around the development. 

In the 21st century the compact 
city model develops to a sustain-
able urban form with the idea to 
construct the urban elements in 
an effi  cient way but within com-
pact limits. In order to achieve this, 
high-rise or tall buildings are seen 
as one of the best solutions.78 

“Th e compact city has a relatively high 
residential density with mixed land 
uses. It is based on an effi  cient pub-
lic transport system and has an urban 
layout which encourages walking and 
cycling”79 rather than driving cars. It 
also supports low energy consump-
tion and therefore reduced pollu-
tion. Th ere are many opportunities 
for social interaction because of the 
large residential population which 
also provides a feeling of safety. Th e 
compact city can be seen as an al-
ternative development pattern to 
urban sprawl. It has emerged pri-
marily to fi nd a more sustainable 
model for cities with high popula-
tion growth.

DENSITY IN HISTORY

Chapter High-rise p.199

Chapter High-rise p.192

76 Cf. Berhauser/Haupt 2009, p.15-16.
77 Cf. Churchman 1990, p. 392.
78 Shin 2010, p.293.
79 Dempsey Nicola 2010, p.5.
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Th ese are examples for diff erent 
concepts in combination with the 
term density in history. It is im-
portant to understand that density 
itself depends on a number of fac-
tors. It is not possible to just look  
at density numbers themselves be-
cause it always depends on the time 
and its society. 

OMA Point City/South City 
1995

OMA produced in their project 
Point City/South City two radi-
cally diverse models for Holland to 
investigate diff erent manipulations 
of density. Th e fi rst model, the so 
called Puntstadt (Point City) creates 
a city centre in the middle of the 
country. It would have all the ad-
vantages of concentration (highly 
developed planning; effi  cient in-
frastructural networks; sense, truly 
urban conditions) but at the same 
time it creates emptiness – a reservoir 
of void – in the rest of the country.

In the other model – Zuidstad 
(South City) all new construction 
and its following (resulting) density 
is concentrated in the southern half 
of the country, which shifts urban 
Holland to the most active zone of 
Europe – the so-called banana.80 
Both models are investigated with 
diff erent extreme densities, a low 
density like Los Angeles and a hy-
per-density like Manhattan. Th is 
project aims to illustrate a radical 
respond to the urban sprawl in Hol-
land. 

When dense, when lite? 

In the book FARMAX, MVRDV 
urges to increase the density of our 
current living space by horizontal 
and vertical agglomeration with 
maximum concentrations of vari-
ous functions, for pastoral land-
scape from being totally suburban-
ized. For MVRDV the discussion 
about density is not the question 
of high- versus low-density, neither 
a confl ict between car and public 
transport, but a question of provid-
ing more options in our daily life.81 

Furthermore MVRDV argues that 
“Density is the city’s third dimension 
and a vehicle for provocative state-
ments.”82 It’s important to see the 
stronger meaning behind rather 
than just the stacking of housing 
on top of each other. It is the con-
cept of mixed uses and densifi ca-
tion which is essential to create an 
attractive city.

Th ese are a few diff erent planned 
or built concepts of density in his-
tory, it is important to understand 
that there are diverse ways of deal-
ing with the term. Th ere can even 
be found some grown examples in 
history, one of these examples is the 
Kowloon Walled City, which was 
once the densest place on earth with 
over 50.000 people on just 2.7 hec-
tares. It is an archetype for density 
which has developed over the years 
to a megastructure, a mixed used 
city within a city which will be clos-
er examined in the next chapter, as 
density in Hong Kong is made pos-
sible by a complex network of such 
interconnected megastructures.

043 OMA Point City

044 OMA South City
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CONCLUSION
by its quantity, because in the end 
the qualitative criteria matter. By 
creating high density urban tis-
sues it is important to focus on a 
higher quality of public space, well 
designed fl oor plans, community 
interaction, etc.

“Without suffi  cient quality, density 
does not work - it is even dangerous”84

It is interesting to see, that a lot 
of cities now move toward high-
density developments. Today high 
density or the compact city model 
is often seen to provide the require-
ments for sustainable urbanisation 
and economic growth. It has also 
become an important agenda in the 
urban planning policy and a topic 
of increasing interest around the 
world. 

While the European cities are 
searching for a way to use densifi -
cation as a strategy to act against 
suburbanisation, Asian cities in 
contrast use it to accommodate the 
growing population.

For Hong Kong, density is not an 
instrument to create urbanity and 
livability, or avoid urban sprawl, it 
is a necessity because of its unique 
condition. It shows how it is possi-
ble to live in dense urban areas with 
all its positive and negative eff ects. 

But how dense shall we go? Th ere 
is and will be no guideline how to 
deal with the topic of density. Th e 
demand for higher urban density 
exists, but it must be determined 
for each city and each project how 
to deal with it and with the result-
ing negative and positive impact. 

„Die Architektur der Dichte wird 
überall anders sein, fl ächendeckend 
oder aufgetürmt, einheitlich oder geg-
liedert, geometrisch oder diff us. Die 
Notwendigkeit der Dichte steht nicht 
zur Debatte, weil sie funktional, ökon-
omisch, ökologisch gesellschaftlich und 
kulturpolitisch unvermeidlich ist; ihre 
Umsetzung hingegen wohl.“83  

Dense environments have always 
dual association; both positive and 
negative. On the one hand many 
factors support densifi cation: the 
compact city model, which is more 
sustainable in terms of energy con-
sumption and effi  ciency, the reduc-
tion of mobility costs, short dis-
tances between working and living 
space, and the reduction of wasting 
land resources. Th ere is also the as-
sumption that areas which contain 
high numbers of people become 
sources of diversity and intensity 
themselves and provide a very rich 
exchange of ideas. 

On the other hand, densifi cation 
can also reach its limits, demon-
strated by Asian megacities where 
the growth of population leads to 
migration to cities and emptying 
the back-country, which is then no 
longer cultivated. But also the in-
creased noise pollution and the lack 
of intimacy or crowding, which is 
identifi ed by a number of sociologi-
cal studies as a source of stress, are 
potential negative implications of 
density.

Density on its own doesn’t guar-
antee a liveable city, nor is it the 
answer to all challenges. It would 
be mistaken to defi ne density only 
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able and some remain visions and 
utopia. An impulse to challenge the 
creativity of people is often more 
helpful that a city itself advances. A 
compact development is desirable 
as space in Hong Kong is rare. For 
that reason both projects will be 
kind of a new way of reclamation 
as one project will use the neglect-
ed rooftops of the urban fabric on 
Hong Kong Island and the other 
will make use of the space under-
neath the Island Eastern Corridor. 
Th is way of reclamation can be re-
ferred to as a new form of urban 
renewal, as there is not always the 
need to destroy an existing urban 
fabric in order to promote develop-
ment and transformation. 

Furthermore, new ways of dealing 
with urbanisation and the segrega-
tion of fundamental processes of 
nature must be found for an urban 
society. One way is to make one 
step back and explore the roots of 
humankind, even in a dense meg-
acity environment. Th erefore the 
agricultural approach is important 
for the projects as people in Hong 
Kong should regain the relation to 
food, which should lead to a more 
sustainable habit in the consump-
tion and reduction of food wastage.

Public space in Hong Kong is often 
generated by urban megastructures. 
What kind of public space do they 
provide and how has it developed 
over the time? Th is will be observed 
in the next chapter, where building 
and infrastructure megastructures 
will be investigated.

For Hong Kong people, density 
is part of their everyday life. Th ey 
have learned to make the most 
out of it and learned to transform 
almost any kind of spatial ar-
rangement into a useful space, e.g. 
building shops under staircases or 
highway structures. 

For this thesis, density is a possi-
bility to form and design a vibrant 
and active city space which should 
not lead to crowding or discom-
fort. In Hong Kong undetermined 
spaces can work because of the high 
density of people and functions. As 
research shows that density is ac-
cepted in Hong Kong, there is still 
the need to provide people with al-
ternative space which should give 
them the possibility to escape and 
fi nd their personal private space in 
the urban tissue, because housing 
space is extremely limited as fur-
ther investigated in the following 
chapters. 

Especially elderly people need open 
space and recreation space, but also 
for the diverse range of residents 
who live in such a dense environ-
ment these spaces are crucial. Th ere 
should be no need to predetermine 
the whole space of a project as his-
tory shows that people in Hong 
Kong know how to make the most 
out of their given space. 

Both designs should contribute to 
the relief of the existing infrastruc-
ture and public space. Th ey should 
form various approaches of dealing 
with density, therefore it is impor-
tant that some attempts in these 
projects are realizable and build-
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Diff erent ways of defi ning a 
megastructure can be found, some 
would say a megastructure is an 
enormous man-made self-support-
ing construction such as the Great 
Wall in China or the Th ree Gorges 
Dam, on the other hand some peo-
ple would defi ne a megastructure 
only as architectural concept which 
was discussed and defi ned in the 
1960s and 1970s. Megastructure 
can be considered in diff erent ways 
and throughout time there is a long 
history of designing or construct-
ing such structures. In recent years 
megastructure have been favoured 
again, especially in Asian cities, as 
those cities have to cope with rapid 
urbanisation and fast population 
growth. Th erefore it is also interest-
ing to examine diff erent forms of 
such structures for a city like Hong 
Kong as it could be an effi  cient so-
lution to deal with various prob-
lems of its high density urban form.

Megastructures have been theoreti-
cally explored fi rst by Le Corbusier, 
followed by the Metabolists move-
ment in Japan, Archigram and 
other visionary architects of time. 
Only a few of these theoretical ide-
as have succeeded to be built, most 
of them remained on paper. 

But how can someone defi ne a 
megastructure? 

In this chapter we deal with three 
diff erent defi nitions of megastruc-
tures which have been developed 
over the time. 

Fumihiko Maki is the fi rst person who 
gave an architectural defi nition of the 
term ‘megastructure’ in his publication 
‘Investigations in Collective Form’ in 
1964. From his point of view there 
are three structural principles involved 
in making collective urban forms: 
compositional form, mega-structure 
form and group-form.1 He defi ned 
the megastructure as a “large frame 
in which all the functions of a city or 
part of a city are housed. It has been 
made possible by present day tech-
nology. In a sense, it is a man-made 
feature of the landscape, it is like a 
great hill on which Italian towns 
were built.”2 Maki remains relatively 
general with his description since he 
mainly uses it to distinguish between 
the three architectural compositions. 

Wilcoxon on the other hand defi nes 
megastructures four years later in his 
Short Bibliography on Megastruc-
ture alongside its size with four ma-
jor characteristics: “1) constructed of 
modular units; 2) capable of great or 
even ‘unlimited’ extension; 3) a struc-
tural framework into which smaller 
structural units (for example rooms, 
houses, or small buildings of other 
sorts) can be built - or even ‘plugged-
in’ or ‘clipped-on’ after having been 
prefabricated elsewhere; 4) a struc-
tural framework expected to have a 
useful life much longer than that of 
the smaller units which it might sup-
port.” 3 

Wilcoxon defi nes the term megastruc-
ture more detailed than Maki as he 
distinguishes between unit and struc-
ture. For him the possible prefabrica-
tion is part of the requirements.  

1 Cf. Maki 1964, p.5.
2 Ibid., p.8.
3 Wilcoxon zit. n. Ley/Richter 2008, p.28.
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4 Banham zit.n. Düesberg 2013, p.27.

Another defi nition for megastruc-
tures was established by Reyner 
Banham in his Book ‘Megastructure: 
Urban Futures of the Recent Past’ in 
1976, where he starts: ”Megastruk-
turen ihrer Zeit waren immer große 
Gebäude – aber nicht alle großen 
Gebäude der Zeit sind gleich Megas-
trukturen.”4 Often large bridges 
or buildings which are assembled 
of prefabricated parts are used to 
describe the term megastructure. 
For Banham such buildings are no 
megastructures, even if they are 
the biggest of their kind. In most 
cases they only have one function 
and they occur as a single building 
structure. Th is results in the con-
clusion that a building must meet 
at least several functions which 
should be visually recognizable 
to qualify as megastructure. Usu-
ally after this defi nition shopping 
malls are the typical megastructure 
as they off er a constructive shell in 
which diff erent kinds of shops and 
other functions are integrated. But 
for Banham megastructures can 
also be railway stations or whole 
city districts which meet various 
coherent functions.

Can we fi nd megastructures in the 
built environment of Hong Kong to-
day?

For Hong Kong the only way to 
cope with the rapid population 
growth and the scarce buildable 
land was to develop the city ver-
tically. High-rises developments 
can be found all over the territory 
as they are a solution to produce 
enough living and working space.

In most cases these high-rises are 
hybrid buildings such as mixed use 
developments with shopping malls, 
leisure activities and public trans-
portation. 

In this thesis we consider this high-
rises as megastructure, which is 
more oriented towards the defi ni-
tion made by Reyner Banham, as 
he considers megastructures as a 
structure where diff erent kinds of 
functions are integrated. But also 
highway superstructures and trans-
portation infrastructures as well as 
sky streets and public space infra-
structure are valued as megastruc-
tures, as these structures are impor-
tant components of Hong Kong’s 
city fabric which are interwoven 
into a very complex and multiple 
layer network-structure.

In the fi rst part of the chapter 
we defi ne two diff erent possible 
megastructure forms which exist 
in Hong Kong and examine more 
closely how these megastructures 
are organized and how they work. 
But can these buildings really be 
called a megaststructure?

In the second part of the chapter 
we want to examine the existing 
megastructures in history in order 
to understand the megastructures 
we observed in Hong Kong bet-
ter. Further we compare them with 
each other to fi gure out if these 
buildings could be really classifi ed 
as megastructure and if these forms 
are a possible solution to cope with 
rapid urbanisation and high den-
sity.
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MEGASTRUCTURES IN HONG KONG

5 Cf. Karakiewicz 2005, p.142-147.

Megastructures in Hong Kong de-
veloped over the time due to the 
lack of space and buildable land 
combined with the need to accom-
modate an ever increasing num-
ber of people. High-density and 
high-rise living became the norm. 
Diff erent kinds of buildings and 
structures emerged over the time 
which we observed and classifi ed 
as megastructures. Th ey are cat-
egorized into two diff erent types: 
network and building megastructure. 
Th is diff erentiation of these types 
was made by us and the content 
doesn’t claim to be complete. 

Network megastructure

Networks in this thesis are defi ned 
as a system which interconnects 
people and things in a vertical or 
horizontal way. Two diff erent forms 
of network megastructures can be 
observed in Hong Kong. 

Th e transportation infrastructure, 
which is the fi rst type of megastruc-
ture, deals with the movement of 
people in the city. For Hong Kong 
it is an important element as these 
structures are connecting diff erent 
functions of the urban fabric and 
making life a lot easier. Th e second 
form is the public space infrastruc-
ture, which is a three-dimensional 
vertical network, which is interwo-
ven with multiple levels. Ground 
level as well as podiums, rooftops, 
walkways, footbridges and large 
shopping malls can be included 
and together they form a moving 
network, which is also used for rec-
reation and leisure. 

Building megastructure

In this chapter we distinguish be-
tween three diff erent types of build-
ing megastructures. Th e fi rst one is a 
megastructure which connects dif-
ferent parts of the city, it has a wide 
mix of functions and works well in 
the urban pattern of the city. Th e 
second type is a megastructure that 
functions like an urban island, 
which can survive on its own but 
is still connected to the existing 
environment. Th e last type is like 
an island in the sea, it is a mono-
functional megastructure which is 
isolated from the surrounding and 
can be seen as autonomic part of 
the urban fabric.5
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NETWORK  MEGASTRUCTURE
Transportation 
Infrastructure 

Transportation infrastructure is a 
critical factor for the urban form 
of the city as it enables the cen-
tralisation of economic functions 
and the accommodation of a grow-
ing population.6 At the beginning 
of the twentieth century, Victoria 
was long, thin and dense. It con-
sisted largely of a narrow band of 
fl at reclaimed land and steep foot-
hill slopes with an extremely tight 
street network.7 Today Hong Kong 
has one of the most effi  cient trans-
portation networks in the world, 
where most places in the city are 
easily accessible within an hour. 

Hong Kong is characterised by a 
diverse public transport system, 
thanks to the highly effi  cient trans-
portation grid, most 12 million 
passenger journeys8 are made by 
using public transport every day. 
Only 6 per cent of the population 
use private cars. Nearly 90 per cent 
take boats, trams, buses, trains or 
walk, surpassing New York and 
London, where 58 per cent and 63 
per cent use public transport.9 Th at 
shows that Hong Kong has one of 
the most accepted transportation 
systems in the world. 

Hong Kong’s public transport sys-
tem is operated by private and pub-
lic operators. Th is mainly started 
in 1967,when there was an unrest 
which led to a strike of the trans-
portation workers. As most people 
were relying on public transport, 
particularly buses, people started to 

form a spontaneous and informal 
public transport system to replace 
the formal one. After the standard 
bus system was back in operation, 
the illegal network was still used. 
Finally the government co-opt the 
mini-buses as part of the transport 
infrastructure, which from now on 
were called ‘Public Light Buses’.10

Th e effi  ciency of Hong Kong’s pub-
lic transport is possible by a dense 
net of diff erent transport modali-
ties such as railways, trams, buses, 
minibuses, taxis and ferries with 
all of them having a high operat-
ing frequency. With a road network 
of 2.090 kilometres, there are only 
306 licensed vehicles for every kilo-
metre of road and the topography 
makes it even increasingly diffi  cult 
to provide additional road capacity 
in the built up areas of Hong Kong.

One of the main public transport 
modes in Hong Kong are buses 
with an average capacity of above 
100 passengers. Bus services have 
a long history in Hong Kong and 
in 1949 double decker buses were 
introduced to cope with the huge 
amount of passengers. Th e Pub-
lic light buses, which run at areas 
where the standard bus lines can-
not or do not reach, are limited to a 
maximum of 16 passengers. 

Th e double decker tram is also re-
ally popular in Hong Kong as the 
price is considerably lower than 
that of the other transport modali-
ties. It is one of the earliest forms of 
public transport and began opera-
tion in 1904.11 

6 Cf. Burdett/Nowak 2011, p.18.
7 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.49.
8 Hong Kong Government Census and 
Statistics Department: Hong Kong in 
Figures 2013, p.40.
9 Burdett/Nowak 2011, p.3.
10 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.93.
11 Hong Kong Government: Transport 
2012, p.3.
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12 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.150.
13 Cf. Lau/Wang/Giridharan/Ganesan 
2005, p.155.
14 Cf. Burdett/Nowak 2011, p.19.

Th e tramway runs 13.5 kilome-
tres on Hong Kong Island between 
Shau Kei Wan and Kennedy Town 
with a side road to Happy Valley. 
Today Hong Kong’s trams are the 
world’s narrowest with just 1.98 
metre in width. It is the only all 
double-decker tram system in the 
world. Th ey are slim-line vehicles 
for a slim-line city designed to 
move the most people on the mini-
mum mobile footprint. Th e electric 
tram is also a major tourist attrac-
tion but provides at the same time 
mobility for the poorest people 
in Hong Kong as the fare is only 
HK$2.3.

In a city built around a harbour fer-
ries have been important, as until 
1972 they provided the only means 
of crossing the harbour. Multi-deck 
ferries were introduced before the 
end of the nineteenth century to 
carry the increasing number of cars 
and passengers across the harbour. 
Until the opening of the cross-
harbour tunnel, from Hong Kong 
Island to Kowloon Peninsula in 
1972, ferries were the only means 
of transportation for a car to travel 
from Hong Kong to Kowloon.12 

Public transportation is very im-
portant for Hong Kong and due to 
its effi  ciency the average travel time 
between home and work in Hong 
Kong ranges from 30 minutes to 
one hour per journey, this can be 
compared to Tokyo which has an 
average travel time of 90 minutes 
or more per journey.13

How people travel14
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MTR MASS TRANSIT RAILWAY
When the Mass Transit Railway 
was established in 1979, the trans-
portation was built with three goals 
in mind: to react to the fast popu-
lation growth, to build up connec-
tions to the new housing estates in 
the New Towns and to eliminate 
the traffi  c congestion of Hong 
Kong. In the 1960s the government 
carried out Mass Transit studies to 
fi nd solutions to the growing traffi  c 
problem caused by the expansion 
of the territory’s economy. 

Hong Kong’s metro network is 
comparably young, the construc-
tion of the MTR began in 1972 
and the fi rst line opened in Kow-
loon 1979. Th e MTR was imme-
diately popular with residents of 
Hong Kong and over the time, the 
system was progressively extended: 
beneath Victoria Harbour to Hong 
Kong Island in 1980, to Tsuen Wan 
in 1982, with a second underwa-
ter tunnel in 1984, and the Hong 
Kong Island mainline in 1985.15

Until 1998 these four urban lines 
formed the MTR core network, 
then the line to Hong Kong Airport 
and Tung Chung was added. Th e 
MTR was originally a government-
owned statutory corporation but in 
2000 the MTR was partially pri-
vatized. Today the MTR has grown 
and represents a highly networked 
globalized interconnected multi-
tasking infrastructure that connects 
commercial zones, buildings, shop-
ping malls, transportation hubs, 
airports and Shenzhen, the Chinese 
cities across the border. Th e route 
length of the system is about 247 

kilometres with ten lines and fur-
ther extensions planned. 

Th e MTR network comprise a total 
of 84 stations and carry an average 
of about 4.15 million passengers 
per day, and is the primary mode of 
transportation for most of the city’s 
inhabitants.16 What is also inter-
esting is that 70 per cent of Hong 
Kong’s residents live within seven 
minutes of a railway station.17 Th is 
is due to the development of hous-
ing blocks at strategic infrastruc-
ture nodes on the transportation 
network in Hong Kong. 

15 Hong Kong Government: Transport, 
2012, p.3
16 Ibid., p.2.
17 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.104.
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053 Node network

NODE NETWORK

18 Cf. Tieben 2013, p.46.

Since the privatization of the MTR 
in 2001 it became one of the ma-
jor property developers in Hong 
Kong, and developed large com-
mercial properties on and around 
its stations which are known as the 
MILU typology. But these strate-
gies of developing large commercial 
properties have also raised public 
concerns, as some projects, such as 
the Olympian City, isolate them-
selves from the city and are targeted 
only for extremely rich residents. 
Th ese developments often disrupt 
existing areas and contribute to the 
degeneration of the surrounding 
neighbourhood. But this compact-
ness of Hong Kong’s urban devel-
opment around these public trans-
portation nodes has also helped to 
concentrate urban growth, protect 
country parks and keep private ve-
hicular miles at a minimum.18

Th e node network began in the 
1980s when the MTR was estab-
lished and the construction of the 
urban network started. Th ese nodes 
represent the major string of trans-
portation and are of an enormous 
importance for the urban life in 
the city as the pedestrian fl ow is 
remarkably high there. Th ese nodes 
are also of strategically interest for 
developers as they can be seen as 
concentrated exchange points in 
the urban landscape and as places 
with the highest mobility in the 
city. Along those main transport 
axes the phenomena of megastruc-
ture can be observed, in fact it is 
an interaction between real estate 
developments and transportation. 
Housing, offi  ce-towers and shop-
ping malls are located at the cross-
ing of these transport infrastructure 
nodes. 
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057 Glouchester Road traffi c

HONG KONG ROADS

19 Hong Kong Government: Hong Kong 
Th e Facts p.1.
20 Cf. Ray 2012.
21 Cf. Pierson 2013.
22 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.140-141.
23 Cf. Ibid., p.96.

Th e roads in Hong Kong are 
among the most heavily used in 
the world, with over 640.000 ve-
hicles on 2.090 kilometres of road 
– 444 kilometres on Hong Kong 
Island, 462 kilometres in Kowloon 
and 1.184 kilometres in the New 
Territories. Th ere are 445.000 li-
censed private cars in Hong Kong, 
accounting for 69 per cent of all 
vehicles in Hong Kong.19 Own-
ing a car is quite expensive, as the 
territory is even known for having 
the most expensive parking spaces 
in the world. Th e price paid for a 
parking spot in Tai Wai has reached 
up to HK$ 1.3 million.20 As home 
prices have nearly doubled since 
2009 and the Hong Kong govern-
ment has now introduced a 15 per 
cent stamp duty which is levied 
from non-permanent Hong Kong 
residents, now people invest their 
money in parking spaces, where 
the new duty does not apply. Th is 
led to an enormous increase in the 
price and contributed to fi ve times 
higher parking space transactions 
compared with a year earlier.21 

Although Hong Kong has a com-
paratively low number of vehicles 
for its population the need to move 
them through the densely built city 
area with its challenging topog-
raphy led to inventive solutions. 
Overpasses or fl yovers were con-
structed in the 1970s to solve con-
gestion problems at intersections. 
Roadways and Highways built on 
top of columns elevated from the 
street have become an elegant so-

lution to build roads across the to-
pography. One of the most extreme 
can be found between Hill Road 
and Connaught Road. It is a sin-
gle elevated lane which is extremely 
curvaceous and steep as it threads 
its way between buildings to take 
traffi  c from the hillside to the wa-
terfront.22

Highways are also an essential ele-
ment of the urban fabric in Hong 
Kong. Ten expressways have been 
constructed all over the territory 
which makes this highway sys-
tem one of the most important 
elements for an effi  cient bus and 
taxi network. In the urban fabric 
those highways and fl yovers create 
a covered space underneath which 
is rarely used and sometimes high-
ways even cut the visual connection 
to the harbour like the Island East-
ern Corridor in North Point. 

Another important milestone for 
the transportation network in 
Hong Kong was the cross-harbour 
tunnel, from Hong Kong Island to 
Kowloon Peninsula, which took its 
fi rst traffi  c in 1972. Within eleven 
years since opening it has become 
the world’s busiest four-lane high-
way carrying over 110.000 vehicles 
per day. And another tunnel was to 
be added a few years later, which 
was part of the new underground 
Mass Transit Rail line and connect-
ed Central and Kowloon.23
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FOOTBRIDGE NETWORK
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FOOTBRIDGE SYSTEM
In Hong Kong events and activities 
do not only take place on ground 
level. Density caused by population 
moving through the area sometimes 
reaches an intensity that can easily 
overwhelm the capacity of carry-
ing the fl ow on the surface of the 
streets. An obvious response to this 
demand is to duplicate the ground 
in order to provide diff erent means 
of access to distribute the popula-
tion. 

One of the earliest examples of this 
method is the bridge construction 
from Wan Chai MTR station to 
the Immigration Tower construct-
ed in the early 1990s. Th is bridge 
is 300 metres long and replicates 
the streets below with regular exits 
to the ground. On the pedestrian 
bridge it is common to fi nd vendors 
illegally hawking their wares, peo-
ple walking slowly as they observe 
the views within nearby buildings, 
friends stopping to speak, or do-
mestic helpers sitting and chat-
ting.24 

Th ere are also other types of pedes-
trian links in Hong Kong, for ex-
ample the bridge from Mong Kok 
East station to Mong Kok MTR 
station with a distance of 400 me-
tres. It is a pedestrian bridge which 
provides fewer access to the ground 
running at one point even 150 me-
tres without exit. Th ese are long 
elevated walkways which are built 
on the principle of elevated mo-
torways, just to keep pedestrians 
moving by avoiding the congested 
ground below. It is a high-speed 
route for pedestrians, which can be 

found all over the city, where den-
sities are high and distances long. 
For example in Central District a 
pedestrian bridge is running from 
the Shun Tak Centre, which is the 
departure point for the Macau fer-
ry, to Exchange Square.25

Today pedestrian footbridge net-
works or skywalks can be found 
throughout the city in commercial 
and residential developments. Th is 
system grew fragmentary, built by 
diff erent parties at diff erent times 
to serve diff erent immediate needs. 
It became a prevailing development 
model for the city’s large scale ur-
ban projects.26 

Hong Kong is a city where you can 
enter at one level and leave on a dif-
ferent one by passing fi ve diff erent 
fl oors. It’s possible to go from one 
building to another, one even with-
out going outside. Today, more than 
90 major offi  ce buildings in Central 
Business District are linked to each 
other or to other public walkway 
networks, most of them are acces-
sible 24 hours a day.27 Hong Kong 
has connectivity, as on the North 
Shore of Hong Kong Island it is 
possible to walk from the Macau 
Ferry at Shun Tak Centre through 
Central and Admiralty to Pacifi c 
Place Th ree on the edge of Wan 
Chai without ever having to leave a 
continuous network of elevated or 
underground pedestrian passage-
ways and interconnected malls and 
offi  ce lobbies.28 It is an extensive 
deck and bridge system which ena-
bles the pedestrian to walk on an 
upper level across an area of almost 

24 Cf. Ibid., p.132.
25 Cf. Ibid., p.140.
26 Cf. Frampton/Solomon/Wong 2012, 
p.6.
27 Cf. Lau/Wang/Giridharan/Ganesan 
2005, p.157.
28 Cf. Frampton/Solomon/Wong 2012, 
p.25.
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29 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.106.
30 Cf. Smith 2011, p.125.
31 Cf. Tieben/Govada 2013, p.190.

two kilometres in length and over 
one kilometre wide.29 Th ese foot-
bridges form elevated bands which 
make effi  cient use of low-rise roof 
elements over car-park blocks or 
shopping malls, creating a frame-
work which is largely independ-
ent from the ground level. Th is 
network ties informal connections 
together between neighbouring 
buildings and reinforces the three 
dimensional pattern of the city.30

But it is important to note that 
these pedestrian walkways do not 
prevent street level activities, the 
ground level is as busy, active and 
vibrant as the skywalks, so it seems 
that connectivity on all levels is im-
portant to function eff ectively for a 
city like Hong Kong.

Street level

In Hong Kong due to its high den-
sity, the traditional spaces of streets, 
alleys and terraces are the closest 
places to the everyday life in the ur-
ban districts. Th ey remain the most 
accessible open spaces even when 
compared to Hong Kong’s coun-
try parks or urban parks. Th ese 
street spaces are something special, 
they allow the experience of Hong 
Kong’s particular culture and his-
tory, which is strongly related to 
the vibrant street scenes with their 
small shops, street markets, tea 
houses and eateries. Due to Hong 
Kong’s topography these spaces 
were developed on a narrow stretch 
of land and on steep slopes. Th ey 
create a three-dimensional space 
network, which makes even use of 
various mechanical devices such as 
escalators and elevators, both with-
in private developments or outside 
in the street.31 
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MID-LEVEL ESCALATOR

32 Hong Kong Government: Transport 
2012, p.2.
33 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.139.
34 Cf. Yeung/Lui 2007. 

Th e Mid-Level Escalator is the most 
public example of such mechanical 
device. Th e escalator enables the 
user to experience the city from a 
diff erent perspective and to read 
the city’s three-dimensional move-
ment network while it is elevated 
between buildings in the height of 
the second fl oor. 

Th e system opened in 1993 and 
consists of a series of eighteen re-
versible one-way escalators and 
three reversible one-way travelators 
(essentially escalators that move 
up gentle slopes without forming 
steps) linked by covered walkways 
and access stairs. Today the system 
carries 85.000 people per day and 
is the longest outdoor covered esca-
lator system in the world.32 In the 
morning it carries workers down-
wards to the central business dis-
trict and after half past ten it car-
ries people upwards. For moving 
in both directions there are stairs 
beside to complement the technical 
devices.

Th e entire system covers over 800 
metres in distance and climbs over 
135 metres in height linking the 
downtown Central District, up to 
Conduit Road into the Mid-Levels. 
It was initiated as a means of reduc-
ing vehicular traffi  c on the congest-
ed streets accessing the lower slopes 
on Hong Kong Island and the 
Mid-Levels. Th e project was even 
offi  cially labelled a failure in 1996 
by the Hong Kong Government 
Director of Audit because it over-
ran budgets and there was no rec-
ognisable reduction in traffi  c on the 

roads. But another type of success 
was visible, the introduction of the 
escalator carrying a large number of 
pedestrians through sections which 
were normally diffi  cult to reach 
increased commercial activities in 
those areas up the hill, attracted life 
to the area and stimulated private 
investment.33 

Th is area around the escalator was 
one of the fi rst settlements on 
Hong Kong Island and is home to 
the oldest wet market of the city. 
Since 150 years this market has 
been running day in day out in 
two streets called Graham and Peel 
Street. Th e market is also one of the 
major tourist attractions in Central 
Hong Kong and for local residents 
and chefs the market provides them 
with fresh products every day. As 
this quarter grows in popularity the 
government saw a chance to raise 
their economic profi t through re-
development. Th e Urban Renewal 
Authority has announced plans to 
demolish this area to make space 
for four new high-rises - two resi-
dential towers, one hotel and one 
offi  ce tower34. Th is reveals the ap-
proach concerning conservation of 
cultural heritage in Hong Kong. 
Instead of maintaining a functional 
diversity of mixed uses the his-
torical environment will be erased 
and replaced by standardised and 
anonymous construction. In place 
of the stalls where hawkers were 
selling fresh fi sh, meat, vegetables 
and fruits new small, two storey 
buildings should give an ‘authentic 
feeling’ of the historical wet market. 
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PUBLIC SPACE NETWORK
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PUBLIC SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
According to the Hong Kong Plan-
ning Standards and Guidelines the 
concept of public space is illustrated 
by the term ‘open space’. It is de-
fi ned as a statutory land use zone 
for the provision of open space and 
recreation facilities. “It means any 
land with the minimum of building 
structure which has been reserved for 
either passive or active recreation and 
provides major or minor recreational 
facilities, which may be of local or 
district signifi cance, which is for the 
use and enjoyment of the general pub-
lic.”35 Here it is visible that the con-
cept of open space in Hong Kong 
focuses more on the minimum of 
building structure and recreation. 
But public space is a place which 
can be provided in buildings or 
even on podiums, it can be part of 
a development. For that reason the 
defi nition of open space by the gov-
ernment is not adequate for use. 

In this thesis we defi ne it as a pub-
lic space which can be accessed and 
used by all kind of people regardless 
of their social and economic con-
dition, a space where no tickets or 
admission fee is needed. 

Urban public space is crucial for 
people who live in high density cit-
ies such as Hong Kong. In Hong 
Kong diff erent kinds of open space 
can be found. By looking at the 
surface distribution (land areas 
analysis) it is visible that the ter-
ritory comprises of 66.6 per cent 
of woodland, wetland, shrubland 
and grassland, that is a total area of 
738 square kilometres. Th is large 
amount of green space still exists 

due to its natural topography, as 
Hong Kong’s terrain is hilly and 
mountainous, which also contrib-
utes to the compact urban form of 
the city. 

Th is also leads to the conservation 
of country parks as this rocky and 
steep land cannot be used as build-
ing ground. Country parks are not 
far from the city centre and are 
even easily accessible via public 
transportation. Th e country parks 
are green spaces for recreation and 
relief, spending a day in the coun-
tryside walking or hiking is regard-
ed as one of the favourite recrea-
tional choices by many people. Th is 
makes them very popular and in 
2012 over 13 million visitors were 
recorded. Country parks cover a 
total area of 442 square kilometres 
which are designated for the pro-
tection of nature and are used for 
recreation.36 Th ese open spaces and 
green surfaces are indispensable for 
improving the urban environment 
and at the same time enable a better 
life for the inhabitants of the city. 

In Hong Kong urban parks are also 
very important for the people as 
they are a place where people can 
escape from the stress of their daily 
lives. Urban parks have a particu-
lar importance to elderly people, 
who are the most frequent users. 
Th e early morning sight of elderly 
people practicing Tai Chi or walk-
ing for exercises in Hong Kong’s 
parks and gardens is omnipresent. 
Playing with children, enjoying the 
space and social activities are other 
signifi cant uses. Th e parks are so-

35 Town Planning Board 2013.
36 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Coun-
try Parks and Conservation 2013, p.1.
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37 Cf. Burdett/Taylor 2011, p.7.
38 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Coun-
try Parks and Conservation 2013, p.1.
39 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Plan-
ning Standards and Guidelines 2011.
40 Cf. Coorey 2007, p.73.
41 Cf. Wong 2012.
42 Cf. Yeh 2011, p.32.

cial spaces as well as spaces for exer-
cise and play an important role for 
people to relax.37 But in the dense 
built-up environment of Hong 
Kong there is currently not much 
space designated as open space. 
Only 25 square kilometres, that are 
2.5 per cent of the urban fabric of 
the city is open space.38 Th is shows 
that there is a lack of providing 
enough public space in the urban 
area of the city. 

The lack of public space

New Planning Standards and 
Guidelines were introduced in 
1981 and are still valid today, which 
contained requirements for recrea-
tion and open space in Hong Kong. 
Th ese standards determine 2 square 
metres of open space per person, 1 
square metre of Local Open Space 
and an additional square metre per 
person as District Open Space.

Open Space can be provided pri-
marily for what is defi ned as ‘pas-
sive’ use which refers to recreation 
open space providing landscape 
facilities like parks, gardens, chil-
dren’s playgrounds or sitting out ar-
eas (these are small roadside parks, 
often providing benches and exer-
cise machines for elderly) or ‘active’ 
use which refers to recreation open 
space containing outdoor facilities 
such as game courts and pitches.39 
Passive open spaces in sitting out 
areas are the most popular form of 
open space among the residents in 
Hong Kong, according to a survey 
done on recreation habits. Th e de-
mand for passive recreation is far 
higher than for active open space 

and it is especially high among the 
lower income groups and the el-
derly population in Hong Kong.40

Public and comprehensive residen-
tial developments are required to 
provide the minimum Local Open 
Space, but in most of its cases the 
developer makes use of every me-
tre of ground to build for profi t, so 
open space is provided on podiums 
or rooftops where access is been 
restricted for local residents in the 
neighbourhood. 

Some densely populated areas fall 
short of this minimum planning 
guidelines. Yau Tsim Mong Dis-
trict (Yau Ma Tei, Tsim Sha Tsui 
and Mong Kok) has 11 hectares of 
open space compared to Wan Chai 
with only 4 hectares and Western 
district with 11 hectares.

But not only some parts of Hong 
Kong are short of public open 
space, much of the open space 
that the city off ers is lacking inter-
national standards and far below 
compared to other Asian cities.41

Due to recent eff orts Hong Kong’s 
open space has increased but the 
main increase occurs in the New 
Towns, the old urban districts of 
the city still suff er from inadequate 
provision.42

Th is raises the question how much 
space has been created and returned 
to the public in the urban areas of 
Hong Kong? 
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071 POPS Time Square

Since the Urban Renewal Author-
ity, which is responsible for rede-
veloping and rehabilitation in older 
urban areas, was established in 
2001, 48 redevelopment projects 
with a total of 1.6 million square 
metres of residential and com-
mercial space43 compared to just 
26.000 square metres of open space 
or 1.6 per cent of the total redevel-
opment area have been created.44 It 
shows that not much open space 
can be found in this development, 
with the background that this space 
doesn’t bring fi nancial returns. Th e 
government is more anxious to 
preserve its land revenue and they 
would be reluctant to replace a 
profi t making building by a large 
public park. 

Since the government is unwill-
ing to renounce its revenue of land 
transactions and equally unwilling 
to pay the high prices that it de-
termines for land, it does not fulfi l 
even its own standards for public 
space. Th erefore, private develop-
ers who provide public space are 
allowed to build even higher than 
usual, with the result that every 
metre of ground is built for profi t, 
that’s why open space is often put 
on the podium.45 In Central on the 
other side, new buildings have been 
designed to include public space 
or public passageways. Th at is why 
Central is interconnected by a large 
and sophisticated pedestrian system 
that separates pedestrians from ve-
hicle traffi  c, making travelling from 
one place to another more comfort-
able and less stressful.46 

The change in the use of 
public space

In Hong Kong merely walking 
around, relaxing and enjoying one-
self without buying anything is con-
sidered a pure waste of time. Th e 
residents of Hong Kong consider 
just doing nothing as strange, even 
enviable and unaff ordable.47 People 
in Hong Kong are encouraged to 
consume. In order to enter MTR 
stations in some districts people are 
forced to pass through malls and 
shopping arcades as these corridor 
spaces are the only connection to 
the public transportation network. 

Since the Hong Kong government 
tries to improve the situation of 
public space in the urban fabric by 
allowing the extension of the gross 
fl oor area for the development site 
in return of public space, a trend 
of privatization of public space is 
measurable. Th ese so called pri-
vately owned public spaces (POPS) 
are communal spaces which are de-
signed and controlled by commer-
cial developers. Th is concept was 
fi rst invented in the 1960s in New 
York City and was later adopted in 
Hong Kong in the 1980s. Around 
70 per cent of this POPS in Hong 
Kong have a size less than 50 square 
metres. Many of this POPS serve 
as connection between diff erent 
properties, so they are only circula-
tion space and cannot provide the 
expected recreation. Only in some 
cases this space serves as enjoyable 
space for the public. In most cases 
these developments create an in-
ternalized, homogeneous and con-
trolled public space.48 

43 Cf. Urban Renewal Authority 2013, 
p.23.
44 Cf. Ibid., p.60.
45 Cf. Wong 2000, p.88.
46 Cf. Yeh 2011, p.31.
47 Cf. Wong 2000, p.89.
48 Cf. Luk 2009, p.2.
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072 Restrictions at public spaces

49 Cf. Frampton/Solomon/Wong 2012, 
p.30.
50 Cf. Wong 2000, p.89.
51 Cf. Ibid., p.83.

But how public are these spaces and 
how are they used? Some of them are 
not accessible for the public and in 
nearly all of them the rights of the 
users are restricted. Most of these 
privately owned public spaces that 
are publicly accessible are highly 
regulated and activities such as loud 
noises, dog walking, noxious fruits, 
smoking, sitting and dancing are 
all likely to be prohibited.49 A lot 
of these public spaces can be found 
in Central and Western District on 
Hong Kong Island, where most of 
the shopping malls are located. Th e 
appearance of these shopping malls 
in the 1980’s marked the begin-
ning of the fall of public space in 
the city. Public space turned into a 
consumer space and the number of 
shopping malls generally increased. 
Although the buildings are well or-
ganized within themselves, the rela-
tionship to the surrounding is im-
provable as the main result around 
this development is that informal 
activities in public streets disappear. 

Th e massive environmental degra-
dation of potential public space, 
the use of public space in private 
developments and the step-by-step 
privatization of leisure continue to 
limit the possibilities that residents 
have.50 Th e concept of public space 
has been perverted. Now shopping 
is the new way of recreation and 
leisure. Consuming has become the 
main part of public life. 

Alexander Cuthbert, an urban 
planner formerly from Hong Kong 
University, wrote: “It is without a 
doubt one of the great world cities, 
but he [!] is disturbed by the absence 
of any of the characteristics usually 
associated with world cities of this 
size and importance. Th ere are no 
beautiful squares, parks or boulevards 
in Hong Kong, hardly any grandiose 
public, religious or cultural buildings, 
and not even any pleasant residential 
quarters.”51 His statement might be 
a little hard, but Hong Kong is dif-
ferent. Th e way how most Europe-
an people see and experience space 
is diff erent to the way Hong Kong 
people use and live space. Cursorily 
one could say Hong Kong is a capi-
talist city, but people fi nd a way to 
acquire space in order to make the 
most out of their environment. 

Function of the street

It was always common in Hong 
Kong to extent private space into 
public area, for example at the 
Shop House typology it was com-
mon that a variety of functions 
took place in the street including 
socializing, cooking, washing, dry-
ing and playing. Even the introduc-
tion of back lanes in order to pro-
vide better ventilation and cooking 
space away from the main street did 
not change much of the functions 
of the street. Private life was car-
ried out into the street due to the 
cramped living conditions in the 
shop houses. 

Chapter High-rise p.167
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074 Gathering at covered back lane

073 Back streets in Hong Kong

“Most Hong Kong people do not have 
enough private space for their needs, 
therefore public space becomes private 
space. Private acts happen in public 
places: laundry, even vegetables are 
dried on fences surrounding the hous-
ing estates, house plants are raised in 
back alleys, shoes are jammed under 
outside water pipes because there is no 
space inside for them, washed gloves 
are hung to dry on barbed wire. If 
there is no more space inside, some-
thing must go out: mops, shovels, 
pots and pans are hung on hooks on 
the walls outside of apartments. In 
order to survive in this dense envi-
ronment, one must be able to adapt. 
In comparison to the ordered and 
well-planned European cities, Hong 
Kong is almost like a plant – it grows 
organically, making space for itself 
wherever possible. Th e face of a newly 
built public housing estate is a blank 
slate – several years later its façade re-
fl ects the improvisational talents of its 
inhabitants.” 52
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FUNCTION OF THE STREET

52 Michael Wolf, zit.n. Yiu 2011, p.65.
53 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.11.
54 MVRDV and Th e Why Factory 2012, 
p.10.

Th ese patterns of use of space were 
also acknowledged in the planning 
and design of the early public hous-
ing estates. Th e location of cooking 
facilities in the Mark I resettlement 
housing in the public outdoor pas-
sage refl ects the street for domestic 
use.

As planning regulations had devel-
oped, a common purpose was to 
bring order and regulation to the 
street, but these regulations have 
striven to replace the complex-
ity, diversity and adaptability of 
the traditional street by the clean 
and orderly image of a modern 
city, where diversity is replaced by 
homogeneity and where private is 
clearly segregated from public.53 

“As a result of demographic and eco-
nomic forces these anonymous build-
ings packed with repetitive housing 
units, fl oor plans and facades, are 
taking over Asian cities with relent-
less speed. But the public space sur-
rounding them lacks the traditional 
Asian city’s qualities of diversity, inti-
macy and richness. “54

Nowadays one has to look closely to 
see how people use and treat public 
space, but you can still fi nd places 
where people treat public space as 
private space and use it sometimes 
even as urban living room, because 
the space in their fl ats is too little. 

As observed by Michael Wolf ’s 
photographs, he captures and ex-
plores the individual improvisa-
tions and adaptations of this lack of 
private domesticity.

Th ere is, for sure, more order and 
cleanness in Hong Kong’s streets, 
but people will always fi nd a way 
to use their space for various func-
tions. Hong Kong’s inhabitants 
have demonstrated creativity in cre-
ating home, work and public space 
in such a dense urban environment. 
Large and small public spaces are 
interwoven on ground level, while 
rooftops and large shopping malls 
activate a three dimensional vertical 
public ground. Th ere is a need for 
such fl exible public spaces in Hong 
Kong’s vertical density. 

Varied examples how people use 
public space can be found in Hong 
Kong, in this thesis we examine 
three diff erent places in order to 
understand public space and the 
way how people behave in these 
spaces.
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075 Graham Street wet market

INFRASTRUCTURE  MEGASTRUCTURE
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STREET  MARKET
Th e streets in Hong Kong assume 
a traditional role as market place 
and meeting place. Some streets in 
Hong Kong change to temporary 
trading zones, the construction of 
stands and stalls for the wet market 
or the night market happens only 
in twenty minutes but change the 
landscape of the street completely. 
Th e wet markets in Hong Kong 
have a long tradition and are an 
essential character of the city. Li-
censed street hawkers occupy fi xed 
positions along pedestrian streets 
selling fresh food, fl owers, veg-
etables, meat, fi sh and fruits. Th e 
stalls are extended into the street 
space and encourage purchasing 
goods but provide space for social 
and cultural interaction at the same 
time. It is a vibrant urban part of 
the city which faces tremendous 
changes in some areas nowadays. 
Th ese markets become target of the 
urban renewal as described before. 
Th is long established public space 
with its vibrant, active and fl ex-
ible way of using space is going to 
be gradually replaced by shopping 
malls. Th is development changed 
the urban pattern of Hong Kong 
and a lot of these informal spaces, 
which provided opportunities for 
the citizens to participate as both 
players and audience, have already 
disappeared. 
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076 Transformation of walkways
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079 Cardboard boxes form community

078 Use of walkway

077 Domestic helper on their day off

WALKWAYS
In Hong Kong the walkways and 
footbridge network allows to ac-
commodate changing needs and 
temporary uses. On a working day 
the links serve as fast connection be-
tween two destinations but on one 
day at the weekend the space trans-
forms into an outdoor living room. 
It changes into a living space in the 
densest shopping district in Central, 
where domestic workers gather on 
their day off . 

Th is phenomenon is due to the fact 
that most of the female domestic 
workers live in small rooms in the 
employer’s homes, where they have 
no space to meet friends or family. 
As a result a large number of foreign 
domestic workers gather in public 
spaces around the city to socialize 
and enjoy a brief moment of privacy. 

Th ese spaces become salons, librar-
ies, picnic places or playing grounds 
at the weekend. It is interesting to 
observe that not all activities take 
place on the same type of ground as 
the areas in Central are subdivided 
into diff erent user zones. Walkways 
are more likely to be used for chat-
ting and gathering as well as playing 
cards, picnic and beauty activities, as 
these functions need a covered shad-
ed area with a hard surface. While 
other activities such as praying and 
dance performances take place in 
large open spaces such as the Vic-
tory Park. Walking through these ar-
eas on a Sunday is always a pleasant 
experience as it transforms the ‘grey’ 
fi nancial district into an active, col-
ourful space full of vibrance.

Starting in the morning the do-
mestic workers pack their personal 
belongings into large suitcases and 
head to Central. Th e mainly Fili-
pino community built up their en-
campment with cardboard boxes 
in order to get some privacy. It 
is a good way for them to spend 
the day off  inexpensively as most 
of them bring along their home 
cooked food and other gadgets to 
entertain themselves. In the even-
ing everything is packed up again 
and the domestic helpers are saying 
goodbye until the next weekend. 
Unfortunately this use of public 
space is often seen by local citizens 
as an off ence which causes some-
times tension and confl icts between 
locals and foreign workers, mostly 
because of congestion and littering. 
In the past there were also some 
attempts to ban this way of using 
public, but until today without 
success. 

Th e way how the domestic work-
ers use the space is a more informal 
way and it is diff erent from the way 
Chinese people use such spaces. For 
most Chinese people these walk-
ways and connection bridges are 
the fastest connection between two 
destinations, it is not a place to stay. 
Only in some areas, for example in 
North Point, Hong Kong residents 
use a pedestrian bridge as recreation 
space to play Mah-jong. Normally 
Hong Kong residents prefer to stay 
at declared public spaces such as sit-
ting out areas or promenades where 
they enjoy their free time. 
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080 Times Square POPS

PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACE
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081 Times Square plaza

TIMES SQUARE

55 Cf. Luk 2009, p.699.

Th e Times Square shopping mall 
situated in Causeway Bay was 
built in 1994 as major shopping 
mall redevelopment from a former 
tramway depot. Th e public space at 
Times Square serves as a node for 
the pedestrian network as it con-
nects diff erent streets and the MTR 
stations. It provides a plaza of ap-
proximately 3.017 square metres 
and street widening of approxi-
mately 1.347 square metres and is a 
good example for a privately owned 
public space (POPS). It is a space 
which is located on the private 
property of the developer and is 
managed by the private sector, but 
the general public has the right to 
use it. As a return for the provision 
of this public space in the city cen-
tre a fl oor area bonus of 120.000 
square metres, which is about fi ve 
storeys, was added on top of the 
towers. 

Th e plaza is surrounded by a high 
density urban fabric and serves as 
a meeting point due to its good 
connection. Various activities such 
as exhibitions, festival celebrations 
and public events can take place in 
front of the building.

In 2008 there were controversies 
about the inappropriate manage-
ment of this privately owned public 
space, as the corporation prevented 
people from sitting or performing 
in this public space.55 Th e property 
owner made even profi t from rent-
ing the open plaza to a café, and 
people were strictly prohibited to 
bring along their own food. Th is 

abuse of power by the private sec-
tor was the reason for public dem-
onstrations and made the people 
aware of the use of public space in 
Hong Kong.

Th e urban environment of Hong 
Kong has changed, the expansion 
of shopping centres and privately 
owned public spaces have become 
more and more the dominant form 
of public spaces. Th ese spaces are 
no longer places for recreation it is 
a space which is largely profi t-driv-
en combined with a lot of restric-
tions and even opening hours.
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082 HSBC POPS
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084 Occupy Hong Kong protest

083 Gathering under HSBC

HONG KONG SHANGHAI BANK CO.

56 Cf. Hong Kong Public Space Initia-
tive 2013.
57 Chu/Howeler 2005, p.164-165.
58 Cf. Th e Guardian 2012.

Another interesting use of public 
space is the free space underneath 
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank 
from architect Norman Foster. His 
idea was to uplift the building, al-
lowing the whole ground fl oor to 
become a public plaza as well as 
a pedestrian passage.56 Th is non-
commercial space on street level 
connects two of the most expensive 
business streets in Central, and was 
an incredible gesture to the city. To-
day this public space is known as a 
non-commercial sheltered space on 
street level and has become a lively 
picnic spot at the weekend for do-
mestic helpers. 

Mary, a Filipino domestic helper 
in Hong Kong for almost 12 years, 
says about the HSBC plaza: “I can 
say the HSBC is very useful for us, 
domestic helpers, and especially to us 
Filipinos. It is our meeting place… 
During holidays, it is our habit to 
come here, to wait for our group 
like relatives, friends and diff erent 
organisations. It is where we chat, 
share food, ideas and even problems 
if one of us needs help. It is a con-
venient place for us to practice some 
activities; to present a new program 
when we have one. Sometimes when 
it is raining and there is no place to 
go, we’re just staying there spending 
our time chatting, some of us play-
ing cards, manicuring, reading and 
eating. Before we depart, we always 
set the time when we will all gather 
again. Otherwise, a majority of us 
are going to church, to sports festivals, 
like volleyball and basketball. 

Some of us are also going to a skill 
training, like cooking, hair cutting, 
sewing, computer and much more. 
Few are even pursuing their unfi n-
ished studies, studying hard the en-
tire Sunday afternoon. In the even-
ing most of us are buying food from a 
restaurant or food chain take out, to 
eat in HSCB in-group. Th at’s how we 
enjoy our holiday till the time to go 
back home to our working place.”57

Occupy Hong Kong

Th e HSBC plaza was also the lo-
cation for another phenomenon 
which started in the middle of Oc-
tober 2011. As the Occupy Wall 
Street movement also spread to 
Hong Kong the public plaza be-
neath the bank became a campsite, 
to draw attention to the griev-
ance in Hong Kong. Protesters all 
around the world joined the move-
ment which demonstrated against 
social and economic inequality. Th e 
protest began in Hong Kong with 
about 200 people living in the oc-
cupied space. At its height in tents 
with set-up couches, desks and 
bookshelves aiming to create an 
ideal equal community. Th e pro-
test came to an end in September 
2012 after a judge ruled that the 
activists’ occupation of the space 
goes beyond the designated use of 
the public space in the heart of the 
city’s fi nancial district.58
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086 Fly the Flyover Operation project in Kwun Tong

085 Performance under fl yover
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087 Concrete cones under highway in Hong Kong

USE OF SPACE UNDER FLYOVER

59 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Hong 
Kong Th e Facts Highways 2012, p.1.
60 Cf. Energizing Kowloon East 2013.

1.325 vehicle fl yovers and 1.197 
pedestrian overpasses59 can be 
found in Hong Kong, most of these 
sites have potential for further de-
velopment. One of these develop-
ments is a place-making project in 
Kowloon. It aims to open up the 
fenced-off , vacant government land 
underneath the Kwun Tong Bypass 
to transform it into an informal 
cultural and performance venue for 
various activities, including mu-
sic, cultural and arts performances 
as well as exhibitions. Th is venue 
opened to the public in January 
2013 and is now a public space 
for people to relax and visit freely. 
Th ere are basic facilities provided 
in the venue, for example, a per-
formance stage, a dressing room, 

general lighting and toilets. Th is 
redevelopment of the space under 
the fl yover should boost the change 
in the neighbourhood of Kowloon 
East, which should transform into 
an energetic and vibrant place with 
an artistic touch. Th e venue is well 
used with diff erent activities and 
shows how such transformations 
can be done.60

Th is is a very simple and eff ective 
way of providing fl exible space and 
a much more human approach than 
placing concrete cones to restrict 
access for people. Given the vast 
number of fl yovers in Hong Kong, 
there is a great potential for innova-
tively providing public open space 
by activating the areas underneath.
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BUILDING MEGASTRUCTURE
According to Maki a megastruc-
ture can contain an extremely high 
population density on a small piece 
of land, and can provide all or part 
of the functions of an ordinary city. 
Defi ned in this way we observed 
that in Hong Kong various high 
density developments with diff er-
ent functions, which can be clas-
sifi ed as megastructures, already 
exist. Especially the podium and 
tower typology, which is described 
in detail in the ‘High-rise’ chapter, 
with its high-rise buildings on top 
of a multilevel podium complex, 
which houses a number of diff erent 
city functions, is classifi ed in this 
thesis as megastructure. 

Th e building megastructure is cat-
egorized into three diff erent types.

- Th e historical one, which consists 
of a widely mix of overlapping func-
tions such as the Kowloon Walled 
City or the Chungking Mansion 
or the modern one, which is, for 
example, the Pacifi c Place. It is a 
megastructure that connects diff er-
ent parts of the city, and successful-
ly facilitates pedestrian movement.

- Th e offi  ce, housing-towers and 
shopping mall megastructures, 
which can usually be found at trans-
portation infrastructure nodes, is a 
megastructure that takes the form 
of an urban island and can survive 
on its own, but is still connected to 
the urban fabric of the city. A good 
example for this type is Tai Koo 
Shing or Kowloon Station.

- Th e mono-functional megastruc-
tures, which are often isolated from 
the surrounding such as Disney-
land, Ocean Park or Olympian 
City, can be seen as autonomic part 
of the city pattern. Th ey do not 
function as an integral part of the 
city. 

Th is chapter investigates the dif-
ferent building megastructures in 
Hong Kong and takes a look at 
their interacting within the city 
pattern.
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090 Bird’s eye view 1987

KOWLOON WALLED CITY

61 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.157.

Th e most complex expression of 
a three dimensional urbanism in 
Hong Kong was the Kowloon 
Walled City. It was an organically 
grown structure and developed over 
the years to a megastructure by be-
coming denser and creating overlap-
ping functions.61

In Cantonese it is known as the city 
of darkness and was once thought to 
be the most densely populated place 
on earth with 35.000 people on just 
2.7 hectares. Th ere were a few tiny 
apartment blocks and more than 
300 interconnected high rise build-
ings, all constructed without contri-
butions from a single architect.

Th e history of the Kowloon Walled 
City dates back to the Sung Dynasty 
of 960 – 1297, when it began as a 
small fort for the imperial soldiers 
who controlled the salt trade. In the 
second half of the 19th century the 
Chinese were facing the invasion by 
the British, who then held Hong 
Kong Island. Th e Chinese authori-
ties then expanded the fort into a 
proper garrison town. 

In 1898 it became the only part of 
Hong Kong that China unwillingly 
ceded to Britain under the 99 years 
lease of Kowloon and the New Ter-
ritories. Britain agreed that China 
could keep the walled city until the 
colonial administration of this area 
was established. But China never 
dropped its claim of jurisdiction 
and the sovereignty fi ght remained 
unsolved until 1987. Th e result was 
that it became a lawless enclave.

When the Japanese invaded Hong 
Kong during the Second World 
War, parts of the walls of the Walled 
City were demolished and used 
to extend the airport runway of 
the Kai Tak airport. After the war 
refugees started to fl ee from China 
and many of them stayed on the 
site of the Walled City. Rents were 
low, and there were no concerns 
about visas or taxes and by 1947 
over 2.000 squatter camps were on 
the site. Permanent buildings fol-
lowed and by the 1971 census over 
10.000 people were reported to be 
living in the 2.185 dwellings in the 
Walled City. In the mid-1980s the 
population was estimated at 35.000 
people and the structure had risen 
to twelve to fourteen storeys. Th e 
government tried to clear the city 
several times, but riots broke out in 
Canton and Shanghai, where the 
British Consulate was set alight.  
But the city was still part of China 
and to avoid damaging the Sino-
British relations, the British gov-
ernment adopted a hand off  policy 
and simply ignored the area. Th e 
city again became an area of crimi-
nal activities with brothels, gam-
bling, drugs dens, dog restaurants 
and criminal societies known as the 
triads. It was a city within a city; 
there were no laws, no taxes, no 
light acting as an in-between space.

Th e height of the Walled City rose 
with the rest of Hong Kong. In the 
1950s housing usually consisted of 
wooden and stone low-rises, known 
as shop houses. 
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In the 1960s concrete buildings of 
four or fi ve storeys were built, and 
in the 1970s many were replaced by 
blocks of 10 storeys or more. Th e 
site became chaotically cramped, 
with buildings so close to each other 
that it was sometimes not possible 
to open a window. Even the circula-
tion space had to be moved to the 
third or fourth fl oor, which allowed 
continuous horizontal circulation 
and relieved the pressure from the 
lower movement system. Th is cre-
ated a network of three dimensional 
streets allowing multiple accesses on 
diff erent levels. Th e boundaries be-
tween inside and outside, between 
one building and another and be-
tween private and public became 
more and more blurred. Th e roof 
tops even off ered the possibility for 
continuous movement across the 
whole structure. 

Th e Kowloon Walled City was 
not only a great example of three-
dimensional movement but also 
of intensive mixed use and adapt-
ability. Th e minimal space in the 
structure was under constant trans-
formation, for example a tea shop 
would transform into a bordello or 
mah-jong parlour and then into a 
dormitory. No room in the Kow-
loon Walled City could aff ord to 
satisfy just one function, it had to 
accommodate many functions dur-
ing a 24 hour period. Low rents also 
meant that many small factories 
such as textiles, toys and food, espe-
cially fi sh balls, where placed within 
this structure. 

Wells supplied water for the resi-
dents and electricity was taken il-
legally from the main city supply 
(until 1970s).

Th e result was an impressive mega-
structure with a height limit of 45 
metres due to the proximity to the 
Kai Tak airport. If this had not been 
the case it would perhaps have led to 
an even more innovative volumetric 
structure. Initial structures were ex-
tended so that a ten storey building 
might grow with two more levels. 
Without adequate foundation and 
additional extensions buildings 
were not able to stand on their own. 
Th ey were held up by their adjacent 
structures. 

When the Sino-British Joint Decla-
ration was signed in 1984 and the 
British and Chinese government 
agreed that the special territorial 
position of the Walled City was no 
longer relevant, both agreed to its 
demolition in January 1987. 

At the time of the demolition, it 
was estimated that the Walled City 
had accommodated 8.800 apart-
ments and 1.045 commercial es-
tablishments, on a site of 126 x 213 
metres.62

62 Cf. Ibid., p.29.
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63 Carney 2013.
64 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.110.

In March 1993 the last residents 
fully accepted the governments 
rehousing terms and the demoli-
tion began and was completed in 
April 1994. On the site the Kow-
loon Walled City Park opened in 
December 1995. But while it was 
demolished, the memories and the 
spirit of the Walled City still live on 
in the hearts of many Hongkongers. 

“When you ask former residents what 
they miss most about the Walled City 
most of them say the friendship.

It could be argued that the Hong 
Kong people today have lost some 
of the sense of community and so-
cial solidarity that could once be 
seen there.”63

Th e streets and alleyways of the 
Kowloon Walled City were pro-
gressively incorporated into private 
space, Roof surface was regularly 
enclosed to serve as extensions of 
habitable space or co-opted to serve 
as access pathways, playground, 
schools, aviaries or gardens. Th e 
boundaries between private and 
public space was vague and readily 
renegotiated.64
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CHUNGKING MANSIONS

65 Cf. Ibid., p.31.
66 Cf. Beerman 2011. 
67 Mathews 2011, p.91.

Th e closest development to the 
Kowloon Walled City that still ex-
ists in Hong Kong is Chungking 
Mansions. It is an example for a 
historical megastructure built in 
1962 as a high-end residential de-
velopment in Tsim Sha Tsui Kow-
loon with three towers on a three 
fl oor podium. It developed from 
a chic residential building into a 
megastructure with a wildly mix of 
functions. Today it accommodates a 
variety of low-budget hotels, shops, 
restaurants and other services. 

Th ere are estimated 4.000 people 
living in the seventeen-story struc-
ture in the heart of Hong Kong 
today, most of them from ethnic 
minorities. Mathew Gordon, who 
wrote the book ‘Ghetto at the Cent-
er of the World: Chungking Mansions 
Hong Kong’, estimated in 2007 that 
members of at least 120 diff erent 
nationalities had passed through 
Chungking Mansions in one year, it 
is one of the most culturally diverse 
locations in Hong Kong. Similar to 
the Kowloon Walled City, Chun-
gking Mansions has been a centre 
for drugs, crime and illegal immi-
grants. It can be considered as a 
complete city within one structure, 
it managed over the span of forty 
years to transform from a singular 
residential monolith city block to a 
place of multiple programs.65

Approximately 140 shops are locat-
ed in Chungking Mansions; among 
them are eateries, phone card stalls, 
groceries, newsstands, packing and 
shipping stores, Internet cafés and 
shops selling retail and wholesale 
mobile phones, clothing, watches, 
and electronics.66

“Chungking Mansions is not part 
of Hong Kong, but an island of the 
developing world in Hong Kong’s 
heart.“ 67
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KOWLOON STATION DEVELOPMENT

68 Lau/Wang/Giridharan/Ganesan 2005, 
p.160-161.
69 Dempsey/Jenks 2005, p.424.

Th e Kowloon Station is a Mass 
Transit Railway Corporation 
(MTRC) owned property, designed 
as major transport interchange, 
connecting the new International 
Airport to the existing urban centre 
by the Airport Express. It is a devel-
opment consisting of 16 residential 
towers ranging from 30 to 60 stories 
in height, a single 118 storey land-
mark building (the International 
Commerce Centre) accommodat-
ing offi  ce space and a business ho-
tel and two mixed use towers of 
64 storeys each with hotel, service 
apartments and residential accom-
modation. Th e whole development 
is totally built on reclaimed land 
and will be even extended into the 
future West Kowloon Cultural Dis-
trict, a government fi nanced ven-
ture that will feature 17 arts and 
culture venues including perform-
ing arts theatres, concert halls, mu-
seums and a 15.000 seat outdoor 
performance venue along a water-
front park. 

All towers of the development sit on 
a massive podium which includes a 
shopping centre, a multi-level car 
park, which has space for 6000 
cars, and the Kowloon station, a 
transportation interchange for pub-
lic buses, minibuses, taxis and the 
MTR with a huge urban park on 
the roof.68 But because the podium 
is lifted off  the road and forms a 
wall creating an undefi ned space 
and no shop openings are found on 
the street level, the pedestrian zone 
around the podium remains lifeless 
and empty. Th e podium separates 

the residents from the urban fabric 
of the city. 
Th e Kowloon Station represents 
the most recent urban experiment 
in high-density mixed use in Hong 
Kong. It is an advanced evolution 
of the MILU typology (Multiple 
Intensive Land Use) that combines 
living, working and leisure in a 
high-quality urban setting, sup-
ported by high effi  cient transpor-
tation. Th e effi  ciency of the trans-
portation itself makes a signifi cant 
contribution to the overall sustain-
ability of the project. Th is is one 
of the most intensively used spaces 
with 43.500 passengers arriving 
and departing from the platforms.69

Th e Kowloon Station project is a 
vertical megastructure, which iso-
lates itself from the surrounding 
and takes the form of an island in 
the city fabric. Nevertheless, the de-
velopment has a well used shopping 
centre and an excellent connection 
to the city by public transport. Th e 
future extension to the West Kow-
loon Cultural District will integrate 
the Kowloon station even more so 
that it will function as an integral 
part of Hong Kong.

Chapter High-rise p.189
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OLYMPIAN CITY

70 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.124-125.

Th e site for Olympian City was 
the result of a public transport in-
frastructure project developed by 
the MTRC in the late 1990s. Th e 
development occupies 13.1 ha and 
was built in three stages totally on 
reclaimed land. 

Th e Olympian city consists of the 
Island Harbourview, which has 
nine forty-storey towers and pro-
vides 2.314 apartments, estimated 
to accommodate almost 7.000 
residents, Central Park, which has 
four fi fty-storey towers with 1.344 
apartments for around 4.000 resi-
dents, and Park Avenue, which 
has fi ve fi fty-storey towers with 
1.592 apartments for some 4.800 
residents. In total the project was 
planned to accommodate around 
15.750 people. As with other com-
prehensive developments, it has its 
own clubhouse and even two shop-
ping malls and extensive sports fa-
cilities. Th ere is even a large private 
open space located on the podium, 
which is separated from the public 
space so that the residents can enjoy 
their free time without any distrac-
tion from the public. Th is is special 
for the recent private residential 
developments as they provide large 
private open areas especially for 
their own user.

Th e MTR station is located with-
in the complex, which in theory 
should encourage people to go 
through the shopping centre to 
make their daily shopping on 
their way home. But there are no 
supermarkets or grocery stores lo-
cated inside the shopping com-

plex so people just use the mall to 
walk through. Th e consequence 
is that the shopping complex re-
mains empty for most of the day, 
it only becomes busy later in the 
afternoon and during the holidays. 
Th e shiny-shopping centre appears 
out of place, not only because of 
its scale and proportion (it is one 
of the largest shopping complexes 
in the district) but also by its func-
tions which are contrary to the lo-
cal community. Th e development is 
well connected via the rail network 
but not via foot as the movement 
on foot between Olympian City 
and the old districts is neither easy 
nor pleasant. 

Th e podium and tower typology is a 
type that has the capacity to knit 
elements of the city together, but it 
can also lead to divisions as it can 
be observed at the Olympian City 
development. Th is podium form 
is scaled up and takes over several 
blocks. It takes on an introverted, 
monolithic form that excludes the 
surrounding area and becomes an 
urban island. 

Th e Olympian City is an isolated 
megastructure and in competition 
with its surrounding, in this case 
the old district of Kowloon and its 
very dense communities of You Ma 
Tei and Tai Kok Tsui. Th e develop-
ment off ers expensive housing in an 
area that is dominated by old-pub-
lic housing. It off ers a lifestyle that 
is not familiar to the people living 
in the area.70
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102 Construction of the Tower of Babel

DISCOURSE ON MEGASTRUCTURE
“Die europäische Stadt hat das 
19. Jahrhundert geprägt, die nor-
damerikanische Stadt das 20. Jah-
rhundert, die asiatische Stadt wird 
die Maßstäbe für das 21. Jahrhun-
dert setzen“71

To defi ne the term megastructure 
and its underlying principles it is 
interesting to investigate diff er-
ent projects which use the term 
megastructure or can be classifi ed 
as megastructure in history. It’s also 
important to see the diff erent mean-
ing in the way, what megastructures 
were intended to be and what they 
are in an actual form. Th roughout 
time there is a long history of de-
signing or constructing structures 
of an enormous scale. In this chap-
ter we intend to look back on those 
megastructures in history in order 
to understand the megastructures 
we observed in Hong Kong better 
and evaluate, if those networks and 
buildings could be really classifi ed 
as megastructures.

Among them is the Tower of          
Babelnote6, a painting of 1563 by Pi-
eter Bruegel. Babel was interpreted 
as a high-rise complex, a vertical 
city with multiple layers of struc-
tures within a city’s walls. Th e sig-
nifi cance of this painting was enor-
mous and it highlights important 
aspects of city design that even has 
important relevance today. Bruegel 
shows the tower at various stages of 
completion and some sections are 
already decayed. It represents the 
city as a product that is never fi n-
ished.72 

71 Ribbeck 1995, p.96.
72 Cf. Karakiewicz 2005, p.149.
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73 Xue/Zahi/Roberts 2010, p.4.
74 Cf. Maruhn 2008, p.44-47.

Le Corbusier

Th e Plan Voisin by Le Corbusier 
could arguably be seen as the fi rst 
step in exploring the high-rise 
megastructure in the modern area. 
He planned to redesign parts of the 
right bank of the Seine in Paris. 
Only fi ve monuments would be 
preserved as evidence of the past. 
Th e quarters as a whole would be 
replaced with a sterometric sys-
tem of axes punctuated with tower 
blocks. Th e towers were organized 
in a highly effi  cient layout, and in 
the centre they even shared an ur-
ban terrace with the traffi  c passing 
underneath. Th e terrace connected 
the towers and served as the collec-
tive space for public activities.73

In 1929 Le Corbusier observed Rio 
de Janeiro from an Airplane and was 
appalled. For him the city seemed to 
be an unbroken chaos from the sea 
to the mountain. He started to make 
drafts for projects in Buenos Aires, 
Montevideo, Sao Paulo and Rio de 
Janeiro. New urban elements could 
be found in these sketches such as 
inhabited viaducts and housing slabs 
on pillars, with public highways on 
rooftops. And also his approach to 
an existing urban pattern was diff er-
ent, as the thirty metres pillars inter-
vene with the old city pattern, and 
apart from that the two urban or-
ganisms remained separated. In con-
trast to his early plans such as Plan 
Voisin and Ville Radieuse he did not 
recommend the destruction of the 
existing urban structure, instead he 
planned a partial over building of 
the existing city. 

In this plan there was no longer any 
surface grid, no centre to which the 
architect can orient by. 

In 1931 Le Corbusier began to de-
sign an idea for the North African 
city Algiers, the Plan Obus. Algiers 
was a ‘descordre eff rayant’ an ap-
palling chaos that should be com-
pletely erased. He designed a plan 
for a linear city on the fl at coastal 
landscape, individual residential 
modules could be inserted into the 
highway-crowned megastructure. 

It is structured into three main ele-
ments, the Cite des aff aires, which 
is a double skyscraper next to the 
sea side, a connected group of 
curved blocks with dwellings for 
the average income bracket and 
a miles long viaduct for 180.000 
low income inhabitants, which are 
designed as fourteen square me-
tres living cell. Th e construction 
of this linear megastructure, with 
a fi ve metre height between fl oors, 
form stacked houses which should 
be constructed in the style of each 
particular resident.74

Le Corbusier designed a large-scale 
grid, in which the inhabitants built 
two-storey houses to suit their own 
taste. It is deduced from the Mai-
son Dom-ino, but in this case each 
stacked house should be construct-
ed in the style of each particular 
resident. His project represents a 
departure from the classical ideal 
city; instead of an urban structure 
with squares, streets and buildings, 
a continuous monument appears, a 
linear city which can be extended 
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as required, snaking through the 
North African landscape. Th e Plan 
Obus was never put into practise, 
but the concept of this structure 
aff ected diff erent architects after 
World War II, such as Yona Fried-
man and Nicholas Habraken.75

Two requirements of urban 
megastructures were fulfi lled. On 
the one hand there was the possi-
bility for the inhabitants of the city 
to shape their own life-world in an 
overarching tectonic system inde-
pendent from the architect. On the 
other hand, there was the rejection 
of the hierarchy within the shape 
of the city. It can be said that Le 
Corbusier’s project for Algiers had 
produced an urban design concept 
already displaying many character-
istics of a megastructure.76

Le Corbusier started the search for 
new forms shortly after the Sec-
ond World War. He developed and 
designed structures and systems, 
which in their additive quality 
and serial orientation appear like a 
presentiment of the coming storm 
of megastructure. In fact, those 
projects mark a new beginning, 
they present the fi rst proposal for 
megastructures, at a time when the 
term megastructure did not even 
exist.77

Unlike the architectural avant 
garde of the 1920s to 1930s the 
new megastructure movement 
didn’t require the extensive demo-
lition of existing quartiers or dis-
tricts, instead the projects such as 
Constant’s New Babylon, Archi-

gram’s Plug-in City or Friedmans’s 
Ville Spatiale were fl oating above 
the historic city or aimed to con-
nect existing cities in form of the 
linear city.78

Japanese Metabolists

In the 1960s urbanization in Ja-
pan came to the forefront as after 
World War II a lot of Japanese cit-
ies were destroyed and the nation 
faced problems of scarce land and 
increasing urban population. Th e 
situation urged Japanese architects 
and urbanists to rethink urban 
structure and architectural form 
and search for new possible solu-
tions. Th e Metabolistsnote7 in Japan 
were one of the fi rst to acknowledge 
the potential of these vast structures 
which led to several megastructure 
proposals. Th ey are considered as 
the “fathers of megastructures”, as 
they were the fi rst who formulated 
and published the principle accord-
ing to Maki and later Wilcoxon.

Japanese architects and theorists 
developed an immense amount 
of ideal models and concepts for 
megastructres such as Arata Iso-
zaki’s City in the Air or urban 
planning proposal such as Kenzo 
Tange’s Tokyo Bay project.79

Th e Metabolists believed in the idea 
that the cities should be designed 
to grow and change and only the 
underlying structure should be 
permanent. Th e other element, 
the unit should be attached to the 
permanent structure and should be 
easily replaceable. 

75 Lampugnani Band 1 2011, p.399.
76 Cf. Maruhn 2008, p.45.
77 Cf. Maruhn 2008, p.44-47.
78 Cf. Ley/Richter 2008, p.28-29.
79 Xue/Zahi/Roberts 2010, p.4.
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80 Cf. Lin 2007, p.110.
81 Cf. Hilpert 2008, p.59-63.
82 Ibid., p.59-63.
83 Cf. Karakiewicz 2005, p.138-141.
84 Cf. Ley/Richter 2008, p.28-29.

Th e Metabolists rejected the mod-
ernist concept of the city as me-
chanical object and saw it as an or-
ganic process instead.80 Th is way of 
thinking shows the Plan for Tokyo 
by Kenzo Tange.

A bay spanned by gigantic steel 
beams which hold high rises, high-
ways and hanging gardens. Th at 
was how the future should look like 
in the plans presented at the World 
Design Conference in 1960. It is 
a linear city, or a large scale archi-
tectural frame, where the primary 
structure are two parallel highways 
across the Tokyo bay and the sec-
ondary structure is an industrially 
produced room cell, which is the 
mobile fraction of the city.81 His 
expansion of the city was designed 
over a period of twenty years and 
should grow out of the existing city 
to accommodate ten million peo-
ple. Th e traffi  c system is a central 
axis with two freeway bridges and 
a massive suspension railway which 
runs parallel. “Th e basic idea lies in 
breaking open the radial concentric 
city structure and introducing a lin-
ear growth process.”82 

His project received a lot of inter-
national attention in the architec-
tural press and the Japanese stepped 
out of the shadow of their Europe-
an contra parts. 

Archigram

Th e idea of a permanent support-
ing structure with interchangeable 
units, which can be plugged in or 
removed, had a very signifi cant 
infl uence on the work of the Brit-

ish architectural group Archigram. 
As the designs of the Metabolists 
represented themselves as projects 
which can be built, Archigram’s 
work were hypothetical projects 
that never presented themselves as 
buildable. Th e Archigram projects 
were designed to shock, to question 
and to challenge the pattern of liv-
ing. Th is challenge was refl ected in 
the name ‘Archigram’ as it was an 
abbreviation for the words Archi-
tectural Telegram, suggesting that 
the projects carried an urgent mes-
sage. Although Archigram emerge 
in the 1960s in Britain and infl u-
enced many architects and plan-
ners, the British megastructure 
could never compare in scale with 
the Japanese ones.83

In 1964 Archigram published 
the design for a megastructure in 
form of the Plug-In City. It was a 
megastructure with no buildings, 
just a massive framework in which 
units in form of prefabricated 
standardised components could be 
plugged in. But soon after this pub-
lication Archigram turned away 
from the concept of megastrucutres 
and devoted their attention to the 
element of small-scale residential 
capsule. Th e interests changed to 
mobile manageable units such as 
the Blow-Out Village, Tuned Sub-
urbs or Instant City. Archigram 
served as a source of inspiration 
for later works such as the Centre 
Pompidou by Richard Rogers and 
Renzo Piano.84
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Yona Friedman

Yona Friedman, who had been 
in touch with the Metabolists via 
Otaka, was on a similar path. His 
Ville Spatiale scheme was a large-
scale modular canopies that could 
be suspended above towns, cit-
ies and landscapes. His vision for 
the Spatial City canopies was to 
house capsules, habitable nodes 
nestled within the framework.85 In 
L’Architecture mobile Yona Fried-
man proposed a moving city. A 
geometric grid structure which is 
elevated on pillars that span over 
the existing urban fabric covering it 
almost completely. Th e upper city 
is theoretically infi nitely extend-
able. Instead of ‘skyscraper’ as seen 
in Le Corbusier’s cities of Algiers 
Friedman designed ‘groundscrap-
ers’ whose grid forms were oriented 
equally to breadth as well as length 
covering sections of the city or even 
the entire city. Friedman’s project 
created an all-over system, where 
everything and everyone, rich or 
poor, must submit to his overall 
framework. 

Constant Nieuwenhuys

Constant Nieuwenhuys’s New 
Babylon stands also on top of high 
vertical supports, raised above the 
earth’s surface. Everything origi-
nal remains below, the new is el-
evated. It is a post-revolutionary 
city which growes on an elevated 
framework. He presents a series of 
linear arranged patterns, which are 
connected to each other, some at 
random, some out of a functional 

perspective. He even covers the en-
tire world with the surface in which 
the human being largely abandons 
his privacy in order to live in public 
space.86 New Babylon aimed to “put 
an end to the separation between city 
and landscape. Th e landscape contin-
ues and the city is placed on a diff er-
ent level. It is a network, rather than 
a core.”87 

Arata Isozaki

Arata Isozaki develops a new kind 
of megastructure which is prob-
ably closer to the Archigram’s ideas 
than to those of his Metabolists col-
leagues in Japan. In his project City 
in the Air, designed in 1961, ap-
pears to have a basic treelike struc-
ture. It is a joint core system with 
branches growing off  in diff erent 
directions, creating a network of 
buildings. With Clusters in the Air, 
which is a more radical solution for 
Tokyo, he varied the joint core sys-
tem allowing habitation that begins 
only at the height of 31 metres. Iso-
zaki used a megastructure even as a 
tool of protest as developers began 
to demolish the historic business 
district of Tokyo. He designed a 
network at 45 metres above ground 
of interlocking tetrahedrons over 
the existing buildings rather than 
destroying them. 

85 Cf. Koolhaas/Obrist 2011, p.20.
86 Cf. Ibid., p.44-47.
87 Cf. Koolhaas/Obrist 2011, p.19.
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Superstudio and Archi-
zoom

At the end of the 1960s, far from 
the hot spots of the international 
architecture scene, two architectural 
groups developed two utopian pro-
jects. Between 1969 and 1972 sev-
eral versions of the projects Il Monu-
mento Continuo by the Superstudio 
group and No-Stop City by the group 
Archizoom were published. Th ere 
concepts were designed as a theo-
retical statement in form of a collage 
not as a design that will actually be 
built.88

Archizoom writes about No-Stop 
City: ”Such a model for the city does 
not represent the alternative to present-
day reality, but rather that of the cur-
rent reality on the level of a new critical 
consciousness.”89 It can be concluded 
that in those two utopian city pro-
jects architectural utopias, their his-
tory, their social and political con-
texts, as well as the megastructures as 
a specifi c form of this are being dis-
cussed and are all being subjected to 
irony. It appears that neither one of 
these city utopias proposes concrete 
solutions to problems, but that both 
function to point out problems, 
both groups didn’t create a model of 
the future but a critique of contem-
porary society and its architecture.90

Expo Montreal 1967

At the Expo in Montreal in 1967 
the typical formal elements of 
megastructures had become accept-
ed even more. Some would even say 
that megastructures had reached 
the climax of their diversity. Such 

as Buckminster Fuller’s construction 
of an enormous Dome for the US 
Pavilion or Frei Otto’s free swinging 
network structure for the Federal 
Republic of Germany. But one of 
the greatest megastructures was the 
Habitat by Moshe Safdie, which is 
a housing complex with a mixture 
of classic A-frame ‘Terrassenhäuser’ 
and labyrinthine concrete block 
plug-ins.91 At his residential struc-
ture Safdie applied the system of 
prefabrication, he was stacking ac-
commodation units on top of each 
other so that the optical eff ect of 
a megastructure accrue. But there 
was no diff erentiation between 
structural framework and unit, 
which would have led to problems 
with the interchange ability or ex-
pandability of the structure. 

The Brunswick Centre

At that time more and more ideas 
for futuristic architecture appeared, 
with a more conceptual approach 
than solutions to real problems. Th e 
designs became more abstract and 
less realizable. In the following years 
further implementations were devel-
oped which include at least partial 
mega structural concepts. Th e Brun-
swick Centre in London designed 
by Patrick Hodgkinson is a shop-
ping mall that keeps up the idea of 
a megastructure. After completion 
in 1972 it failed to attract suffi  cient 
private buyers and the residential 
section was used as a council hous-
ing. Today, after renovation, the cen-
tre contains 560 fl ats, various shops, 
cafes and restaurants, a supermarket 
and a cinema. 
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117 West Kowloon Cultural District by Foster + Partners, proposed large scale interconnected cultural development in Hong Kong
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92 Düesberg 2013, p.174.
93 Ley/Richter 2008, p.28.
94 Cf. Riley 2003, p.30.
95 Cf. Ibid., p.24.
96 Cf. Want China Times.

It contains several diff erent func-
tions in a big structure. Also the con-
struction of the Centre Pompidou 
by Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano 
can be seen as an implementation of 
a megastructure.92

If the concept of the megastructure 
should fulfi l the social need for mo-
bility and fl exibility, it seems that at 
this point the macrostructure stands 
in the way of the megastructure as 
monumental structures suggest little 
mobility. Th e living capsule should 
be the sustainable new symbol of 
the mobile society and put the 
megastructure concept, as previously 
thought, into question. 

In 1973 Reyner Banham gave a 
series of lectures under the title 
“Megastructure is dead. It is thus high 
time to place it within the history of 
architecture.”93 For Banham the high 
point of the megastructure move-
ment was already over and he began 
to question the megastructure move-
ment. For Banham it began as a cri-
tique and alternative to the academic 
phase of CIAM’s modernism, and 
now it turned into another academi-
cism of the avant garde.94 What had 
once seemed like an opportunity to 
transform the whole confi guration 
of society became a memorial to an 
ideal and unreachable destiny.95

Megastructure is dead

But instead of thinking that 
megastructure is dead, a new way 
of thinking has emerged. Th e con-
tinually growing megacities of Asia, 
South America and Africa are pre-
destined to develop megastructures 
adapted to their local needs. For 
example Foster and Partner have al-
ready designed such a megastructure 
for Moscow which is called Crystal 
Island but had to be postponed be-
cause of the economic crisis. Amazed 
by such megastructures also a lot of 
Chinese developers explore new vi-
sions for such vertical megastructure 
cities which should accommodate 
up to 120.000 people. For example 
the Beijing based Vantone Real Es-
tate is planning to build such verti-
cal communities in Chengdu and 
Xi’an.96 It is interesting to see what 
the future will bring as due to the 
fast urbanisation process cities have 
to fi nd new solutions to cope with 
increasing population and new con-
cepts of megastructures can play a 
crucial role to deal with this chal-
lenge. 
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CONCLUSION
Kong’s infrastructure network can 
be understood as a framework in 
which gradually ‘units’, in this case 
skyscrapers, are ‘plugged-in’. When 
those units are no longer needed 
they get removed and replaced. Th e 
fl exible part of these units is in this 
case not the dwelling-box but the 
human being, when he loses his 
fl at he has to move and his ‘unit’ 
will be replaced by another, newer 
one. Th e timespan plays an impor-
tant role here as the city structure 
has not developed simultaneously, 
it is a continues changing process 
in which buildings usually survive 
only sixty years. After that they will 
be replaced.

Th is is similar to some of the con-
cepts and ideas of the megastruc-
ture movement, where further de-
velopments and continuous change 
were desired.

In a lot of concepts in history megas-
turctures are usually used to replace 
the whole city or at least overspan 
the existing city. It raises the ques-
tion of what should happen with the 
existing parts of the city. Diff erent 
approaches could be found in his-
tory, megastructures were designed 
on pillars as they should not impact 
or damage the existing underlying 
structure, alternative designs want 
to provoke the demolition which 
should lead to the regeneration of 
existing cities. Other designs like 
‘Th e Tower’ by Bruegel shows a tow-
er in various stages of completion 
with some sections already decayed, 
which represents the city as a prod-
uct that is never fi nished. 

In Hong Kong megastructures did 
not arise as the result of any urban 
theory, it is a development process 
which is due to the lack of available 
buildable land and an ever increas-
ing population. 

An obvious response to the demand 
of land was to duplicate the fl oor 
area by stacking fl ats on top of each 
other creating vertical megastruc-
tures for living. For the transporta-
tion infrastructure this also meant 
that there was a need to respond to 
the demand as the population mov-
ing was steadily increasing. In order 
to duplicate the means of access, 
footbridges were created which 
connect buildings and even whole 
blocks or districts with each other. 
Th is also encouraged multiple uses 
of buildings as it was now possible 
to enter a building not only from 
the ground level as second access 
was available. It extended the build-
able space of the city not only hori-
zontally but also vertically. A rich 
mix of activities became possible 
and a movement between buildings 
and streets without ever having to 
leave the continuous network of el-
evated or underground pedestrian 
passageways has been achieved. 

By comparing the historical 
megastructure concept and ideas 
with the built-up form of Hong 
Kong it is obvious that those build-
ings and networks are not imme-
diately comparable, as the visual 
expression is somewhat diff erent. 
Interesting to observe is that the 
idea behind the concept is some-
thing that can be compared. Hong 
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all over the territory. Although they 
are not always corresponding to 
the megastructure concepts which 
evolved from history, they contain 
in the majority of cases diff erent 
functions and for us they can only 
be classifi ed as megastructures by 
their sheer size.

For the continual growing Asian 
megacities, megastructures might 
off er a good way to rethink a city, 
but they also provide a lot of discus-
sion material. Th e question arises if 
megastructures are a way to further 
developing the livability and vital-
ity of Hong Kong’s cityscape.

Megastructures in Hong Kong are 
an important part of the city fabric, 
as there already exits a complex net-
work of transportation infrastruc-
ture and building megastructure. 

Th e infrastructure networks are 
heavily used and often overcrowd-
ed. Th is often results in footpaths, 
walkways and footbridges that op-
erate on their limits. In order to 
avoid an overfl ow of the footpaths 
even fences have been installed to 
keep people ‘on track’ and pre-
vent collisions with the heavy traf-
fi c. Walkways and footbridges are 
often an outcome of effi  ciency 
which only guide people in speci-
fi ed directions, in most cases to the 
next shopping mall. Th ey work as 
‘pedestrian highways’ in order to 
overcome a heavy used road. Lei-
sure walks are only possible at des-
ignated spots in the city. 

Th is arises the question whether 
large-scale design projects in a city 
should ever be fi nished as cities nev-
er stand still, they are in a continual 
process of change and reinvention. 
Today diff erent master plans can 
be found which provide fully solu-
tions for entire districts and quar-
ters. Th e megastructure provides a 
way to defy such eff orts and gives 
the city space to refi ne itself by the 
changing building structure and 
the diversity of its inhabitants.

In the designs of these megastruc-
ture projects the structural part 
seems to be accepted as a collec-
tive structure, but who owns it and 
therefor organizes or manages it 
remains unsolved. While the state 
would probably resume all these 
functions at the Metabolism con-
cepts, a computer system should 
provide the organisation of the 
megastructure in the designs from 
Archigram. Th e diff erent owner-
ship structure of a city makes a 
collective conceptual planning or 
reorganization diffi  cult and almost 
impossible as to redesign or reor-
ganize a whole city or quarter pri-
vate and public property owners 
need to be brought together. 

Most of the designs which have 
been examined in this thesis as-
sume a rapid increase in population 
and therefore a rising urbanisation. 
Th ese factors can still be found 
in Hong Kong and are even the 
reason why in our view there are 
plenty of megastructures located 
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If there are tolerances, people in 
Hong Kong are very creative in 
using their given space. Th erefore 
it is not necessary to defi ne and 
predetermine all of the spaces and 
functions in a design project. For 
that reason the aim of our projects 
is to discover and diagnose non-ac-
tivated potential spaces, reinterpret 
or reuse them and create a fl exible 
public space. 

Th e Mid-Level Escalator is a good 
example for an infrastructure 
megastructure in combination with 
public space. Th is megastructure 
has enhanced and further devel-
oped the existing urban pattern 
of the district. Th e initial purpose 
was to connect the central business 
district with the mid-level housing 
area.Th e side eff ect was a tremen-
dous upgrade of the area surpassed 
by the structure as it also became 
more accessible. Th e escalator ena-
bles an elevated way of exploring 
the city and is highly interwoven 
with the existing urban fabric.

Another way of experiencing and 
enjoying Hong Kong, namely rid-
ing a bike, has almost disappeared 
from the cityscape in recent years. 
Th is is an interesting aspect as the 
Chinese were formerly known to 
be a ‘bicycle society’. Today roads 
in Hong Kong are too crowded and 
dangerous for riding a bike. Only 
some gas delivery men use the bi-
cycle every day in between the tram 
tracks for the transportation of gas 
tanks. 

A ‘slow’ recreational walk is mainly 
impossible, even at the harbour 
front on Hong Kong Island. Walk-
ing in the city is in most cases com-
bined with consumption, which 
could be defi ned as the new leisure 
activity for Hong Kong’s residents. 
Easy walking from one district to 
the other is merely impossible as in 
most cases someone fi nds himself 
in a labyrinth of walkways and pe-
destrian bridges or in overcrowded 
pathways.

Street level as open space still exists 
in Hong Kong, but these diverse 
spaces are more likely to dimin-
ish over the time as they are re-
placed by megastructures such as 
the Olympian City, where uses are 
completely defi ned and predeter-
mined. Th ese uses in most cases ex-
clude the street and the existing ur-
ban city fabric. In these cases, even 
in Hong Kong, an empty pathway 
occurs. For that reason megastruc-
tures in Hong Kong should work 
as connectors not as isolator as a 
megastructure can only be sustain-
able if it is a truly interconnected 
part of the city structure. Th e con-
nection between private and public 
boundaries in the city fabric were 
blurred for a long time in the past 
but today this blurred edges be-
come a sharp border and this re-
lated public space disappears. For 
that reason it can be observed that 
since recent years the public space 
infrastructure in new developments 
and in infrastructure projects has 
been neglected, and less undefi ned 
public spaces can be found.
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A mix of functions and uses is es-
sential in order to make space in 
diff erent ways usable and accepted 
by all kind of people. 

To create this mix of functions 
some guidelines will be necessary 
but to enable consistent and user 
oriented growth, only a direction 
with many tolerances and possibili-
ties should be defi ned. 

Due to Hong Kong’s unique built 
environment and density it is pos-
sible to explore new ways of dealing 
with the needs of its citizens. Prob-
lems which Hong Kong is facing 
today could be problems of cities 
in the future all over the world as 
urbanisation is exploding and solu-
tions which are found here could 
be solutions for urbanism in the 
future.

All humans strive for individual 
mobility, in western countries it is 
the car, in Hong Kong it could be 
the bicycle if there were suffi  cient 
inner city bike tracks.

Hong Kong is a city which tries 
to head towards a sustainable and 
healthy living approach. In order to 
implement diff erent ways to experi-
ence and enjoy the city it is impor-
tant to maintain diff erent ways of 
mobility and make use of diff erent 
kind of spaces. To make megastruc-
tures work in Hong Kong it is im-
portant that there is always a pos-
sibility that these structures can 
develop further. For that reason it 
is necessary to create smaller in-
terventions in the existing urban 
fabric, challenge people’s creativ-
ity and let the structure grow in a 
sustainable and user oriented way. 
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GRAPH MEGASTRUCTURE

118 Multilayered megastructure graph
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119 Classifi cation of building heights

Since the fi rst modern skyscraper 
was built in the United States of 
America in 1884, urban high-rise 
has gone through a wide range of 
transformation and changes. New 
construction materials and ad-
vanced technologies have support-
ed the construction of even higher 
and higher buildings. 

In Hong Kong and in other Asian 
cities, high-rise buildings are the 
accepted housing solutions. 

But what is a high-rise building? 

Generally, the defi nition of tall 
buildings by the Council on Tall 
Buildings and Urban Habitat is 
that buildings between 23 metre 
and 150 metre are considered high-
rise, buildings taller than 150 metre 
are classifi ed as skyscrapers, while 
those above 300 metre are consid-
ered supertall buildings and build-
ings over 600 metres in height are 
megatall buildings.1
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120 Block attack in Central

INTRODUCTION
Hong Kong represents an extreme 
case of a tall residential building en-
vironment, as a total of 6.594 high 
rise buildings can be found. Th ere-
fore this urban phenomena and the 
development of tall buildings and 
high density can be understood a 
little bit better. It is also intriguing 
to investigate the qualities of high-
rise housing and observe its posi-
tive and negative eff ects. In Hong 
Kong high-rise developments grew 
out of necessity as there was barely 
buildable land to accommodate 
the growing population. Th e verti-
cal stacking of people was the only 
possibility to provide enough liv-
ing space. In most cases the build-
ing form is a consequence of eco-
nomical, technical or functional 
constraint. Th is building evolution 
is therefore based on the technical 
progress, with the main aim to in-
crease the effi  ciency and the fi nan-
cial returns. Th e transformation 
of the building typology in Hong 
Kong is worth drawing attention 
to it, therefore a typology catalogue 
can be found in this chapter, which 
should give an overview of the 
buildings typologies in Hong Kong 
and investigate diff erent character-
istics of the building forms, in order 
to form the foundation for the de-
sign process.

Th e high-rise urban form of Hong 
Kong bares close similarity to certain 
utopian projects from the past. Th ere 
are shapes like Le Corbusier’s slab 
blocks and cruciform towers with 
the indentation to increase light and 
ventilation; Ludwig Hilbersheimer’s 
podium topped by tall residential 

blocks; or the Garden City concept 
from Ebenezer Howard, which was 
taken as guidance for the fi rst gener-
ation of New Towns. Th ese utopian 
projects are maybe linked to some 
developments of Hong Kong. Th is 
chapter aims to investigate these ur-
ban models in order to understand if 
Hong Kong’s urban form is based on 
these ideas or not. 

Another diff erence to these urban 
utopian projects is that the majority 
of the authors of Hong Kong’s high-
rise architecture remain anonym; no 
architectural signature is recogniz-
able in the buildings. Th e design is 
determined by the optimization of 
space and material usage. For archi-
tecture this opens the possibility to 
experiment with diff erent forms and 
densities and it enables to give new 
ideas a trail, which is what this thesis 
intends to do. 

Th ere are many drivers to build up-
wards, including economics, sus-
tainability, housing shortage or im-
age, but it is still important to bear 
in mind that tall buildings are not 
the only building option. 

“Th roughout Asia, urban villages 
have formed the fabric of cities for 
centuries. But now, an invasion of 
towers and blocks is obliterating 
them: THE BLOCK ATTACK”2 

Th ese anonymous buildings are 
taking over Asian cities with relent-
less speed, public space surround-
ing them lacks the traditional Asian 
city’s qualities of diversity, intimacy 
and richness.3

1 Cf. Council on Tall Buildings and 
Urban Habitat 2013.
2 MVRDV and Th e Why Factory 2012, 
p.10.
3 Cf. Ibid., p.10.
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HIGH RISE IN HONG KONG

4 Cf. Emporis 2013. 
5 Wong Kam-Sing 2010, p.322.
6 Lau/Wang/Giridharan/Ganesan 2005, 
p.156.
7 Cf. Zhang 2004, p.251.
8 Christ/Gantenbein 2012, p.9.

Hong Kong is a metropolis with a 
dense population and the need to 
cope with rapid growth under the 
constraint of limited amount of 
buildable land, which has resulted 
in a concentrated development of 
high-rise buildings. Its skyscrapers 
are that defi ne Hong Kong. Build-
ings have been constructed to max-
imum heights and form the image 
and identity of Hong Kong. Th e 
urban landscape along the harbour 
,which is characterized by high-rise 
buildings set against a mountain-
ous backdrop, forms one of the best 
skylines in the world.4 

Within the space of four decades, the 
city form has been turned from a hor-
izontal to a vertical plane; older build-
ings of fi ve or six storeys have been 
replaced by high-rise building made 
out of concrete and steel, which are 
designed to achieve minimum costs 
and maximum returns.5 Th e continu-
ous increase in building heights is a 
direct result of the cities provision for 
an ever-growing population, increase 
in gross domestic product GD), and 
a shortage of land. Th e UN in 2000 
claimed that the vertical urban plan-
ning approach of Hong Kong, stack-
ing fl oors with diff erent usages on top 
of another, produces one of the most 
energy effi  cient urban built forms in 
the world.6

Hong Kong has become an ex-
perimental ground for high den-
sity vertical environments. Mixed 
use has always been an important 
instrument in Hong Kong’s ty-
pology development, only the 
scale has changed over the years.

Starting with the traditional shop 
house where commercial and resi-
dential uses could be found under 
one roof, but with the increasing 
densifi cation and modernization 
of the city the typology of the shop 
house has developed and built the 
foundation for the mixed use devel-
opment that can be found all over 
Hong Kong today. 

High-rise and high-density de-
velopments are very successful in 
Hong Kong. Th is approach helps 
to meet the urgent need to house 
the fast growing population. As the 
government provides community 
facilities and commercial centres 
within the housing estates, these 
high-rise and high-density public 
housing developments are very at-
tractive for the citizen.7 But it is also 
important to point out that there 
are some environmental problems 
which are related with the over con-
centration of high-rise high density 
developments, which includes poor 
air quality, noise, excessive waste 
production, heat islands and poor 
lighting and ventilation. 

Hong Kong is urban. Hong Kong 
is dense. Hong Kong is beautiful.  
Hong Kong is a modern city, built 
with modern architecture. High-rise 
apartment buildings, factories and of-
fi ce buildings: monofunctional, large-
scale, and freely placed according to 
a Modernist idea of the city. And all 
that against the backdrop of a lush 
tropical landscape. An orthodox mod-
ern city, but with a crucial modifi ca-
tion: the density is extremely high.8 - 
Emanuel Christ
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121 Preferred housing type
       in Hong Kong

Skyscrapers in Hong Kong

Hong Kong remained surprisingly 
low-rise, although always dense, 
for many decades. For that reason 
the history of skyscraper in Hong 
Kong dates back to 1935 with the 
construction of the Shanghai Bank. 
With thirteen fl oors and 70 metres 
it was signifi cantly higher than any 
other building in the city. It was the 
highest building in Hong Kong for 
fi fteen years and was then overtak-
en by its rival, the Bank of China.

Th e rise in heights of tall buildings 
didn’t proceed smoothly, over seven 
years from 1966 to 1973 Hong 
Kong’s tallest buildings shifted 
through a modest six storeys, from 
twenty eight to thirty-four fl oors 
reaching the memorable 100 metre 
mark, which was due to the imple-
mentation of a new Building Ordi-
nance. After that time Hong Kong’s 
tallest building rose steadily but 
very consistently over exactly thirty 
years to reach 415 metre in 2003 
and 484 metre in 2010 with the 
International Commerce Centre, 
which is today the tallest building 
in Hong Kong.9 

Toady clusters of very tall towers can 
be seen anywhere in the city, at the 
centre or in scattered New Towns 
and beyond, and there would be even 
more had not the old Kai Tak airport 
been attached to the Kowloon Pen-
insula, where aircraft movements 
limited building heights until 1998 
when it was closed and replaced by 
the new Hong Kong International 
Airport at Chek Lap Kok. 

Living in super tall high-rise resi-
dential buildings with more than 
40 storeys high is quite common 
in Hong Kong. At the moment 
the tallest completed all-residential 
building in Hong Kong is the ‘Th e 
Cullinan I’ with 68 fl oors (270 m). 
From the economic point of view, 
high rises are the most effi  cient way 
to develop land in Hong Kong, and 
the optimal height for Hong Kong 
high-rise buildings is 60 storeys 
with sea view and 57 storeys with-
out sea view.10 

Hong Kong has even surpassed 
New York City in terms of number 
of high-rises. Th ere are a total of 
6.594 high-rise buildings in all over 
Hong Kong11, compared to New 
York12 with just 5.849 high-rise 
buildings, and even the number of 
skyscrapers in Hong Kong is more 
than twice as high as in New York.

Another interesting aspect of Hong 
Kong skyscrapers is that most of 
them are built with the help of a 
bamboo scaff olding structure. Th is 
bamboo structures are around 30 
per cent cheaper than the metal 
one, and dates back around 1.500 
years. Th e method uses only bam-
boo poles and plastic ties to hold 
the scaff olding in place before they 
are covered in nylon fabric. 

9 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.100.
10 Cf. Yuen/Yeh (Ed.) 2011, p. 21.
11 Cf. Emporis: Hong Kong 2013. 
12 Cf. Emporis: New York 2013.
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122 Change of average building height

BUILDING HEIGHT CHANGE
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124 40% live or work above the 14th fl oor

123 Reasons for high-rise living

LIVE AS HIGH AS POSSIBLE
Although Hong Kong has one of 
the highest density as well as the 
tallest residential building environ-
ment in the world, the residents 
who live in these tall buildings are 
generally quite satisfi ed with their 
living environment. In Western cit-
ies, fl oors higher than the 5th fl oor 
are considered to be very high, but 
in Hong Kong they are considered 
to be too low. For Hong Kong 
the average highest preferred fl oor 
level is about 29.3. Th e preference 
for living in higher fl oors refl ects 
the relation between fl at price and 
height. Because the house price and 
rentals for higher fl oors are much 
higher than for lower fl oors, espe-
cially for those with sea view, there 
is a strong desire to live as high as 
possible, which implicit a higher 
social status. But also better view, 
less noise and better air quality are 
one of the main reasons why peo-
ple in Hong Kong prefer living on 
higher fl oors.13

Th e same survey also investigated 
concerns about psychological dam-
age to young children growing up in 
high-rise apartments. Th e majority 
of mothers who were asked about 
the eff ect replied positively (98 per 
cent) and noted that the artifi cial 
ground which is a common feature 
on the roof of most podium decks 
on which the high-rise residential 
towers are built, off er a welcome 
and safe place for their children.14

Advantages of high-rise 
living15

More people live or work above 
the 14th fl oor than anywhere else 
in the world, making Hong Kong 
the world’s most vertical city.16 But 
not only housing is organized ver-
tically, there is an impressive range 
of ‘stacked’ and ‘sky’ phenomena: 
stacked cemeteries, drive in multi-
level fl atted factories, warehouses 
and port storage with stacked 
transport depots, multi-level mar-
kets and even high-rise horse sta-
bles. As well as an extensive use of 
roof levels can be observed in Hong 
Kong; schools, churches, gardens, 
sport pitches and other cultural and 
educational facilities can be found 
above buildings.17 

13 Cf. Yuen/Yeh (Ed.) 2011, p. 20.
14 Ibid., p. 157.
15 Lau/Wang/Giridharan/Ganesan 2005, 
p.157.
16 Cf. Shaw 2013.
17 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.107.
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125 Ventilation affected by podium and tower typology

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

18 Cf. Lau 2011, p.31.
19 Cf. Ibid., p.32.
20 Cf. Loh/Kilburn 2011, p.30.
21 Cf. Coorey 2007, p.74.
22 Wong 2012.

At the same time Hong Kong has 
to cope with environmental impli-
cations, such as living in busy ur-
ban centres with high air and noise 
pollution, poor lighting and venti-
lation in individual housing units, 
urban heat islands and wind tun-
nel eff ects, extremely limited urban 
open space and poorly ventilated 
street canyons. Due to the poor 
ventilation and the weather con-
ditions, air conditioning accounts 
for one-third of the total power 
consumption of Hong Kong each 
year.18 

Hong Kong also faces two major 
air pollution issues: local street-
level pollution, caused by motor 
vehicles including large numbers of 
diesel powered buses, trucks, large 
fl eets of taxis and minibuses as well 
as regional smog pollution caused 
by motor vehicles, power plants 
and industry in Hong Kong and 
in the Pearl River Delta.19 Th ese 
buses and taxis are part of the ef-
fi cient public transport system and 
operate under transport franchises 
which ensure that the service pro-
vided is cheap, plentiful and road-
worthy – but not necessarily en-
vironmentally friendly. Th e other 
problem is that between the tall 
buildings along the street the emis-
sions are trapped. Th ese tall stacks 
of towers create urban walls which 
form street canyons which makes it 
much more diffi  cult for the street 
level pollution to disperse. But also 
the low provision of public open 
space and the excessive height and 
width of buildings, which take up 

every square foot of available land 
in order to maximise the economic 
returns, intensifi es the situation.20

Open space in residential 
buildings
With the world’s third-most expensive 
housing market, many of the city’s 
lower-income residents can only aff ord 
to live in high-rise buildings with small 
apartments. In these tall residential 
buildings open living space is impor-
tant. Th e design of open space within 
estates is mainly placed on podiums 
which create a barrier from the environ-
ment at road levels, and segregate the 
open space from the cityscape. Th ere 
are measures taken to provide better 
qualities for this open spaces but the 
lack of trees, greenery, high use of hard 
landscaping, and being surrounded 
by walls of high rise towers, which are 
blocking wind circulation, create poor 
micro climatic conditions in these open 
spaces.21 

“For the sake of easy maintenance, our 
places have little grass and few seasonal 
fl owering trees. Wooden fences are replaced 
by more durable material such as steel.” 22 
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126 Wall effect

Th e open spaces in Hong Kong 
obviously fail in giving its users 
the full benefi ts of being in contact 
with greenery and nature, which 
is important for the human well-
being and the quality of life.23 Th e 
other factor is, that “Developers 
make use of every inch of ground to 
build for profi t, so open space is often 
put on podiums”. Th is is unsustaina-
ble, said Mr Patrick Lau, a member 
of the Harbourfront Enhancement 
Committee. 

“Pedestrians cannot see and feel the 
greenery, which could have been 
planted at street level to purify the air 
we breathe.”24

Such open spaces play an important 
role in the daily lives of residents 
who live in high-rise towers as they 
are their only means of escape from 
the otherwise built up urban set-
ting and it is even more important 
for elderly and low-income groups. 
A study of open space satisfaction 
within high density public housing 
in Hong Kong shows, that satisfac-
tion of open space depends primar-
ily on the physical qualities as op-
posed to its social qualities.

Th e study shows that an increase of 
satisfaction with the climatic com-
fort in open spaces can be reached 
when the number of trees, the per-
centage of shading elements and the 
percentage of greenery is increased. 
Also a reduced sky view factor is 
identifi ed as descriptors for better 
climatic comfort which is critical 
for satisfaction of the users and is 
important for the success of open 
space design.25

Wall effect develop-
mentsnote8

Wall eff ect developments, which are 
caused by uniform high-rise devel-
opments, have become controversial, 
because of the negative impact on air 
circulation which intensifi es the heat 
island eff ect and contributes to air 
pollution, but also blocks the vista 
in the city. Th ese wall-like develop-
ments can be found in various urban 
areas in Hong Kong especially near 
the harbour front, in order to provide 
maximum sea view, which increases 
the price per square meter, or in New 
Towns such as West Kowloon and 
Tseung Kwan O, and also on the site 
in North Point, where private devel-
opers seek to maximise revenues. New 
building strategies have been consid-
ered to design a greener and more live-
able urban environment, including 
lowering the development intensity 
of sensitive sites, especially near the 
harbour front or on top of railway sta-
tions, controlling building height and 
introducing strategic breezeways.26 
Th ese strategies should improve the 
living conditions in the city, especial-
ly in the dense urban areas of Hong 
Kong. 

23 Cf. Coorey 2007, p.74.
24 Wong 2012.
25 Cf. Coorey 2007, p. 203.
26 Wong, Kam-Sing 2010, p.326.
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NEW TOWNS

27 Cf. Hong Kong Government Census 
and Statistics Department: New Towns 
2012, p.1.
28 Cf. Yip 2011, p.28.
29 Cf. Hong Kong Government Census 
and Statistics Department: New Towns 
2012, p.1. 
30 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.102.

As buildable land was scare in the 
old urban districts in Hong Kong 
the government began to examine 
the possibilities of a long term New 
Town programme in the 1960s 
and in 1973 the Territorial Devel-
opment Department was set up, 
which marks the start of the New 
Town Programme.27 To cope with 
the increase in population and to 
improve the living environment 
by de-centralising the population 
from the over-crowded urban dis-
tricts, Hong Kong has developed 
nine New Towns. Th e fi rst New 
Town Tsuen Wan started working 
in the early 1970s and was targeted 
to accommodate a population of 
1.2 million by 1978 in a high-rise, 
high-density and compact urban 
form. In fact Tsuen Wan didn’t 
reach the 1.2 million residents but 
respectively 0.75 million over the 
period of twenty years. As these 
developments were separated from 
the city centre by the mountains, 
the extension of the transportation 
system, with highways, tunnels, 
bridges and railways was necessary 
to improve the accessibility of these 
areas.

But the downside of these New 
Town developments is that despite 
the good transportation network 
in Hong Kong the distance of the 
New Towns to the city centre and 
consequently the greater travel cost 
for travelling between them means 
that low-income groups living in 
these areas such as Tung Chung 
and Tuen Mun are more isolated.28 

Th is also leads at the same time to 
the Cage Home phenomena as these 
people cannot aff ord to travel to 
work from the outskirts of Hong 
Kong into the city centre every day. 

Th e basic concept of these New 
Town developments is to provide a 
balanced and self-contained com-
munity by the provision of infra-
structure and community facili-
ties.29 Today the concept remains 
the same but only the building 
form has changed over the time. 

Th e rail stations of the New Towns 
today are more like a mega-struc-
ture, a city within a city. Th e form 
is usually a massive volume of 
shops, commercial and professional 
services, car parks, rail stations at 
an underground level, recreation 
facilities and cinemas – topped by 
a forrest of very large towers that 
contains homes, offi  ces and ho-
tels.30 Th is generic structure can 
have variations of uses and confi gu-
rations, and is commonly known as 
MILU. 

Today about 3.3 million people, 
more than 45 per cent of the to-
tal population of Hong Kong live 
in these nine New Towns and it is 
expected to rise to 3.5 million until 
2017.

Chapter Habitat p.215
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127 Location of New Town developments
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129 Evolution of mixed use developments in Hong Kong

128 Archetype of a mixed use development today
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note9
MIX USE DEVELOPMENT

Since land is a scarce resource in 
Hong Kong, it is sustainable to re-
duce the demand on land by build-
ing high rise developments which 
also accommodate diff erent uses. 
Multiple use of space has a long 
history of practice in Hong Kong 
and forms the unique character of 
the city. As the model of vertical 
organization of land use increases 
the development intensity and en-
larges the accommodation capacity 
of housing sites, the Hong Kong 
government and investors show 
increasing interest in developing 
typologies with mixed use. 

Traditionally most western mixed-
use housing developments are 
planned horizontally with inte-
grated community and retail fa-
cilities in the neighbourhood. But 
in Hong Kong more and more 
residential mega structures are de-
signed as vertical cities which ac-
commodate in most cases multiple 
uses.31 Mixed use in Hong Kong 
comprises almost all the attributes 
of a compact city, and can be even 
seen as city within the city. 

Th ere are usually four vertical com-
ponents which together form the 
podium and tower typology. At the 
top there are the residential fl oors, 
below there is usually a massive po-
dium designed as green open and 
social space for the exclusive use 
of the residents. Th e podium also 
eff ectively blocks street noise and 
dust, but at the same time it creates 
a poor microclimate as explained in 
the previous paragraph. Th e amen-
ity fl oors are below the podium 

level, comprising one to three levels 
of retail facilities (e.g. shops, res-
taurant), community facilities (e.g. 
community centre, kindergarten) 
and sometimes a public transport 
interchange. Th ese commercial 
fl oors reduce the need to travel and 
furthermore, these facilities could 
be shared by other users living or 
working in the district. In Hong 
Kong commercial fl oors of hous-
ing projects are often linked with 
each other, by footbridges and pe-
destrian walkways which create a 
network where a fast and uncom-
plicated locomotion is possible. 
Subway and car parks can be found 
on the basement level, which is di-
vided into residents’ and shoppers’ 
sections.32 In Hong Kong diff erent 
variations can be found to organ-
ize the vertical land use, for exam-
ple the MILU typology or the star 
shape tower typology, which are 
specifi ed in the typology catalogue 
of this thesis.

31 Cf. Yuen/Yeh (Ed) 2011, p.53.
32 Cf. Ibid., p.53-54.
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130 How Hong Kong’s space optimisation works

SPACE OPTIMISATION

33 Cf. Maas/Rijs/Koek 1998, p.182-183. 
34 Cf. Ibid., p.177.

Optimisation is also visible in form 
of the informal and often illegal 
sub-division of fl ats into smaller 
fl ats and cubicles. Th ese sub-di-
vided fl ats and cage homes provide 
relatively aff ordable but in most 
cases poor living spaces. In public 
housing fl ats the situation is better 
as the minimum standards of living 
space is set. Here the optimisation 
of circulation space was the main 
evolution over the time which also 
formed the shape of the typolo-
gies and is a reason for the creation 
of effi  cient and aff ordable public 
housing. 

Th e overheated real estate market, 
the tremendous demand for hous-
ing for the growing population and 
the restricted availability of build-
ing sites which is controlled by the 
government, seem to be the rea-
son for the optimisation of space. 
Th e construction costs should be 
reduced to the minimum and the 
design of the residential high rise 
is more about cost effi  ciency than 
about diversity. So it can be said 
that the appearance of the city 
has little to do with architectonic 
principles of form, it’s more a by-
product of optimisation, economic 
decisions, immigration and build-
ing guidelines.

But how do building guidelines aff ect 
Hong Kong’s building form? 

Th ree aspects are important: plot 
ratio, site coverage and building 
height. Th e plot ratio is a measure 
of the acceptable density on site, 
the maximum number of built-up 
square meters. Site coverage indi-
cates the maximum percentage of 
land to be developed, this com-
bined with the maximum build-
ing height to defi ne the contours 
of the built development. A maxi-
mum of houses per hectare is not 
given, which results in many small 
dwellings and effi  cient circulation 
space. Th e greatest permissible plot 
ratio for housing developments in 
Hong Kong is 10, combined with 
the maximum site coverage of 40 
per cent and a minimum building 
height of 61 meters, towers are the 
unavoidable outcome.34

Chapter Habitat p.219

33
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131 Transformation of circulation space
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132 How people live

HIGH-RISE LIVING IN HONG KONG

35 Cf. Zhang 2004, p.249.
36 Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p.1.
37 Cf. Ma 2013.

Hong Kong did not have a hous-
ing policy until the 1950s, before 
that time the house prices were de-
termined by the location, demand 
and quality, which was a free mar-
ket economy approach. As the de-
mand has increased and the prices 
in the metropolitan area of Hong 
Kong have risen, the low-income 
and middle income households 
have been displaced from the urban 
areas to the urban fringe or to ru-
ral areas. Th e massive immigration 
from mainland China after World 
War II has led to a large number of 
squatters. In order to control the 
spread of squatters the government 
intervened by providing aff ordable 
housing for the low income house-
holds.35

Housing in Hong Kong is truly a 
phenomenon of density. Consid-
ering that 23.7 per cent of Hong 
Kong’s territory is developed, only 
6.8 per cent is occupied for housing 
use, this makes only 76 square kilo-
metres of land which is designated 
to housing.

Hong Kong’s housing today is 
mainly classifi ed into three cat-
egories, public rental housing, 
subsidized sale fl ats and private 
permanent housing. Th e private 
permanent housing type is respec-
tively the highest housing stock. In 
2012 more than half of the popu-
lation (53 per cent) was living in 
private housing compared to pub-
lic housingnote10 with 46.5 per cent 
and temporary housing with 0.5 
per cent.36 

Private housing

Th e private housing sector has to 
play an important role in meeting 
the housing needs of the commu-
nity in Hong Kong. At the end of 
March 2013 the private residential 
stock was about 1.4 million units. 
Th e housing market of Hong Kong 
is among the most expensive in the 
world. In recent months the prices 
for reselling private fl ats hit a re-
cord height and lately a fl at in Ko-
rnhill Gardens in the Eastern Dis-
trict sold for a record of more than 
HK$8,000 a square foot.37 

Th e private housing estates in Hong 
Kong are usually characterised with 
a cluster of high-rise buildings, 
which include residential, offi  ces, 
hotels that are built on a podium 
that includes recreation, commu-
nity and commercial facilities. One 
of the main ‘private’ developers of 
such housing estates is the MTR, 
which develops residential estates 
in combination with public infra-
structure.

Public Housing

Th e Hong Kong government is re-
nowned as the second largest public 
housing provider in the world after 
Singapore. Public housing makes 
up 46.5 per cent of the overall hous-
ing stock in Hong Kong, which is 
the result of the substantial hous-
ing-program of the government. 
29.6 per cent of the public hous-
ing are public rental housing the 
other 16.9 per cent are subsidized 
home ownership housing, which 
is a subsidized sale program where 
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133 Shek Kip Mei fi re 1953

the government sells fl ats to eligible 
public housing tenants and low in-
come residents with a price below 
market level.38

Th e public housing program start-
ed with the Shek Kip Mei resettle-
ment estate, which was built after a 
devastating fi re on Christmas Day 
1953 that had destroyed a densely 
populated squatter settlement, 
making 53.000 people homeless in 
just one night. 

Th e Hong Kong Housing Authority 
was set up to develop low-cost hous-
ing that provided a better living envi-
ronment. Th e Hong Kong Housing 
Authority became the key actor in 
shaping the urban and social land-
scape of Hong Kong, as the public 
housing sector expanded rapidly.39 It 
is the only public institution being 
responsible for the public housing 
provision and gaining fi nancial sup-
port from the government by free 
land and continuous loans.40 

High-density developments in Hong 
Kong have not been accompanied 
by the problems of social dysfunc-
tion and physical deterioration as 
it is associated with high-rise estates 
in western countries. Th is encour-
aged policy makers to continue to 
produce high-rise and high-density 
developments. High-rise and high-
density public housing development 
are also demanded from a fi nan-
cial perspective as the government 
needs to increase the density and 
to incorporate commercial facilities 
in residential blocks to compensate 
the fi nancial loss due to the low rent 
policy of public housing.41 

At the end of March 2013 the Hong 
Kong Housing Authority houses 
about 2.1 million people that are 30 
per cent of the population. Th e pub-
lic housing stock was about 766.300 
units with a monthly rent rang-
ing from HK$290 to HK$3.880, 
which is signifi cantly lower than 
those for private housing, because 
they are heavily subsidized by the 
government. In 2012 there were 
about 116.900 general applicants 
and 111.500 one-person applicants 
on the Waiting List for public hous-
ing with an average waiting time of 
around 2.7 years.42 Public housing 
estates are typically built in remote 
or less accessible parts of the terri-
tory, which leads to greater travel 
costs for lower-income residents. 
So it is evident that the supply for 
public housing in Hong Kong is in-
adequate.  For that reason it is nec-
essary to provide more public fl ats, 
but here the politic has to take ac-
tion. 

38 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p.1.
39 Christ/Gantenbein 2012, p.12.
40 Cf. Hui/Wong 2013.
41 Cf. Zhang 2004, p.250.
42 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Th e 
Facts Housing 2013, p.1.
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134 Public Permanent Housing by district

PUBLIC HOUSING

43 Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p.2.

Th e concentration of public hous-
ing is much higher in Kowloon and 
the New Territories than on Hong 
Kong Island43, which is the result of 
the decision to create the majority 
of public housing by the construc-
tion of New Towns.

Th e building form of public hous-
ing has changed in time; older de-
velopments were designed as slab 
composition, whereas more star 
shape towers can be found at build-
ing estates. It is important to un-
derstand that Hong Kong’s public 
housing can be divided into three 
diff erent stages. Th ere fi rst one is 
the resettlement housing, which 
started after the devastating fi re 
of Shek Kip Mei and includes all 
Mark typologies. Th e second one 
is the standard type housing, which 
started with the announcement 
of the government to establish a 
ten-year plan for public housing. 
It created a various quantity of ty-
pologies where each one has its own 
character. Th ese types could be ap-
plied everywhere and can be found 
all over the territory today. And the 
third one which started in 2006 
can be called the standard unit ap-
proach, as the overall form of hous-
ing is adapted to the environment 
conditions of the site and only the 
units design remains the same.

In the next part of the thesis we 
investigate these diff erent stages of 
housing typologies in order to fi nd 
out more about the special qualities 
of these buildings that shape Hong 
Kong’s urban cityscape. 
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136 Private housing timeline

135 Public housing timeline

HOUSING TIMELINES
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137 Typology collage
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TYPOLOGY CATALOGUE
High density housing has been 
shaped over the years, it is possible 
to fi nd a lot of diff erent typologies 
in Hong Kong, which are the traces 
of diff erent infl uences; population 
growth, rare building space, optimi-
sation, high effi  ciency planning, eco-
nomic considerations etc.

Each building type provides ad-
vantages and disadvantages to their 
residents in terms of room and apart-
ment size, access to daylight and fresh 
air, public space and other amenities. 
Th ese diff erent building types refl ect 
the architectural tastes, technical and 
material capacities of successive devel-
opment cycles from the early twenti-
eth century onward: from the earlier 
perimeter block, to the post-World 
War II slabs and double-tube towers 
and the more recent star-shaped tow-
ers.44  

In Hong Kong it is common practise 
to stack similar fl oor plans on top of 
each other, share vertical access ele-
ments and use prefabricated modules 
to reduce construction time. Surface 
materials are selected for minimal 
maintenance needs, which also oper-
ate in a humid and hot climate. An 
entire estate can be built by repetition 
of only one or two types such as the 
Taikoo Shing Estate in North Point. 
It led to unique solution such as the 
Double Tube Towers or the scissor 
stairs. Also the height of these build-
ings has changed over the time, grown 
from the shop house with 2-4 storeys, 
to the present 60-70 storey buildings. 

For this thesis it is important to un-
derstand these diff erent typologies as 
it is not possible to design a building 

or structure in the city of Hong Kong 
without considering the city and its 
underlying patterns and buildable 
forms. It is necessary to study the 
city architecture and its buildings in 
its urban setting, which have been 
constructed over time. For this study 
six diff erent typologies which are re-
peated throughout the territory in 
multiple variations have been chosen. 
All building typologies are of equal 
importance and this catalogue does 
not claim to be complete.

Th e order of the typologies is chrono-
logical; it begins with the Chinese 
shop house, continues to the linear 
buildings (Gallery Building), to the 
massive block, the composition of 
volumes (Slab Composition), the 
double-tube towers and the podium 
and tower type, where several shapes 
of building forms can be observed. 
Each building type is characterized 
by with a description, a ground plan 
and an axonometric. Th is representa-
tion should allow an immediate un-
derstanding of each example, as the 
ground plan shows the typological 
and structural organisation and the 
axonometric gives a three dimension-
al overview of the typology. 

Th is research forms the foundation 
for the design process, in order to fi nd 
a ‘new’ typology and a ‘new’ way of 
combining open space with living for 
the thesis site in North Point. Further 
the diff erent typologies form the basis 
for a visionary approach of creating 
new open space in Hong Kong. It is 
based on the books ‘Hong Kong Typol-
ogy’ and ‘Th e making of Hong Kong’.

44 Kandt 2011, p. 34.
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138 Tong Lau shop house in Hong Kong

TYPE 1
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140 The Blue House in Wan Chai

139 Shop house balcony type

CHINESE SHOP HOUSE TONG LAU
Th e Chines shop house forms a key 
typology in Hong Kong’s urban 
development and has experienced 
only minor changes over the years. 
It is a residential architecture before 
the introduction of the modern 
housing concepts and it is crucial 
for an understanding of contempo-
rary housing in Hong Kong. Four 
types of traditional housing existed 
in Hong Kong before the begin-
ning of public housing construc-
tion. Th ere were the houseboats, 
which were situated in Victorian 
Harbour and the free standing 
mansions belonging to British co-
lonials and wealthy Chinese, which 
are not that much relevant for cur-
rent housing developments. Th e 
two other types, the village shop 
house structure in rural areas with 
a combination of living quarters, 
commercial storage and retail shop 
front, and the fourth housing type, 
the urban shop house which was 
a far denser version of the village 
model with additional fl oors and 
an increase in depth, are the signifi -
cant types for the development of 
current housing.

Th e basic shop house, originally 
known as Tong Lau in Hong Kong, 
often appeared across South East 
Asia and can be found from Tai-
wan, through Fujian province to 
Malaysia and Singapore. Th e shop 
house evolved from the common 
need to provide cost-eff ective hous-
ing and commercial trading space. 
Distinctive for the southern Chi-
nese form is a two to four storeys 
structure on relatively narrow and 
deep lots, sharing party walls with 

its neighbours and full opening 
on the ground fl oor to the front-
ing street.45 Th e Tong Lau in Hong 
Kong was also referred to as ‘tene-
ment house’ and emerged in the 
late 19th century in Hong Kong 
but most were built after the mid-
1950s to house a wave of post-war 
mainland migrants. 

Th e traditional shop-house was 
built to house only one family, ar-
ranged with the shop or workshop 
on the ground fl oor and residential 
use on the upper fl oors, but the se-
vere shortage of housing and the 
rapidly increasing population and 
the topologically prescribed short-
age of land led to the problem that 
these structures quickly had to cope 
with accommodating several fami-
lies and individuals.46 

Th e usual height for Tong Lau’s was 
two to four storeys, with variable 
depths of between 9–18 meters 
and 4–6 metres width, which were 
determined by the typical lengths 
of the Chinese fi re poles, which 
were used to support the fl oors. 
Two rows of buildings were built 
back to back with a common back 
wall and no space in-between, this 
changed with the post-plaque Pub-
lic Health and Building Ordinance 
in 1903, which reduced the build-
ing depth and introduced a service 
back lane.47 Th e inside of the fl oors 
was designed as free space, which 
allowed cubicles to be constructed 
in lines along each fl oor. Th ese cu-
bicles measured approximately 3 
x 3 metres plus another metre for 
circulation and were rented for 

45 Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.32-33.
46 Ibid., p.36.
47 Cf. Ibid., p.38-39.
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48 Cf. Ibid., p.44.
49 Ibid., p.39.

occupation by singles, families or 
other groups. At the rear of each 
fl oor was a two or three metres 
space for cooking, although this ac-
tivity was commonly performed in 
the street, on the roof or balcony, 
which off ered better conditions – 
more space, better air and greater 
hygiene. Th is cramped conditions 
established the high density and 
multi-level living in Hong Kong.48

Th e need for space was addressed 
by the addition of illegal extensions 
to the street façade, which was in 
form of wooden constructed veran-
das, to provide additional habitable 
space. Th e buildings were largely 
unregulated through the nine-
teenth century, but after fourteen 
years after settlement the govern-
ment put diff erent Building Ordi-
nances into place in order to ensure 
fi re safety and structural stability. 
For these reasons, wooden veran-
das were declared illegal and all ve-
randas had to be supported on the 
ground level by a colonnade along 
the pavement and for eighty years 
the majority of buildings in Hong 
Kong was built in this colonnade 
type. As the demand for accommo-
dation continued, long airless cor-
ridors were lined with rented beds: 
which is probably the origin of the 
cage dwellings, which still can be 
found in Hong Kong. 

In recent years the shop-house 
has been glamorized, and the real 
situation for the tenants in these 
intensely inhabited buildings has 
been forgotten. 

In Chadwicks’s Report on the Sani-
tation Condition of Hong Kong of 
1882 a description of the condi-
tions at that time can be found. Th e 
report mentioned that the build-
ings were without ventilation and 
light except the front façade and 
activities were elevated to the roof, 
which soon became a community 
space. 

In 1903 a Public Health Ordi-
nance was enacted, which set new 
standards for the design of Tong 
Lau’s. Provision of open space and 
a service back lane, to help improve 
sanitary conditions. Building depth 
limited to 12 metres and building 
height was limited to the width of 
the fronting street with a four sto-
rey limit, which noticeably reduced 
the habitable space on a site. For 
that reason illegal extensions began 
to emerge on the roofs of buildings 
and activities such as cooking and 
washing appeared in the streets and 
back alleys. Th e shop house took 
another step towards the modern 
built form of Hong Kong when 
1935 a new Ordinance was set in 
place. In this Ordinance the per-
missible depth of a building was 
further reduced to 10.7 metres, 
verandas were transformed into 
enclosed inhabitable space and by 
1956 the supporting arcades were 
removed. With this reduction of the 
building footprint and the increas-
ing population the preference for 
building higher was initiated, and 
it was allowed to build up to nine 
fl oors without provision for a lift.49 
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141 ABC Bakery in Gage Street

Th e 1935 Building Ordinance set 
minimum standards for accommo-
dations with 3.25 square metres of 
habitable fl oor area, which was re-
duced from the earlier 4.25 square 
metres with the justifi cation that 
many Chinese were used to live in 
compact communities where sani-
tary arrangements were very basic 
and overcrowding merely a way of 
life. 

Diff erent types of shop-houses 
can be found in Hong Kong: the 
Veranda Type, Recessed Balcony 
Type, Flat Façade Type, Cantile-
vered Balcony Type and the Rein-
forced Concrete Type.50 Most of 
these shop houses were constructed 
in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century on Hong Kong 
Island and part of Kowloon, but 
only few of these buildings have 
remained today. Unlike Macau and 
Singapore, where entire streets and 
even neighbourhoods with these 
building types have been preserved. 
In Wanchai a small block of such 
buildings has been rescued from 
demolition, and has been now 
turned into a restaurant.51

50 Lee Yin 2010, p.12-16.
51 Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, p.31.
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142 Mark I resettlement typology

TYPE 2
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145 Refurbished Mei Ho House in 2013

144 Preserved Mei Ho house 2009

143 Shek Kip Mei resettlement Estate before demolishion

GALLERY BUILDING MARK I
In 1953 after a devastating fi re in 
Shek Kip Mei the fi rst stage of pub-
lic housing emerged. Th is settlement 
blocks were planned by the govern-
ment in reaction to the bad living 
conditions and were an example for 
many later residential and industrial 
buildings, which could accommo-
date around 15.000 people. Th e ear-
liest building type with an H-shaped 
plan rose six or seven storeys. Th ere 
was no electricity or running water, 
communal toilets and washing facili-
ties were located in the cross bar of 
the H blocks. Th e individual units 
were arranged back to back and were 
very similar to the former shop house 
cubicles but with direct access via a 
balcony corridor, which was also used 
as an outdoor space and as kitchen. 

Th e goal for the resettlement scheme 
was to provide residents with a fi re 
proof, typhoon proof and reasonably 
hygienic shelter, as fast as possible. 
Most fl ats had a fl oor area of 11.15 
square metres to accommodate fi ve 
adults, which meant that one adult 
had an average space of just 2.23 
square metres, and even half of that 
for children with the explanation that 
the urgent situation warranted such 
a reduction.52 Th ese Mark I build-
ings set fi ve precedents: substandard 
buildings construction, grossly mini-
mized space assigned in individual 
fl ats, separation of housing from oth-
er activities, extremely dense land use 
and an isolated relationship of dwell-
ings to the city.53 Between 1954 and 
1964, the government constructed 
over 140 Mark I blocks on Hong 
Kong Island and Kowloon.54 

52 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2012, p.3.
53 Crisman 2009, p.4.
54 Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2012, p.6.
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146 Mark II typology

TYPE 2.1
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147 Mark II balconies as communal space

GALLERY BUILDING MARK II
Th e fi rst Mark I type block was 
completed in 1954 and the Mark 
II type followed between 1961 
and 1964, but off ered only minor 
changes; they included an extra lev-
el and stairways at the ends of the 
H. By the early 1960 the H-blocks 
and slab blocks were the dominant 
form in the districts of the old ur-
ban area of Hong Kong.

Th e fi rst blocks were intended to 
be for residentials only but it was 
realized quickly that the ground 
level would better serve as shops, 
or industrial activities. But some 
of the industries in the residential 
units proved either too noisy or 
to noxious and so the government 
built similarly shaped but more spa-
cious fi ve-storey industrial blocks 
dedicated to small scale industries, 
which were inspired by the residen-
tial Mark II building type.55 

Th e Mark I and II residential and 
the fi rst-generation factory block is 
a unique meeting of the cubicled 
Chinese shop house with a Mod-
ernist structure. Traces of Le Cor-
busier’s community facilities on 
ground and roof level can be found 
in this typology, for example pri-
mary schools were situated on the 
fl at roof terraces of the apartment 
blocks.56

With little or no theoretical back-
ground the shop-house had been 
transformed from a traditional to 
a Modernist form. Th e traditional 
street had evaporated according 
to the Corbusian principles, but 
the congestion associated with the 
street replaced Corbusian greenery 
in the space between buildings. Th e 
result was dense living incorporat-
ing shopping, industry, markets, 
schools and play areas in new build-
ing types, on seven or eight levels, 
with open public access. It was a 
city of multiple grounds, multiple 
uses and enormous vitality. It was 
intense urbanism of a kind that 
Modernist visions had never quite 
anticipated – with some irony, a 
Modernist ‘culture of congestion’, 
to borrow a Koolhaas term.57

55 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.73.
56 Cf. Ibid., p.74.
57 Cf. Ibid., p.75.
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150 Inner corridor

149 Lower Ngau Tau Kok Estate built 1969

SLAB COMPOSITION
Th e slab composition presents the 
second stage of public housing in 
Hong Kong. It was a move towards 
better living conditions instead of 
just proving a place to stay. Each 
unit was designed with a bathroom 
and cooking area situated on the 
private balcony. It was also impor-
tant to provide better lighting and 
ventilation and each housing estate 
had supported facilities within its 
neighbourhood such as supermar-
kets and even schools. Th ese estates 
were called Mark III, and were in-
troduced in 1961. Th ey were com-
pletely diff erent from the earlier re-
settlement typologies as they were 
composed essentially of slab blocks 
with parallel rows of dwelling units 
accessed from a central corridor, 
each with own balconies. In 1965 
this typology was doubled in height 
to sixteen storeys, given lift-access 
and changed from the usually L-
shaped block into E-shaped blocks, 
and was then known as Mark IV 
with the main diff erence that they 
were the fi rst resettlement block 
fl ats with private lavatories, which 
were located on the balcony. Two 
more Mark typologies followed, 
but with only slight variations in 
room sizes as there was more space 
per inhabitants (3.25 square me-
tres) enabled.58 

58 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2012, p.9.
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152 Man Wah Sun Chuen Estate in Kowloon

MASSIVE BLOCK
Th e massive block as new build-
ing typology emerged due to the 
change of the Building Regulations 
in 1956. Th e new regulations al-
lowed a greater fl oor area and build-
ing mass to be built on the site. 
Private developers were allowed to 
provide more accommodation for a 
site, which was due to the pressure 
of housing needs which came hand 
in hand with the infl ux of new im-
migrants from mainland China. 
With the new Building Ordinance 
the building height was doubled 
from previous 21.3 to 24.4 and 
a plot ratio increase was possible 
to 18:1 and 20:1 and even lifts in 
high-rises were becoming more af-
fordable. Th is together with the 
general investment climate brought 
a strong intensifi cation of land use 
and a vertical extrusion of the ur-
ban fabric which changed the city 
space rapidly.59 

But the increased building height 
further reduced the amount of light 
in the streets, to counteract against 
that, some requirements for set-
backs on the upper fl oors defi ned 
in order to ensure better lighting 

and ventilation conditions for the 
units and the streets. New building 
materials particularly reinforced 
concrete was getting more popular 
as it was safer as the former wooden 
beams.

Th is new typology provided a sub-
stantial increase in new housing 
for Hong Kong. At the same time 
it increased the density of the city, 
which placed a tremendous pres-
sure on the need for infrastruc-
ture and neighbourhood facilities. 
Th erefore the Building Ordinance 
was reviewed by the government 
in 1962, which led to fundamental 
changes.60 Th e massive block typol-
ogy can be seen as an extruded shop 
house as it developed from the old 
Tong Lau type. It is one of the ty-
pologies which can still be found in 
the old urban areas such as Sham 
Shui Po, Mong Kok or Tai Kok 
Tsui.

59 Christ/Gantenbein 2012, p.33.
60 Ibid., p.16.
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155 Lai Tak Tsuen built in 1975

154 Wo Che Estate built in 1977

DOUBLE TUBE
Th is type is also called ‘Twin Tower’ 
and used to be well known for im-
proving social housing standards in 
the 1970s. Th e blocks are formed 
of two square towers with diff erent 
heights trimmed by a central court-
yard with access balconies leading 
to the apartments. Th e pairing of 
the two volumes at their corner al-
lows both buildings to use the same 
staircase. Th e inner courtyard pro-
vides the ventilation for the fl ats, 
as it is designed as a wind chim-
ney with entrances on the open 
ground fl oor. It is also the heart of 
the building and is surrounded by 
the access balconies, which form 
the public gathering space. Th is 
area enhanced the communication 
within the community and was the 
reason why people in this typology 
had in most cases a good relation-
ship with each other. Th e blocks 
were equipped with commercial fa-
cilities and each estate had its own 
shopping mall. Th e fl at sizes in 
these 20 to 23 storey blocks ranged 
from 36 to 46 square metres for a 
family of four to eight people.61 Th e 
main argument against this typol-
ogy was the ineffi  cient land use due 
to the large footprint of the hous-
ing estate. Th is and the change in 
the building regulations was one of 
the main reasons why this typology 
was no longer built. 

61 Cf. Ibid., p.39.
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PODIUM AND TOWER
Th is building type was introduced 
in Hong Kong in 1962 with a pri-
vate sector building designed by 
architect Andrew Lee King Fun. 
Th e podium emerged as a conse-
quence of a fundamental change of 
the Building Regulations allowing 
complete site coverage on the lower 
fl oors for commercial uses or build-
ings services, placing towers on top 
and resulting in roof space or po-
dium space which was provided as 
open space.

Th e Podium and Tower form had 
been foreshadowed in several Mod-
ernist schemes in the 1920s before 
it became an important strategy 
for Hong Kong’s town planner. 
Ludwig Hilbersheimer conceived 
a ‘vertical city’ of street block po-
dia and high slab-blocks in 1924 
where the ground streets were used 
for traffi  c and the podia provided a 
bridge-connected pedestrian ‘raised 
ground’.62

Two years later, Van Eestern went 
further with a model that included 
ground streets, and perimeter block 
buildings surrounding a raised 
court: slab-and-tower components 
rose from both the court and pe-
rimeter blocks, and the court levels 
were connected over the streets at 
intersections and mid-block. El-
bert Peets had proposed a similar 
scheme to that of van Eestern in 
America earlier – albeit a one-block 
civic centre within a city.63

In Hong Kong the form emerges 
from regulatory requirements, to 
provide unbuilt space on a building 
lot to ensure ventilation and access 
to light while accommodating valu-
able street frontage. Th ere was no 
theoretical postulation to separate 
pedestrians from traffi  c. And al-
though it might be understood as a 
case of modern urban theory meet-
ing Eastern traditions, the reality is 
more pragmatic, because it was not 
consciously derived from the mod-
ern utopian models and theory.64

In 1962 a new building regulation 
was introduced which reduced the 
permitted development area com-
pared with the one of 1956. But it 
was not offi  cially set in place before 
1966; this delay induced a build-
ing rush, as developers wanted to 
take advantage of the earlier, more 
generous building regulation. Th e 
change of the 1962 legislation al-
lowed open space to be provided in 
domestic buildings depending on 
the lot (corner, middle, through, 
end lot), one quarter to a half of the 
roofed area couldn’t be covered in 
order to avoid big fl oor plates, and 
the lower fl oors were allowed for 
non-domestic purposes and could 
fi ll 100 per cent of the plot and 
up to a height of 15 metres. Th is 
change was introduced to overcome 
the perceived problem of deep 
fl oor plates which were the conse-
quences of the 1956 legislation that 
resulted in residential space with 
little or no light or ventilation.65 

62 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.112.
63 Cf. Ibid., p.112.
64 Cf. Ibid., p.113.
65 Cf. Ibid., p.114.
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66 Cf. Ibid., p.116.
67 Cf. Ibid., p.120.
68 Cf. Ibid., p.123.
69 Cf. Ibid., p.126.

Th e legislation was the reason for 
the prototype of the podium and 
tower form, and in the 1960s shops 
aligned on street level with towers 
above emerge as the main typology. 
As the podia expanded to cover 
more than one building lot, larger 
buildings were realized which led to 
larger building masses with longer 
access corridors. 

As the form developed, the pressure 
for fi nancial returns led architects 
to focus their attention more on 
the effi  ciency of the fl oor plan and 
to balance the costs of the develop-
ment. As the space used for circula-
tion was counted in the plot ratio 
consequentially usable net area was 
lost. Consideration was then given 
to the ‘net to gross’ ratio, and with 
that in mind the private sector 
developed the fi rst tower block in 
1962 with an effi  ciency of 86 per 
cent. Th e reason for the effi  ciency 
of these fl oor plans was a new stair 
system for the escape routes. Any 
building with more than six fl oors 
needed two escape stairs on each 
fl oor which was required by law, 
but was the most space consuming 
element. Th e idea emerged to inte-
grate two within one footprint, in a 
form known as the scissor stairnote11 
was the solution to create a mini-
mal circulation space and better 
value for money. 66

Th e podium roof was fi rst not well 
used and off ered little for the resi-
dents above. But the Mei Foo devel-
opment changed this condition by 
‘translating the urban street’ onto 
the platform. Th e podium includes 

shopping and commercial services 
as well as public functions on both 
ground and deck level, with resi-
dential towers above.67 By the last 
quarter of the twentieth century, 
the podium and tower form had 
become the common building type 
in both residential and commercial 
developments as it means using a 
site to the full and was then adapt-
ed as an urban planning strategy 
to connect isolated parts of the ur-
ban fabric.68 But when the podium 
form is scaled up and spreads over 
several blocks it can also take on an 
introverted, monolithic form that 
excludes the surrounding area and 
becomes a megastructure like an 
urban island. 

Th e Olympian City is such a me-
ga-structure that is isolated and in 
competition with its surrounding, 
it can be evaluated as a negative 
example of the podium and tower 
typology. 

Th e podium tower form has some 
essences of the shop-house, al-
though within diff erent form and 
at an exploded scale. As the po-
dium was permitted to expand to 
several fl oors, activities that had 
been carried out on the street were 
now subject to tighter oversight by 
the landlord and disappeared. Th e 
inside of the podium was more and 
more considered as space only for 
residents of the towers above.69

Th e podium and tower typology 
has even a negative eff ect on the 
urban climate in Hong Kong, as 
it increases the overheating of the 
city due to the heat island eff ect 

Chapter Megastructure p.127
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158 Podium and tower effect on urban climate

157 Scissor stairs

and causes road side pollution due 
to the street canyon eff ect. So is the 
current way of designing podium 
tower typologies counterproduc-
tive for the city as the temperature 
in the city due to nightly heat ra-
diation is rising. Th e most aff ected 
areas are districts with a high den-
sity of mixed use podium and tower 
buildings, where the air cannot cir-
culate and breezeways are blocked 
due to towers which form a barrier. 

Podium structures are now seen as a 
solution for much needed recreation 
and social space in the city and have 
gained further favour in recent years 
as the roof off ers additional space for 
planting, as the city wants to become 
greener. Th e volume in which a va-
riety of functions is linked together 
has become a strategy to maximize 
site development potential for both 
private and public developments 
and has even pervaded most of Asia. 
In China, for example, where mas-
sive renewal projects occur, the po-
dium and tower typology replaces 
even whole neighbourhoods. 

In Hong Kong the podium form can 
be successfully implemented within 
the urban structures, as it can join 
previously disconnected parts, but 
at the same time it can emerge as an 
urban island that inverts attention 
and captures all street activity into 
an air-conditioned interior and ef-
fectively sucks out the life from the 
surrounding streets. Th e podium 
therefore needs to be engaged with 
the city and not treated as an en-
closed property.70 

70 Cf. Ibid., p.130.
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160 Pencil tower

PENCIL TOWER
Pencil towers are a result of the 
1962 Building Ordinance, which 
required open space to be provided 
in domestic buildings. It is a cul-
tural phenomenon and an architec-
tural reaction towards the notion 
to plan a minimum housing proto-
type for aff ordable human habitat. 
Th is typology is part of the podium 
and tower typology but with the 
diff erence that most of these towers 
consist of one or two apartments 
per fl oor, with a usable fl oor area 
ranging from 25 square metres to 
40 square metres, which is then 
replicated for another thirty sto-
reys. Th e load bearing structure of 
this typology is typically reinforced 
concrete and can be found all over 
Hong Kong, especially in the older 
parts of the city. 71 Hong Kong now 
has more pencil towers than any 
other city. 

Th ese slender residential towers 
have been profi table projects for 
developers with minimal invest-
ments and high outcomes, as the 
fl oor plan takes up the maximum 
allowed density. Th e plots are 
owned by private developers who 
need to build and maximize profi ts 
on small pieces of land which is the 
reason why Hong Kong has now 
more pencil towers than any other 
city. It is one of the most extreme 
expressions of private housing in 
Hong Kong, where the dwelling 
unit per fl oor is sometimes less than 
the circulation space. Th is building 
typology provided a new way of liv-
ing in Hong Kong and is marketed 
between deluxe private housing 

and low-income residential hous-
ing. Th e main target group is the 
young middle income class. Part 
of the reason is that this group of 
people can aff ord living conditions 
that are better than low-income 
public housing, but are not yet able 
to purchase a deluxe private apart-
ment. Th e pencil tower cannot 
provide the generous space that the 
high-income group demand, and as 
a result the best opportunity for the 
developers to gain the maximum 
sale revenue is marketing towards 
the young professional group.72

One of the most slender residential 
skyscraper in the world is also situ-
ated in Hong Kong and is called the 
Highcliff . It is a luxury residential 
development which rises 72 storeys 
(252 meters) on the south slope of 
Happy Valley.73

Th ere is no set defi nition for a Pen-
cil Tower; however, “one defi nition 
could be the relationship of the usable 
fl oor area of one fl oor to the height 
of the building. Th is could be an 
aspect ratio. Utilizing this to defi ne 
the pencil tower yields a border value 
of about 1.00. Th at means that any 
tower that has a ratio of height in 
meters divided by usable fl oor area in 
square metres, that is equal or greater 
than one, is a pencil tower.”74

71 Cf. Christ/Gantenbein 2012, p.23.
72 Kian 2012, p.31.
73 Cf. Th e Skyscraper Museum 2009. 
74 Yiu 2011, p.64.
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162 Star shape tower

STAR SHAPE TOWER
Th e cruciform design was intro-
duced in 1984 with the fi rst blocks 
completed in 1987. Cruciform de-
sign is like a cross with four arms 
extending from a central core con-
taining lifts, services and stairs, 
with ten fl ats on each fl oor situated 
on top of a non-domestic podium. 
Th is typology is an enhancement of 
the podium and tower typology. It 
is the city’s most distinctive archi-
tectural form reaching 35 storeys in 
height which marks the skyline of 
many central areas in Hong Kong 
and Kowloon. 

Th e living space is mostly densely 
packed and arranged around a cen-
tral core, which results in forming 
very narrow semi-enclosed external 
spaces in between fl ats. Such nar-
row, vertical chimney-like spaces 
are commonly called ‘re-entrance 
spaces’, which is a design trick for al-
lowing natural lighting and ventila-
tion into the kitchen and bathroom 
of each apartment unit with a view 
to meet the minimum prescriptive 
requirements under the building 
regulations. Th ese re-entrants can 
be as narrow as 1.5 metre, while its 
depth is several metres that leads to 
very narrow and high spaces which 
can be very dark and stuff y. Th is 
re-entrant spaces that run verti-
cally like a semi-enclosed chimney 
in between each pair of apartment 
wings, bring in minimal light and 
ventilation in these high-rise tow-
ers.75 Th is type of building typology 
is also the shape of the Amoy Gar-
dens Residential Developmentnote12 
in Kowloon where the outbreak of 
SARS occurred in 2003.

Although the cause of the SARS 
outbreak remains unclear in the 
eyes of many researchers and profes-
sionals, it represents also a turning 
point in order to design a healthy 
and liveable living environment for 
Hong Kong. After the year 2003 
new layout plans, with diff erent 
re-entrant shapes have been created 
and are now the common building 
form for new housing estates. 

75 Cf. Wong 2010, p.324.
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164 Kowloon Station development

MULTIPLE INTENSIVE LAND USE
Th e Multiple Intensive Land Use 
development (MILU) consists of 
high rise towers, which are built 
over 3-4 level podiums with a site 
coverage of one hundred per cent. 
Th is podium generally incorpo-
rates public functions such as com-
mercial, recreational, government, 
institutional, transportation and 
community land uses while the 
primary residential, offi  ce or hotel 
apartments are located above. Th is 
typology has a Floor Area Ratio or 
Plot Ratio of up to 15 for commer-
cial uses and up to 10 for residential 
uses and led to buildings with up 
to 80 storeys built in close proxim-
ity to public transport hubs. Such 
high density, mixed use develop-
ments are defi ned as Multiple In-
tensive Land Use (MILU) and can 
be mainly found along the main 
rail lines of the mass transit railway 
(MTR).76 Th e MTR appears in this 
case as property developer and com-
bines transportation with commer-
cial and residential activities along 
its subway stations, as examined at 
the Kowloon Station development.

Th is building type emerges in the 
mid-2000s and was mainly envi-
sioned by Jerde Design, which had 
already reinvented shopping malls in 
the US in the late 1970s. With the 
Hong Kong projects such as Lang-
ham Place in 2005 and Megabox in 
2007 a reorganisation of the mixed 
use programme into a vertical form 
was possible which at the same time 
reduced the urban footprint of the 
building in order to integrate the 
projects better into the existing ur-
ban fabric. 

Th is vertical typology was further 
developed in other commercial 
projects and can be seen as counter-
examples for the generic shopping 
mall. Two diff erent MILU struc-
tures can be found today in Hong 
Kong, as the typology has evolved 
over the time from a horizontal de-
velopment, which is integrated in 
the urban structure of the city, to 
a vertical mega-structure which is 
more like an urban island and does 
not function as an integral part of 
the city pattern.77 Th ese diff erent 
MILU structures are closer exam-
ined in the chapter megastructure 
as they are specifi ed in this thesis as 
building megastructures.

76 Cf. Yuen/Yeh (Ed.) 2011, p. 27.
77 Cf. Tieben 2013, p. 46.

Chapter Megastructure p.125
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DISCOURSE ON HIGH-RISE

78 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.100.

Since the fi rst modern skyscraper 
was constructed, the urban high-
rise has gone through a wide range 
of transformations. By a series of 
technical innovations, tall build-
ings were made possible. Elisha 
Graves Otis invented the elevator 
in 1852, allowing people to move 
rapidly skywards within buildings. 
Secondly there was the use of iron 
or steel structural frames, which al-
lowed the building to rise without 
the necessity for thick load-bearing 
walls and with a repetitive stack 
of identical fl oor plates. Th e third 
invention was the mechanical ven-
tilation and Willis H. Courier’s air 
conditioning of 1902, which al-
lowed buildings to be both, high 
and expand their girths. As Chicago 
was in need to redevelop quickly af-
ter the great fi re of 1871 it became 
the most signifi cant early player 
in the vertical urbanism – starting 
with the ten-storey Home Insur-
ance Building in 1885 which was 
considered as the fi rst skyscraper. 
New York was quick to overtake as 
the tall building capital, reaching 
seventy-seven storeys in 1929 with 
the Chrysler Building at 241 me-
tres, surpassed by the Empire State 
at 381 metres two years later. Since 
that time buildings have reached 
greater height and have gone 
through a wide range of transfor-
mation, both in development and 
research.78

Until today the topic ‘high-rise’ pro-
vokes a passionate debate in many 
places. Especially the sustainabil-
ity of skyscrapers is often put into 

question. Th e construction of a 
skyscraper is sometimes justifi ed by 
the land price. To use the land in 
an economic way building upwards 
is seen as solution, as it minimizes 
the cost of land for the fl oor area 
of a building. Sustainability is often 
the answer why high-rises are built, 
but the concept of the skyscraper 
with the large amount of concrete, 
steel and glass is not always envi-
ronmentally friendly considering 
the grey energy embodied in these 
materials. 

Also the energy consumption must 
be questioned. In some high rises 
the operation energy can cause high 
costs as a lot of energy is used to 
pump water even to the highest 
fl oor, operate elevators all day, use 
mechanical ventilation for better 
air quality and the use of artifi cial 
lighting as natural light cannot 
reach every room in the building. 
But there are also positive eff ects 
which can be observed when look-
ing at high rise buildings. Th e com-
pact form of high-rises minimizes 
the footprint of the building, which 
preserves land for other uses or cre-
ates recreational space. Also the 
mixed use in skyscrapers can lead 
to minimization of travel distances 
and lower resource consumption. 

Today there are a lot of innovative 
ways to design and build energy ef-
fi cient skyscrapers that reduce en-
ergy costs by supporting natural 
eff ects by their shape and design, 
using the most effi  cient materials 
on the market or even producing 
the needed energy by themselves.
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Over the years the skyscraper has 
even developed to a symbol of 
power and wealth and is seen as a 
modern cultural expression. Today 
they are often a signifi cant repre-
sentative symbol for a city as seen 
at the Empire State Building or 
the Burj Khalifa. Since towers and 
skyscrapers have been engineered, 
there is an unoffi  cial competition 
for constructing the highest build-
ing in the world.

But there was also a time where 
high-rises were criticised as it was 
common to fi ll entire quarters of 
cities all over Europe with stand-
ardised housing monoliths after the 
Second World War. Th ese housing 
blocks sometimes created very bad 
social conditions, which was one 
of the reasons why these post war 
high-rises have often been demol-
ished. 

Over recent decades there was 
again a move towards tall buildings 
in the city. As the suburban growth 
continues, high-rises are seen as the 
answer to decrease the urban sprawl 
and to create sustainable cities. For 
China the shortage of land resourc-
es becomes a major constraining 
factor in the urban development. 
To solve the land crisis, high-rise 
high density developments have 
become the norm in many cities. 
Th e situation gets even more deli-
cate when the land value raises way 
above the construction costs. For 
that reason the skyscraper or the 
vertical city is the urban answer to 
cope with the situation of increas-
ing population and urban density.

For that Hong Kong is a good ex-
ample. As the buildable space in 
Hong Kong is limited, building 
vertically was the only solution for 
the government. Th is often creates a 
homogenous space which is linked 
to vertically stacked buildings. Th is 
sometimes leads to design stand-
ardisation and monotony that can 
be observed in Hong Kong. 

So can we do better? 

Th e high-rise was often seen as a 
symbol for a new world and a new 
way of living. For most architects 
it is a dream to once design a sky-
scraper. Famous architects designed 
all diff erent kinds of urban models 
for skyscraper cities. Some of them 
remain utopian, some of them 
were built, and some of them are 
already demolished. In this part of 
the chapter some of these urban 
utopian projects are described in 
order to fi nd analogies in Hong 
Kong. As these models are search-
ing for urban alternatives to enable 
a healthier and modern lifestyle, 
can these utopian projects perhaps 
be seen as archetypes for some de-
velopments in Hong Kong? Th ree 
diff erent urban concepts have been 
chosen because of their conceptual 
similarities as well as their formal 
commonalities with the intention 
to understand Hong Kong and its 
underlying urban structure a little 
bit better. 
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EBENEZER HOWARD GARDEN CITY

79 Cf. Lampugnani 2011 Bd.1, p.24-30.

Th e Garden City concept was initi-
ated in 1898 by Sir Ebenezer How-
ard in the United Kingdom as he 
published the book ‘To-morrow: A 
Peaceful Path to Real Reform’, as an 
ambitious program for a compre-
hensive reform of the settlement 
policy. Like the socialutopists and 
communists he criticised the un-
regulated growth of large cities, 
and the resulting land destruction. 
Th e Garden City should stop the 
growth of the large industrial cit-
ies, in favour for a global system of 
garden cities.

Th e Garden City model is a self-
contained community surrounded 
by a greenbelt with 32.000 inhab-
itants on a site of 2.400 ha, fi ve 
kilometres away from its Central 
City with 58.000 inhabitants. 
Its purpose is to relieve the Cen-
tral City and create a healthy liv-
ing environment. For Ebenezer 
Howard the Garden City was the 
vision of towns free of slums and 
enjoying the benefi ts of the town at 
the countryside. Beyond that, the 
Garden City cannot grow; when 
it reaches full population it must 
disaggregate, so that a new Garden 
City can develop in its immediate 
neighbourhood. 

Howard did not develop a specifi c 
urban plan for the Garden City. It 
was obvious for him that it must be 
adapted to local conditions, so he 
presented a largely abstract scheme. 
Th e Garden City concept is based 
on a concentric circle where all 
Garden Cities are arranged around 
the Central City in a radius of one 

kilometre. Th ey are connected with 
each other as well as with the cen-
tral city by highways and railways. 
In the centre there is a large green 
space where all the public buildings 
are arranged. Further away residen-
tial buildings are located, almost 
all with large gardens, and on the 
outskirts the industrial buildings, 
markets and warehouses are situ-
ated. Only two English towns were 
built with the Garden City concept 
in mind, Letchworth and Welwyn, 
but these cities couldn’t keep up 
with Howard’s ideal scheme of the 
Garden City.79

Th e Garden City movement em-
phasized the need for urban plan-
ning policies all over the world and 
Howard’s book attracted attention 
in the United Kingdom and be-
yond its borders, with an infl uence 
as far as Hong Kong. 
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GARDEN CITY IN HONG KONG
Th e New Town idea of Hong Kong 
is originated in the Garden City 
concept. It is based on the vision 
that a city growth should involve 
the gradual transformation of ex-
isting centrally concentrated cit-
ies into decentralized towns. Th e 
concept mutated into so called 
New Towns or Satellite Towns in 
Hong Kong. Th e major diff erence 
in Hong Kong is that these New 
Towns are bigger and couldn’t be 
designed with single family houses 
with surrounding gardens, as the 
government had to supply more 
housing needs. Th e houses were 
built at higher density and included 
stacked apartments instead of indi-
vidual houses with a collective open 
space. 

In Hong Kong Kowloon Tong is 
well known to be developed ac-
cording to the Garden City con-
cept. It was developed in 1921 
with the aim to provide a healthy, 
suburban living environment af-
fordable to Hong Kong’s emerg-
ing middle class. Th e project was 
the fi rst major attempt at modern 
town planning in Hong Kong. Th e 
area covered one hundred acres 
and included 250 detached garden 
houses, as well as public parks and 
playgrounds. It originally consisted 
of four main housing types with 
standardized layouts. Th e district 
was close to the city centre and 
became an exclusive residential 
district for the upper-middle class 
instead of a comprehensively de-
veloped community as espoused by 
Ebenezer Howard. 

Today only few houses remain 
while many of them have been de-
molished or redeveloped into high-
rise residential blocks.80

In the West the vision was just part-
ly realized and some ideas can be 
found in concepts even today. Th e 
Garden City movement nowadays 
has even a major relevance in Chi-
na, as people get wealthier and well 
educated, they are more concerned 
about their environment. For this 
reason many people want a better 
quality of living and the garden city 
model can satisfy these needs.

80 Cecilia 2013.
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L. HILBERSEIMER HOCHHAUSSTADT

81 Cf. Lampugnani 2011 Bd.1, p.293-296.
82 Ibid., p.296.

In the 1920s Ludwig Hilberseimer 
focused on the skyscraper cities of 
America rather than looking at the 
garden town movement. He studied 
diff erent concepts for the American 
traffi  c problems and proposed solu-
tions such as the upper fl oor street 
which was later part of the High-rise 
City. He was attracted by the beauty 
of American cities and saw something 
magical in the skyscrapers of these 
cites, on the other hand he also criti-
cised the town planning of European 
cities of that time. 

In 1923 Hilberseimer published the 
essay ‘Vom städtebaulichen Problem 
der Großstadt’, where he identifi ed the 
Großstadt as own urban type. In the 
same year he participated in a compe-
tition of the ‘Bauwelt’ journal, where 
he proposed a satellite town. Th is 
Wohnstadt was based on an accurate 
rectangle with 78 rectangular blocks. 
Th is housing block, which was the 
base element of the ideal city, was 
transformed over the years.

In 1924 Ludwig Hilberseimer de-
signed the Hochhausstadt, which is 
probably the most well-known but 
also most criticised project. It even 
seems to be a direct response to Le 
Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine, 
which was published two years be-
fore. In his Hochhausstadt Hilber-
seimer adopted the architectural type 
of the skyscraper and modifi ed it ac-
cording to functional and hygienic 
aspects. Traffi  c was one of his main 
concerns; thereby he tried to solve the 
problem by stacking two cities above 
each other. Below the working city, 
above the living city, in that way every 

citizen could live above his working 
place as horizontal and vertical circu-
lation systems were going from home 
to work. Th e architecture of the city 
was reduced to blocks and slabs in 
which all activities such as produc-
tion, living and commerce are verti-
cally integrated, all of it projected on 
an infrastructural geometrical grid. 

Th e project which was fi rst pub-
lished 1925 in ‘Großstadtbauten’ and 
later in his book ‘Großstadtarchitek-
tur’ exposed his new principles on 
city planning. For Hilberseimer the 
Hochhausstadt was considered as a 
real vertical city with slim rectangular 
15-storey residential blocks situated 
on fi ve storey working blocks. From 
the dimension diff erences of these 
two stacked blocks, ten metres wide 
sidewalks were resulting, which were 
connected with each other at regular 
intervals. To solve the traffi  c problem 
Hilberseimer separated the city from 
the traffi  c, by planning a six metre 
wide roadway on the ground level 
and the railway and the subway were 
situated underneath. 

For Hilberseimer the utopian project 
Hochhausstadt was always ambiva-
lent and in his book ‘Entfaltung einer 
Planungsidee’, which was published 
1963, he even refused the concept of 
the Hochhausstadt.81

„Als Ganzes gesehen, war das 
Konzept dieser Hochhausstadt bereits 
als Gedanke falsch. Das Resultat war 
mehr eine Nekropolis als eine Me-
tropolis, eine sterile Landschaft von 
Asphalt und Zement, unmenschlich 
in jeder Hinsicht.“82
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HOCHHAUSSTADT IN HONG KONG

175 Hochhausstadt in Hong Kong

Th e Hochhausstadt is expressed on 
an infrastructural grid which is fi t-
ted with architectural program. By 
this grid the city appears very ho-
mogeneous which is even empha-
sised by the endless repetition of 
the slabs. Especially the fi rst hous-
ing estates, known as slab blocks 
Mark I to Mark IV, show close sim-
ilarity to the Hochhausstadt. Th ese 
typologies were adapted as mixed 
use buildings by the residents, as 
Hilberseimer had it designed for 
his city. Most notably is the formal 
similarity of the slab compositions 
which also refl ects the effi  ciency 
of the urban concept which is the 
reason why Hilberseimer’s urban 
model is probably widely accepted 
all over Asia. 

Th e development of New Towns in 
Hong Kong is also similar to Hil-
berseimer’s vision of the vertical 
city. Th ese are extensive volumetric 
systems with a multilevel move-
ment and wide areas of a second 

ground with high rise towers in-
stead of slabs. Th e monotony which 
is designed by assembling skyscrap-
ers in Hilberseimer’s city is generat-
ed in Hong Kong by stacking fl ats 
on top of each other whereby the 
façade gets a monotone character. 

In Hilberseimer’s Hochhausstadt the 
traffi  c is one of the main concerns. 
Th e city is developed on this grid 
which is similar in Hong Kong as 
normally the transport infrastruc-
ture is built fi rst. 

An analogy can also be found in the 
approach of the segmentation of 
the buildings. In Hong Kong typol-
ogies developed from the slab block 
into a tower and podium typology, 
where functions such as shopping 
and recreation are assigned to the 
podium. In Hilberseimer’s concept 
the podium was already placed un-
derneath the housing blocks which 
should function as working and 
commercial zone. 
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LE CORBUSIER VILLE CONTEMPORAINE

83 Cf. Ibid., p.384.
84 Cf. Ibid., p.388.
85 Cf. Ibid., p.389.
86 Cf. Le Corbusier 1971, p.162.
87 Cf. Ibid., p.166.

In 1914 Charles-Édouard Jean-
neret-Gris or better known as Le 
Corbusier developed the project 
Maisons Dom-ino. Th is model is 
proposed on an open fl oor plan 
consisting of concrete slabs sup-
ported by a minimal number of re-
inforced concrete columns on each 
edge and with a stairway providing 
access to each fl oor on one side of 
the fl oor plan. Th is standardized 
framework or skeleton design be-
came the foundation for most of 
his architecture, as it was possible 
to produce it serial by industriali-
sation. It was the start for the cel-
lular systems and the vertical city 
concepts, as the mass production 
allowed higher density by stacking 
modules.83

With the Maison Citrohan, which 
was a pun on the name of the 
French Citroen car manufacture, 
Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret 
(his cousin with whom he had a 
partnership) designed in 1920 a 
three fl oor structure which he re-
ferred to as a machine for living. It 
was a house that was a universal ar-
chitectural element which could be 
produced in mass production and 
transformed into a housing block 
and be even assembled into a city.84

In 1922 Le Corbusier was invited 
to display his architectural work 
in the Parisian Salon d’Automne, 
where he showed a further develop-
ment of the Maison Citrohan and 
a theoretical scheme for a housing 
block with 96 two storey dwelling 
units. It displaced a twelve metres 

long Ville contemporaine de trois 
millions d’habitants, a Contempo-
rary City for three million inhabit-
ants, at that time a city for the for-
mer population of Paris. It was an 
effi  cient way to house large num-
bers of people in response to the ur-
ban housing crisis. He believed that 
this new modern architectural form 
would provide a healthy solution 
and would raise the quality of life.85 

Th e plan which is designed for an 
area of about four to six and a half 
kilometres exists of 24 cruciform 
skyscrapers which should provide 
conditions for ideal air and light, 
with 60 storeys. Th ese skyscrapers 
form the centre of the city and are 
only for business purposes. At the 
base of the skyscrapers and round 
them there is a great open space, 
which is occupied by gardens, parks 
and avenues. In these parks around 
the skyscraper, restaurants and ca-
fés as well as luxury shops are situ-
ated. Th e skyscrapers are capable 
of housing 400.000 to 600.000 in-
habitants. Th is part should be com-
pact, rapid, lively and concentrat-
ed; it is a city with a well-organized 
centre.86 

At the centre of the city a huge 
transportation hub is located in a 
subterranean building, which hous-
es a railway station, an aerodrome, 
highways, tubes and buses.87 
Around the centre the residential 
quarters are arranged with twelve 
storeys set-back or cellular blocks 
which are designed for 600.000 in-
habitants. 
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178 Ville contemporaine layout plan 1922

All around the city a protected zone 
of woods and green fi elds is situat-
ed which is reserved for the further 
growth of the city. Further beyond 
at the periphery, Garden Cities are 
located which are designated to 
house 2.000.000 inhabitants, most 
of them employees.88

Th e transportation takes place on 
several levels and is based on the 
separation of pedestrian and ve-
hicular traffi  c: below ground there 
are streets for heavy traffi  c, the 
tube and the railway on the ground 
fl oor, ordinary streets with 400 
yards (365.76 metres) apart cross-
roads can be found and above a 
cross of highways which form the 
axes of the city for the fast one-way 
traffi  c. Th ese are built on immense 
reinforced concrete bridges, like 
viaducts with a width of 120 to 
180 yards (109.73 to 164.59 me-
tres). Th e pedestrian circulation is 
segregated from the roadways and 
takes place by a fi ne-meshed paths’ 
network through park-like open 
space. With this idea Le Corbusier 
glorifi ed the use of the automobile, 
as he writes: “A city made for speed is 
made for success.”89

1923 Le Corbusier published his 
book Vers une architecture, which 
is a collection of essays and articles 
of journals, which represented his 
personal architectural position. It 
started a new era of architectural 
theory and served as architectural 
manifesto for a generation of archi-
tects. 90

88 Cf. Ibid., p.168.
89 Ibid., p.179.
90 Cf. Lampugnani 2011 Bd.1, p.388.
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PLAN VOISIN

91 Ibid., p.393.
92 Cf. Ibid., p.393.
93 Ibid., p.394.

To fi nd sponsorships for his pavil-
ion which was part of the Exposi-
tion international des Arts Décoratifs 
et industriels modernes in 1925 in 
Paris Le Corbusier asked diff erent 
car manufactures such as Peugeot, 
Citroen and Voisin to support 
him with his Pavilion de L’Esprit 
Nouveau. For Le Corbusier it was 
a chance to show his provocative 
ideas on architecture and urban-
ism as he was working on a new 
scheme for the city of Paris. In re-
turn of the sponsorship he wanted 
to name the new plan after the 
supporting company. He even de-
veloped an advertising slogan, with 
the idea in mind that the future of 
the city will be determined from 
the automobile:”Das Automobil hat 
die Metropole getötet, das Automobil 
muss die Metropole retten“91. Th e 
company Voisin supported Le Cor-
busier and the Plan Voisin that rad-
ically redesigned the right bank of 
the Seine in Paris was developed.92

For the fi rst time, Le Corbusier ap-
plied his model of the Ville Con-
temporaine in a real context. He 
proposed to remove most of the 
residential areas of the quarters, 
only fi ve monuments were pre-
served, though detached from their 
context. Eighteen 200 metres cru-
ciform skyscrapers and apartment 
blocks were placed within an or-
thogonal street grid and park-like 
green space, next to the context-
less monuments. Th e towers were 
organized in a highly effi  cient lay-
out connected by a terrace which 
served as the collective space for 

public activities.  In the centre they 
even shared an urban terrace with 
the traffi  c passing underneath and 
an airport on top. Completely in 
the dark remains the political and 
economic mechanism and how it 
should lead to realisation. In his 
opinion only densifi cation means 
valorisation.93
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VILLE RADIEUSE
Th e Congrès Internationaux 
d’Architecture Moderne and the ur-
ban models of the Soviet architec-
tural avantgarde resulted in a sig-
nifi cant change of Le Corbusier’s 
urban visions. Th e hierarchical 
and self-contained Ville Contem-
poraine developed into a classless 
and continuous extendable Ville 
Radieuse. Th e generous Citrohan-
apartments evolve into a simple liv-
ing cell which allows each resident 
only fourteen square metres living 
space. Ville Radieuse was designed 
for a questionnaire of the Moscow 
municipality which asked diff erent 
architects from around the world to 
comment on the urban problems of 
the capital of the USSR in 1930.

Th e Ville Radieuse is a city that can 
be theoretically endlessly extend-
ed, it is separated by its functions 
which underlays the principle of 
zoning. Th e space was clearly sepa-
rated between diff erent uses: hous-
ing, business centre, hotels, facto-
ries, warehouses, heavy industry 
and satellite cities. Unlike the radial 
design of the Ville Contemporaine, 
the Ville Radieuse was a linear city, 
placed on an orthogonal urban grid 
of highways.94 

Th e Ville Radieuse is the conse-
quent continuation urbanism re-
search which started with the Ville 
Contemporaine and has a density 
of 1000 inhabitants per ha (at the 
Ville Contemporaine there were 
only 300 inhabitants per ha) de-
signed with the modern approach 
of hygienic and quality of life. Th e 
entire residential city is standing 

inclusively on pillars, so that at the 
ground fl oor a free circulation and 
abundant green space can accrue.95

Already in 1929 made Le Corbus-
ier fi rst sketches for Rio de Janeiro 
were new urban elements could be 
found such as viaducts and housing 
slabs on pillars. It was a diff erent 
approach and stays in contrast to 
his early plans, for that reason this 
designs and ideas are closer exam-
ine in the chapter megastructure as 
these designs fulfi l requirements to 
classify them as megastructures. 

94 Ibid., p.396.
95 Ibid., p.398.
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LE CORBUSIER IN HONG KONG
Le Corbusier’s concepts of urban form 
and his ideas concerning high density 
and urban living are worth studying 
as similar approaches in Hong Kong 
can be found. Th e Hong Kong hous-
ing estates are probably the most ex-
treme realization of Corbusier’s Ville 
Radieuse. For Hong Kong it was the 
necessary consequence to cope with 
the housing shortage which was the 
result of the growing population. 

For Le Corbusier on the other hand 
it was a question of sustainability 
and the desire to create a healthy liv-
ing environment at that time. It was 
criticised by urban theorists for being 
unsuitable in terms of urban micro-
climate. As the drawings show the 
shadow which the sun would cast on 
the 21st of June at noon, the layout of 
the residential blocks would create a 
lot of overshadowing zones, so that 
the residents would not receive any 
sunlight for a long period, especially 
in winter. But what was not predict-
able at fi rst, was that exactly this con-
cept would work ideal in a tropical 
and sub-tropical climate zone, such as 
in Hong Kong. Th ese shadow zones 
and wind channels create public spac-
es and living conditions which are a 
relief from the hot climate, they cre-
ate an even more ideal microclimate. 
Th e Ville Radieuse with its skyscrapers 
and residential blocks was designed 
to increase the sunshine, fresh air and 
greenery for the city dwellers and has 
the same background as the podium 
and tower typology in Hong Kong, 
which was created with the same in-
tention to increase the lighting and 
ventilation of the fl ats. 

Also the development of the under-
ground transportation infrastructure, 
like Le Corbusier’s Ville Contempo-
raine, changed the urban form of 
Hong Kong, even though the glorifi -
cation of automobiles does not apply. 
Th e Ville Contemporaine could have 
been used as a possible role model for 
Hong Kong’s town planning. With its 
cruciform profi le which shows close 
similarity to the existing housing de-
velopments in Hong Kong. But these 
cruciform buildings are not the real 
key components of the urban concept 
by Le Corbusier, it is more the space 
between the towers and the open-
ness of the ground plan. Th is is the 
crucial element which is missing in 
Hong Kong’s town planning, which 
at the same time kind of denies the 
comparison with the concept of Ville 
Contemporaine. 

Th e Plan Voisin that erases most of the 
residential areas on the right bank of 
the Seine in Paris, leaving only monu-
ments behind which even lost their 
meaning with the context, can also 
be observed in Hong Kong, where 
whole street blocks were demolished 
and replaced by ‘more effi  cient’ towers 
and podiums. Although some build-
ings, such as small Tong Lau’s remain 
as monuments, most of them isolated 
in the middle of the city. But also Le 
Corbusier’s towers in the park, which 
are placed amongst gardens, develop 
to towers in a dense urban environ-
ment in Hong Kong, which are some-
times even disconnected islands in 
the existing urban structure. 
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CONCLUSION
and it is necessary to fi nd a new way 
to design high-density living envi-
ronment. It should be possible to 
combine the dream of a rural house 
with private space and the necessity 
and reality of living in a dense urban 
area.

For that reason we want to fi nd a 
new way to combine public and 
community space with housing de-
velopments. High-density and high-
rise living is becoming the norm in 
Hong Kong and also for our projects 
it is the way to handle space. For one 
project this high-rise developments 
form the pillars for a public commu-
nity space in the sky, for the other 
project high-rise buildings form the 
framework for a new way of com-
bining public space and living near 
the harbour front. Both projects aim 
to integrate and combine housing 
and public space, one towards the 
sky, the other towards the water. 

In most housing estates today com-
munity or open space is only pro-
vided in one large area, mostly at the 
podium, as it is more effi  cient and 
less expensive. For most developers 
this is more important than livabil-
ity and social cohesion, but in our 
projects we want to provide diff erent 
smaller spaces instead of only one 
communal space to enhance neigh-
bourhood, form smaller communi-
ties and step back to former social 
bonds of Chinese society. 

For that reason it is important to in-
vestigate the diff erent ways of living 
in Hong Kong which were common 
in the past and which can be found 
today.

Some of this utopian projects may 
be linked to developments in Hong 
Kong but it can be noticed that it is 
not based on these ideas and con-
cepts. For Hong Kong it was nec-
essary to fi nd prompt solutions to 
accommodate the growing popu-
lation, and as land is scarce there 
was no other possibility than to 
build vertical. Th is urban forms and 
movements were probably not used 
directly as theoretical references, but 
as possible role models.

Hong Kong’s New Towns are based 
on the concept of the English Gar-
den City but have developed over 
the years and can now be seen as 
own way of Hong Kong urbaniza-
tion. Th ese New Towns in Hong 
Kong are closely related to the in-
frastructure network as new housing 
estates are usually built above or in 
close proximity to MTR stations. 

Th e most evident impact on the ur-
ban development of Hong Kong in 
terms of typology can be seen in the 
Ville Radieus even though there is 
no explicit reference to Le Corbusi-
er‘s theory or model, the similarity is 
highly astonishing. But also parallels 
in the way how the Plan Voisin deals 
with the existing urban structure of 
Paris and the way how the Urban 
Renewal Authority today develops 
quarters in Hong Kong can be ob-
served. 

Today high-rise housing is reconsid-
ered as a suitable design solution in 
the current context of population 
growth. It is evident that traditional 
design methods are no longer suit-
able under these current conditions, 
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Th e city and its underlying struc-
ture is the visible part which is for 
most visitors the only space they can 
observe while being in Hong Kong. 
Th e private living space on the other 
hand remains in most cases unseen, 
but it is this space where a funda-
mental understanding of the culture 
is possible. For architects the way 
how people inhabit their living space 
is always interesting in order to learn 
more about culture, lifestyle, prefer-
ences and approach of living. 

Th e Chinese relationship to space 
is diff erent than the European one. 
Th erefore it is important to under-
stand how and why people live un-
der these circumstances. In the pre-
vious chapter we already investigated 
that Chinese people are used to cope 
with crowded living conditions and 
high density. We analysed high-rise 
buildings and their surrounding en-
vironment, but what does the small-
est unit – the fl at – look like in Hong 
Kong? Due to the mass housing ap-
proaches the living environment and 
with it the related space changed 
over the time, today the key issues 
are effi  ciency and aff ordability.

In order to fi nd new architectural so-
lutions for Hong Kong we compare 
the way of living before the British 
occupied the territory to the way 
how people live today in the terri-
tory. Th e main aim is to understand 
the people of Hong Kong and see 
how they live in their private space. 
For that we concentrate on diff erent 
types of accommodations even on 
anomalies. 
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Due to the shortage of buildable 
land and the government land sale 
policy, housing prices in Hong 
Kong are extremely high. Compar-
ing Hong Kong’s and New York’s 
rent prices with each other it reveals 
that the price is 14.75 per cent1 
higher. Th is also indicates the hous-
ing price index, where Hong Kong 
leads the statistic as in 2012 the 
housing prise rose 23.6 per cent. 

Another statistic even reveals that 
the real estate prices in Hong Kong 
have risen over 45 percent since 
2008, which also indicated that 
Hong Kong has maybe the big-
gest housing bubble in the world. 
Th e main infl ux of money comes 
from mainland Chinese investors 
as for them Hong Kong has the 
most attractive real estate market 
in the region. As the government 
introduced a new tax duty experts 
assume that the prices will cool 
down in 2013 and return to a more 
muted growth.2 

But not only housing is at its pre-
mium, the Gini coeffi  cientnote14 
shows that Hong Kong has statisti-
cally one of the highest income dis-
parities in the Asia Pacifi c region, 
with a Gini coeffi  cient of 0.537 in 
2011.3 Th is emphasizes the facts 
that there are social inequalities and 
unfairness in the distribution of re-
sources. Another report of 2012 
shows, that about 1.3 million peo-
ple or 19.6 per cent of the popu-
lation live below the poverty line.4 
Th ese general conditions make it 
quite diffi  cult and sometimes even 
impossible for people to aff ord de-
cent accommodations. 

But how does that aff ect the housing 
market? 

Th ere are diff erent anomalies which 
emphasize the unequal conditions 
of Hong Kong’s residents. In this 
chapter the aim is to investigate 
these in order to get an overview of 
the housing issue in Hong Kong.

HABITAT IN HONG KONG

1 Cf. Numbeo 2013.
2 Cf. Rapoza 2013.
3 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Half-yearly 
Economic Report 2012, p. 1.
4 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Hong Kong 
Poverty Situation Report 2012, p.ix. 
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Th e Public Rental housing stock 
in 2013 was 766.300 units which 
houses about 2.1 million people, 
these are about 30 per cent of the 
population. 

But not all residents are eligible to 
rent or buy a public housing fl at. 
Th e applicants and their family 
members must undergo compre-
hensive means of tests covering 
both, income and assets. It is also 
important that at the time of al-
location, at least half of the family 
members included in the applica-
tion must have lived in Hong Kong 
for seven years and all family mem-
bers must still live in Hong Kong.5 
Th at means that new immigrant 
families may have to wait seven 
years because they are regarded as 
non-permanent residents, while 
non-elderly single people have to 
wait for even more than ten years. 
Th is is the result of the govern-
ment’s eff ort to control demand by 
limiting the supply of public hous-
ing for single people. Although the 
housing authority has promised to 
house public housing applicants 
within three years, many of them 
have to wait much longer.6 

Th e demand for public housing 
is enormous. In 2012 there were 
around 116.900 applications and 
in total around 300.000 people 
waiting for public housing. At the 
same time the government only 
promises to build 15.000 public 
housing units per year but in 2012 
only 10.000 units were construct-
ed, all of them in Kowloon.7 

Th is suggests that a large part of the 
population in Hong Kong does not 
have the possibility to obtain pub-
lic housing. Th is forces residents 
to live for a long period of time 
in poor living environments while 
they wait for public housing.

But where do these people stay? 

Diff erent means of accommoda-
tion facilities are available in Hong 
Kong, depending on how much 
money someone has. Diff erent 
anomalies have been formed over 
the time due to housing shortage. 
One of the most famous and argu-
ably most extreme and inhumane is 
the cage home. 

HOUSING

5 Cf. Hong Kong Government: Th e Facts 
Housing 2012, p.1.
6 Cf. Society for Community Organiza-
tion 2011, p.10-11.
7 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p. 4-6.
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Mr and Mrs Wu live in a small cu-
bicle in Sham Shui Po in Kowloon, 
which gets extremely hot in the 
summer. As Mr Wu said, “Th ere is 
only one window, but I dare not open 
it, as it is full of rubbish outside. Th e 
temperature is well over 30 degrees 
now. I have to go up to the rooftop to 
sleep every night. It is just too hot to 
sleep inside.”8

188 Cage Home living
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CAGE HOMES
It can be said that those are the urban 
slum dwellers, the underprivileged 
group who live in dire conditions, in 
cages of only 1.7 square metres. Two 
or three enclosed iron mesh cages are 
stacked on top of each other. Th ese 
bunk beds are a portion of an apart-
ment that people share with up to 20 
other men, for HK$1.300 a month. 
Most of these residents are the work-
ing poor, low-income and low-skilled 
people, mainly male. Also elderly as 
well as children of new immigrants, or 
people suff ering from mental illnesses 
and other socially excluded groups. 
Beyond the small size of the dwell-
ing, residents have to cope with poor 
hygienic conditions, poor ventilation, 
and extreme heat during the humid 
summer months. Small apartments 
are partitioned into small cubicle 
dwellings, many of them with shared 
toilet and shower. Th ere is not even a 
cooking facility and often very poor 
electric installations with wires hang-
ing down from the ceiling. Most of 
the cage homes are located in the old 
urban districts of Hong Kong such as 
Sham Shui Po, To Kwa Wan, Mong 
Kok and Tai Kok Tsui.9

Cage dwellings fi rst started to appear 
in the 1950s to 1960s, as immigrants 
from mainland China fl ooded the 
region following the Chinese Civil 
War, creating a demand for low cost, 
bed space for low wage earners. Th e 
Census of 1961 reports how the con-
ditions were at that time. 3.1 million 
were living in Hong Kong, “of whom 
a million were homeless: 511.000 slept 
in temporary structures, 140.000 people 
shared beds in shifts, 69 000 slept on 
verandas, 56.000 on roofs, 56.000 in 

garages and stairways, 26.000 in boats, 
20.000 on the street, 12.000 further 
down in cellars and a further 10.000 
even deeper down in caves – altogether a 
quarter of the urban population”.10

At the same time the government 
started to build public housing es-
tates, but this increase in population 
by Chinese migrant workers could 
not be handled. As landlords wanted 
to make more money per square me-
tre, two to three of the iron cage bunk 
beds were put into the apartments. 
Fifty years later they are still part of 
Hong Kong.

In 2011 it was estimated that around 
90.000 people in Hong Kong live in 
inadequate housing according to a 
study published by the government. 
Th is involved a total of 201.000 peo-
ple or about three per cent of the total 
population who live in poorly housing 
conditions. Th ese poor housing con-
ditions include cubical apartments, 
cage homes, rooftop houses and small 
sub-divided and partitioned units.11

Sixteen-year-old Wing lives in a neigh-
bouring cubicle with his parents and 
younger sister which costs them HK$ 
1.500 per month of the household’s 
monthly income of HK$ 4.000. 
Wing says, “After School, we bring 
two chairs up to the rooftop and do our 
homework. We don’t have a desk at our 
home, so we use the chairs as desks. My 
mum, sister and I stay up at the roof to 
eat and chat every evening. Sometimes, 
we play games up there too, and then go 
back to our cubicle after 11pm to sleep. 
Yes the roof is full of trash, as long as you 
don’t look at it, it’s no problem.” 12

8 Society for Community Organization 
2011, p.10.
9 Cf. Th omas 2009. 
10 Wong 2000, p.90.
11 Cf. Society for Community Organiza-
tion 2011, p.10.
12 Ibid., p.10.

189 Man sleeping in his 1.7m² cage

190 Shared living with strangers
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191 Five rooftop dwellings on an idle shop house roof
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ROOFTOP DWELLING
HK$10.000. Th is indicates that the 
economic status of these residents is 
generally quite low. Many of these 
rooftop structures are located in the 
urban areas of Hong Kong for ex-
ample Sham Shui Po, Kwung Tong 
and Tai Kok Tsui. Th ese areas have 
also a high concentration of old di-
lapidated tenement buildings, with a 
low rent for the fl ats/rooms and are 
therefore aff ordable for low-income 
families.14 But many of these roof-
top dwellers have been creative and 
make the best out of their limited 
physical space.

Th e numbers of squatter structures 
have been gradually reduced in the 
recent years by rehousing and clear-
ance programmes initiated by the 
government. A lot of these illegal 
structures have been demolished, 
especially when they received any 
complaints by third parties or re-
ports of potential dangers caused by 
these structures. In 1982 the gov-
ernment started to relocate a major-
ity of rooftop residents into public 
housing and those who did not meet 
all the criteria were provided with 
temporary housing in rural areas of 
the New Territories. But many of 
the low-income residents prefer to 
live in the old urban districts instead 
of moving to the New Towns, where 
there are less employment opportu-
nities, and they might have to pay 
higher costs in terms of travelling. 
Th is explains why people continue 
to live in rooftop dwelling, thereby 
falling out of the public housing 
‘safety net’ off ered by the govern-
ment.15

Rooftop structures are temporary 
structures built without the formal 
approval of the government. Most of 
these buildings are located on old di-
lapidated tenement buildings, built 
by people who either intend to live 
in them or to sell or rent them for 
profi t. Some are built of concrete or 
bricks, but others are merely con-
structed of wood, metal sheets and 
other fl imsy materials. Th ese struc-
tures are illegal and disapproved by 
the government, but simultaneously 
they were for a long period of time 
tolerated and recognized. Th e gov-
ernment even charged property tax-
es and water charges from the resi-
dents. In a way the government has 
basically adopted a policy or strategy 
of tolerance toward the existence of 
these illegal structures, as they can 
actually serve as a buff er to the hous-
ing shortage. 

But who lives in such rooftop houses? 

Th e main resident groups are likely 
to be migrants who have yet to be 
integrated into Hong Kong soci-
ety.13 Th ese migrants include those 
who come from Mainland China, 
India and Pakistan, who make up 
the majority of the rooftop popula-
tion. According to the most recent 
statistic in 2011 there were some 
1.207 rooftop structures. Th is sta-
tistic also indicates that the rooftop 
dweller had a monthly median per 
capita income of HK$5.500 and 
they paid a monthly median rent of 
HK$2.200. Th e monthly household 
incomes of rooftop households are 
below the general median income 
for the whole territory, which is 

13 Cf. Wu/Canham 2009, p.246-255.
14 Cf. Legislative Council Secretariat 
2012, p.6-10. 
15 Cf. Wu/Canham 2009, p.255-258.

192 Rooftop dwellings in Sham Shui Po
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193 System of subdividing fl ats
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Another phenomena in Hong 
Kong are subdivided fl ats, which 
emerged due to the rising fl at rent-
als and long waiting list for public 
housing. In this case fl at units are 
divided into separate units for rent-
al purpose. Commonly involved is 
the removal of the original non-
structural partition walls which are 
replaced by new partition walls, 
and are followed by other construc-
tion work such as new drain pipes, 
toilets or kitchen facilities. Th ese 
works can cause a negative impact 
on the building safety and hygienic 
conditions as this building works 
are often not properly carried out. 
Due to this circumstances and hy-
giene problems, structural danger 
and fi re hazards, these fl ats are con-
sidered illegal by the government. 

Unfortunately there have already 
been several tragic fi res where sub-
divided fl ats have been involved. 
One of the most recent fi res broke 
out in November 2011 where nine 
people were killed and 34 injured.16 
But a lot of people in Hong Kong 
think that such fl ats have an exist-
ence value as they provide aff ord-
able accommodation for low-in-
come groups who are not eligible 
or are on the waiting list for public 
housing and wish to stay in the ur-
ban area close to their place of work 
or their children’s place of study. In 
recent years the demand for subdi-
vided fl ats was increasing and now 
these constructions can also be 
found in industrial buildings which 
are not designed for accommodat-
ing housing needs. 

In the fi rst quarter of 2013 the gov-
ernment has engaged an independ-
ent research organization to con-
duct a survey on subdivided fl ats 
in Hong Kong. According to this 
research there are some 18.800 sub-
divided fl ats in the territory and it 
was estimated that on average each 
fl at was subdivided into 3.6 units. 
Based on this survey there were 
66.900 subdivided units in Hong 
Kong with 171.300 residents. A lot 
of these units did not have essential 
facilities such as kitchen facilities, 
independent toilets or water sup-
ply.17 

“All those rooms have two raised-levels 
[in order to hide the re-adjusted pipes 
and ducts], I cannot raise my legs [to 
move from one level to another]… 
For those fl ats that aren’t subdivided, 
people are not willing to rent them to 
a single old lady” 18 said Aunt Kwok 
a 73-year-old lady.

But rehousing such a big group of 
residents is diffi  cult as there are not 
enough housing units provided by 
the housing authority and a ban on 
such subdivided fl ats would make 
many people homeless and would 
bring along a greater challenge. For 
this reason a new licensing system 
could be installed as an interim 
measure but a decent and aff ord-
able housing should still remain the 
goal for the government. 

SUBDIVIDED FLATS

16 Cf. Legislative Council Secretariat 
2012, p.1.
17 Cf. Ibid., p.1-5.
18 Taylor/Valadez/Yip/Leung 2011, p. 44.

194 Cramped apartment
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19 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.136.

Th e boat based living was com-
mon a long time before the Brit-
ish arrived. Floating communities 
and structures built above the sea 
which provided accommodation 
for the Tanka people, who were one 
of the earliest residents of Hong 
Kong. Today only remnants of this 
water based communities are vis-
ible. While the large fl oating com-
munities, which could be found 
in bays such as Aberdeen Harbour 
or Causway Bay Typhoon Shelter, 
have disappeared, there still re-
mains one traditional way of plac-
ing activities to the sea, the stilt 
house. In Tai O a small fi shing vil-
lage located on Lantau Island, this 
way of housing still exists.19 

Today Tai O is one of the main 
tourist attractions in Hong Kong, 
but before that it was a village tra-
ditionally specialised in fi shing 
and salt production. Th e houses 
are built elevated above the sea on 
bamboo stilts making each of these 
structures unique. It is a diff erent 
way of living in this remote area, far 
away from the hustle and bustle of 
the urban area of Hong Kong.  

FLOATING COMMUNITIES

195 House on stilts in Tai O
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“It has been said that in Hong Kong 
only multi-millionaires and the 
homeless live on the ground fl oor.” 20

Sadly enough there are still some 
people living or sleeping in the 
streets. No one knows for sure how 
many people live in the streets of 
Hong Kong but social workers es-
timate that there are around 1.000 
people who have been reduced to 
sleeping in cardboard boxes on the 
pavement. Many of those people 
cannot aff ord to pay their rent, or 
they have personal problems such 
as drug or alcohol addiction and 
mental illnesses and many of them 
even prefer sleeping in the streets 
rather than living in cubicles, cage 
homes or remote areas. Th ese peo-
ple can usually be found in Tsim 
Sha Tsui, Mongkok and Sham Shui 
Po and remain ‘invisible’ most of 
the time.21

HOMELESS

20 Wong 2000, p.92.
21 Cf. Ngo 2013.

196 Homeless man sleeping on a footbridge in North Point
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197 Luxury apartment with chamber for domestic helper
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FOREIGN DOMESTIC WORKER
Hong Kong is home to one of the 
richest men and women in Asia. 
Th ere live about 114.000 mil-
lionaires in Hong Kong and the 
Forbes Magazine listed even 50 bil-
lionaires who are Hong Kong citi-
zens.22 Th ese people live in luxury 
apartments, most of them situated 
on Hong Kong Island where the 
majority of them employ foreign 
domestic helpers. 

Th e majority of these domestic 
workers are women making up 
approximately three per cent of 
Hong Kong’s population. Around 
292.000 foreign domestic helpers, 
mainly from Indonesia, Philip-
pines and Th ailand, work and live 
in Hong Kong. Th ese women are 
working six days a week and are 
not even paid the minimum wage, 
they currently receive a minimum 
of HK$4.010 per month.23 

Th e domestic workers are most like-
ly to live in the employer’s home, 
some of them have their own small 
room but as living space is rare in 
most cases they either need to sleep 
in the living area, kitchen or they 
share a room with the children. 
Th is shows that they don’t really 
have a personal space, for a lot of 
them the bathroom is the most pri-
vate area, into which they can re-
treat themselves. 

So it’s not surprising that these 
women use the public space on 
their day off  in order to meet 
friends and share news as the em-
ployer’s residence cannot fulfi l the 
basic need for private space. 

“You can be woken up any time of the 
night just to get a glass of water,  liv-
ing outside is what all domestic help-
ers want - it means you can fi nally 
get some rest” 24 said Marie Reyes, a 
domestic worker in Hong Kong.

22 Cf. Forbes Magazine 2013.
23 Cf. Shadbolt 2013.
24 Ibid. 2013.

198 Domestic worker protesting
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Not only foreign domestic work-
ers have limited space. In Hong Kong 
dense living is the normal course 
of life. Th is is not only visible when 
walking in the crowded streets, it’s 
even more apparent when looking at 
the average living space. In 2013 the 
average living space in Hong Kong 
was 13 square metres per person25 this 
is lower than in most parts of the de-
veloped world. In lots of these house-
holds the whole family live in one 
apartment, as the average household 
size is 2.9 people26, which indicates 
that there is only minimal privacy.

“Maybe people in Hong Kong are used 
to not having a private space, so we don’t 
mind not having one… and we’re not 
desirous of it… when you really need 
a private space you can actually cre-
ate one… even a 24-hour Cha Chaan 
Teng (Chinese eatery) can be a private 
space.”27

According to C.Y. Leung, the Chief 
Executive of Hong Kong, in 2010 
85 per cent of apartments in Hong 
Kong were less than 56 square metres. 
A statistic of 2013 reveals that 46.2 
per cent of the population who live 
in public rental housing were living 
in fl ats with 30 to 39.9 square metres 
and only 18.5 per cent had an inter-
nal fl oor area of more than 40 square 
metres. Th is is diff erent to the private 
market as 39.1 per cent of the owners 
live in 50 to 59.9 square metre apart-
ments and 30.6 per cent were living in 
40 to 49.9 square metre fl ats.28 

On average a Hong Kong family now 
moves into a 40 square metre fl at in a 
relocation area, in the New Territories 
with at least three people but in most 

cases this number is much higher. 
Th is impacts also the sexual life of the 
residents, where social and sexual re-
strictions are a daily basis. For this rea-
son sociologists consider Hong Kong 
as one of the most sexually repressed 
places on earth. Th is is unveiled at 
Lantau Island, where rooms are rent-
ed by hour to young couples, offi  ce 
workers or even married couples who 
lack their own private space.29

For most of the Hong Kong peo-
ple the fl at is only a place to sleep, as 
many of them busily work the whole 
day and don’t spent that much time 
at home. As space is already narrow 
people compensate for their limited 
privacy by creating their own private 
space within the public realm, making 
use of the streets, restaurants, shop-
ping malls and sport facilities both for 
meeting friends and for having time 
for themselves. Th e public space be-
comes their living room, as at home 
there is not even enough space to in-
vite friends. 

“I wasn’t experienced and I was so happy 
that I invited my colleagues to my home. 
Th e gross fl oor area was merely 300 feet 
(27.8 square metre), it was so cramped 
that … everyone sat in rows as if they 
were at the cinema… they said I had 
overestimated myself because I invited 
my friends to such a tiny fl at, so since 
then I’ve never invited anyone to my 
home.” 30

In order to understand Hong Kong it 
is important to recognize that this city 
has a vibrant street space and is full of 
life and activity. Th is occurs because 
of its density and the lack of private 
space at home. 

AVERAGE LIVING SPACE

25 Hong Kong Housing Authority 2013, 
p.6.
26 Ibid., p.3.
27 Taylor/Valadez/Yip/Leung 2011, p. 46.
28 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p.3-6.
29 Wong 2000, p.92-93.
30 Taylor/Valadez/Yip/Leung 2011, p. 45.
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Space is used well in Hong Kong; 
even in the smallest apartment peo-
ple have diff erent multifunctional 
and fl exible furniture in order to 
make the most out of their living 
space. For example, the dining ta-
ble is not something that is fi xed 
in a lot of fl ats, as it would occupy 
too much space. For that reason a 
folding table is the most popular 
choice. But also diff erent kinds of 
storage space and dual uses can be 
found in apartments, especially at 
low-income households. In most of 
these apartments nearly every sin-
gle centimetre is used for storage.31

One of the best known ways of 
adapting and transforming small 
space is architect Gary Chang’s 
apartment. His fl at has only 32 
square metres but 24 diff erent con-
fi gurations, all possible by sliding 
panels and walls. It is the high-end 
variation of a metamorphic apart-
ment which off ers endless varia-
tions and shows how fl exible and 
multifunctional space can be de-
signed.32 

Flexibility and the multiple way of 
using space is really important in 
Hong Kong, it’s a way how people 
themselves make density work, by 
adapting their behaviour and nego-
tiating their given space. 

Rent prices

But not only the relationship be-
tween the sizes of apartments is 
interesting, also the comparison 
between the prices per square me-
tre reveals a disproportion. By com-
paring the cots per square metre, 
the rent price for a cage home with 
only 1.7 square metres, which is 
HK$ 1.300, can often surpass the 
price of a luxury apartment. As cage 
homes are HK$765 m²/month and 
private fl ats are HK$189-323 m²/
month.33 Th is reveals that the price 
for a cage home is not justifi ed as 
it is more than twice as much than 
the price for a private apartment. 

DOMESTIC TRANSFORMATION

31 Cf. Rooney 2003, p.158.
32 Cf. Designboom 2013.
33 Cf. Hong Kong Housing Authority 
2013, p.3-6.

201 People and their homes

202 Price comparison of living space in Hong Kong
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203 Peace for the deceased in Hong Kong
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Despite Hong Kong has such a 
high density, people have a high 
degree of social well-being as Hong 
Kong has some of the best indica-
tors of population health among 
wealthy megacities. 

For example life expectancy at birth 
is 82.5 years compared to 80.6 
years in Greater London and 80.9 
years in New York.34 Hong Kong is 
also one of the safest cities in the 
world with a murder rate of only 
0.7 homicides per 100.000 inhab-
itants recorded in 2009.35 A reason 
for this could be the high density, 
as in an environment like Hong 
Kong you are always seen by vari-
ous people and therefore never un-
attended. Hong Kong is not only 
one of the safest and most peaceful 
cities, it has also one of the happiest 
inhabitants, which is based on the 
Lingnan annual happiness index.

To die in Hong Kong

In a city with more than seven mil-
lion people and a limited land area 
handling the dead is a delicate mat-
ter. For that reason the government 
decided to locate cemeteries and 
columbaria on steep hillsides which 
are otherwise unusable. Th ese places 
are consistent with the principles of 
Feng Shui, even the Christian cem-
eteries are nested into hillsides typi-
cally off ering views across the sea.

In Hong Kong there is no perma-
nent public grave space available, 
for that reason the bones will be 
transferred after six or seven years 
followed by a cleaning or cremation 
of the remains, in order to free up 
the grave.36 

Cremation has been heavily encour-
aged by the government since the 
1960s, many people in Hong Kong 
were forced to abandon burials due 
to land shortage, but now even the 
space for cremated ashes is getting 
scarce. At the moment around 90 
per cent of all dead people are get-
ting cremated but it’s even not 
enough space to bury your beloved 
family member. It is estimated that 
around 50.000 families preliminary 
store their relative’s remains in fu-
neral homes while they wait for a 
free space in one of the city’s public 
columbaria.37 

In Hong Kong a columbaria is a 
high-rise building designed to house 
the cremation urns in niches, these 
buildings have a capacity for more 
than 90.000 urns. But by compar-
ing the fi gures of deaths it is obvious 
that the space may not be enough 
as in 2012 43.300 people38 died 
in Hong Kong. Th at is maybe the 
reason why the cemetery authority 
even made a fi lm where they adver-
tise to strew the ash instead of cre-
mating.

LIFE EXPECTANCY

34 Burdett/Tylor/Kaasa 2011, p. 12-13. 
35 Ibid., p. 20-21.
36 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.142-143.
37 Liu 2009.
38 Hong Kong Government Census and 
Statistics Department 2013.
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206 Tu Lou in Fujian
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DISCURSE ON HABITAT
To understand the habitat of Hong 
Kong better it is interesting to in-
vestigate the past of Hong Kong’s 
settlements. Chinese or better the 
Hong Kong perspective is impor-
tant as the understanding of habi-
tat diversifi es to that of the West-
ern approach. Diff erent ways of 
settlements can be found all over 
China, but there are two predomi-
nant forms, the Chinese courtyard 
house and the walled settlement. In 
this thesis the walled settlement is 
closer observed as it was the com-
mon form in southern China and 
Hong Kong.

Walled Settlements

Walled towns and houses have been 
a part of Chinese culture ever since, 
as the traditional form of the dwell-
ing in China is that of a courtyard 
house. An arrangement of enclosures 
arranged on two or four sides of a 
rectilinear courtyard, typically ac-
cessed on the southern edge by an 
opening to the outside world. Th ese 
courtyard houses, with their enclos-
ing walls and single openings, are 
itself a prototypical form of a walled 
village themselves. Concentrated to-
gether in clusters, house forms, for 
example, the hutong, which is the 
traditional Beijing neighbourhood, 
long, largely anonymous walls punc-
tured by periodic openings which 
gain access to family courtyards. 

In southern China the courtyard 
house was less common. As in the 
south-eastern coastal region the 
walled villages were the common 
form, perhaps refl ecting the preva-
lence of pirate activity. 

Th e village house was often a single 
rectilinear structure with openings 
mostly on the southern side. Th ese 
houses formed villages with defen-
sive edges even if not surrounded 
by formal walls. Th ese villages and 
neighbourhoods are important so-
cial units in Chinese society, in ad-
dition to being defensive structures, 
walled villages were also self-man-
aged social units.

Th e village elders and the kaifong 
(a term used in Hong Kong for 
the village committee) maintained 
customs, organized education, ad-
ministered basic justice, regulated 
commerce and oversaw ritual du-
ties. A distinctive form of a walled 
village that emerged in southern 
China is that of the Hakka people. 
Th e Hakka immigrated to the region 
and found themselves in confl icts 
with the indigenous population. For 
that reason the Hakka built defen-
sive structures to live in and store 
their goods. Rather than building 
a wall around individual dwellings, 
the Hakka created a monolithic 
structure of three or more storeys in 
which the whole clan could live, to-
day better known as Tu Lou. Th eir 
tenement structures accommodated 
the artefacts of subsistence on the 
lowest levels: livestock, grain, tools, 
wells and workspaces, on the upper 
levels temples, armouries and dwell-
ings were situated. Embraced by 
thick walls formed in circular or rec-
tilinear plans with only few opening 
to the outside, the structure com-
prised inner courtyards that were 
lined by balconies providing an open 
communal space.39

39 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.23-24.

207 Hutong in Beijing

208 Tu Lou settlements

209 Hakka community
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WALLED SETTLEMENTS IN HONG KONG
In Hong Kong walled villages were 
common, most of them located in 
the New Territories. It is estimated 
that twenty-three walled villages ex-
isted within the territories’ bounda-
ries before the Second World War. 
Th e area that is Hong Kong today 
was fi rst settled in the tenth cen-
tury CE (Christian Era) and by the 
sixteenth century CE the area was 
already well settled. In 1661 the 
Qing government evacuated coastal 
areas for security reasons. Residents 
were allowed to return to those are-
as after 1669. At this time the Man-
chu tribe forced the Hakka people 
to migrate again. Th is time towards 
the coastal areas of Guangdong, 
where a lot of these walled settle-
ments have remained until today. 
Hong Kong became home to many 
Hakka people as well, who then 
erected their walled villages. Dur-
ing the Ming and Qing Dynasties 
the shore of Guangdong suff ered 
from pirates and the villages built 
walls to secure themselves against 
attacks. As piracy diminished after 
the reign of Qianlong (1735-1795 
AD) the massive walls became less 
common in southern China, but in 
Hong Kong the practice of piracy 
continued through to the nine-
teenth century, due to its location. 

Walled Villages in Hong 
Kong

Smaller villages are typical clan set-
tlements where everyone is related 
by patrilineal heritage to mutual 
ancestors. For that reason villages 
were sometimes named for the fam-
ily lineage of the occupants. Most 
of these villages include the word 
Wai which is the term used for a 
walled village in Hong Kong and 
means also defence and surround. 

Th us, one of the extant walled vil-
lages in Hong Kong is known as 
Tsang Tai Uk – the Large House of 
the Tsang, the name refl ects here 
the monolithic nature of these vil-
lages. Th is example can be found 
in Sha Tin, which is a rectilinear 
inhabited wall built in 1864 that 
enclosed additional rows of dwell-
ings within its structure. It is one of 
the best preserved walled villages in 
Hong Kong, and is built with grey 
bricks, granite and solid timber. 

In contrast to this single clan, the 
nearby Tai Wai structure was occu-
pied by sixteen family lineages and 
was built in 1574 during the Ming 
Dynasty and was known in the past 
as Chik Chuen Wai.40

40 Cf. Ibid., p.24-25.

211 Hakka community in Sha Tin

212 Lane inside Tsang Tai Uk
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213 Nga Tsin Wai Village before demolition
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Another walled village was the Nga 
Tsin Wai Tsuen in Wong Tai Sin, 
New Kowloon. It was the only vil-
lage that was left in the urban area 
of Hong Kong but in 2007 the gov-
ernment announced its plans to re-
develop this area and for that reason 
the village was demolished. It was 
built in the mid-14th century and 
occupied an area of approximately 
0.4 hectare. Th ere were about 100 
village houses separated by three 
narrow streets and six side lanes in 
a rectangular layout. But today in-
stead of the village a conservation 
park with preserved elements can 
be found.41 

Villages were seldom open to the 
public; normally they were occu-
pied by a single lineage or multi-
ple lineages. Th e membership of 
the villages was protected by cus-
tom, the admission to the village 
was given usually after extended 
acquaintance.42 Th is characteristic 
way of protection and exclusion 
was a principle which was also 
common in the infamous Kowloon 
Walled City, which is described in 
detail in the chapter megastructure. 

Chinese settlements were generally 
laid out according to cosmological 
and geomantic belief, their plans 
were governed by a primary north-
south axis. Th is and other conven-
tions guided also the walled villages 
of Hong Kong. Th e villages were 
usually constructed of rammed 
earth, stones or bricks. Th e exter-
nal wall was typically one metre in 
thickness. Where defence was pri-
mary, the walls were even thicker 

and were used to house animals, 
farming, and defensive functions. 
Th e primary entrance is centred on 
the southern edge and on occasion 
an ancestral temple is located at the 
northern end of the central axis. 
Inside the streets align east to west, 
allowing most dwellings to have 
their entrance on the southern side 
in keeping with Chinese traditions 
and norms.43

Walled villages can be seen as an 
organic megastructure without de-
sign or planning, constantly mor-
phing to accommodate changes 
in population, opportunity and 
demand. Th ese structures have re-
mained in some areas until today 
and prove how life was possible in a 
community, they also indicate that 
Chinese people are used to live in a 
community or together with their 
family clan.

Th e shop house also known as Tong 
Lau was the next evolution of living 
in southern China. It is a typology 
which can be found in particular 
in urban centres, towns and cities 
starting in the 19th century. Th is 
way of combining living and work-
ing together was diff erent to the 
way of walled villages as it was only 
built to house one family. Th is in-
dicates also a shift in Hong Kong’s 
society away from community liv-
ing towards a commercial and more 
isolated approach. 
Th e Chinese Shop House is a key ty-
pology in Hong Kong and has been 
examined closer in the chapter 
High-rise, as it forms the base for all 
future housing developments.

WALLED VILLAGES IN HONG KONG

Chapter High-rise p.167

41 Cf. Uran Renewal Authority 2013.
42 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.25-26.
43 Cf. Ibid., p.25-26.
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Th e way of living has changed over 
the time in Hong Kong and all over 
China. Th e older form of housing 
couldn’t cope with the demand of 
the ever increasing population and 
as land shortage was one of the 
main problems in Hong Kong a 
more effi  cient way of housing had 
to be found. High-rises use a lot 
less buildable land but together 
with this evolution the former way 
of living has disappeared. People 
today, even if they live together in 
a cubicle or cage home, often do 
not even talk to each other, maybe 
due to the burden of their lives. 
Th e support by the community has 
changed and a lot of people fall out 
of the public ‘safety net’ and are of-
ten even neglected by society. For 
Hong Kong the collective approach 
is important. For that reason it is 
necessary to integrate diff erent 
community facilities into the hous-
ing high-rises in order to lift the 
quality of life and strengthen the 
community. 

Th e Double Tube Tower or Twin 
Tower is one of these typologies 
which kind of adopt the idea of 
Hakka villages and off er a similar 
approach. Here the courtyard is 
the heart of the building and access 
balconies form the entrance to the 
apartments and provide open com-
munal space at the same time. It is 
a housing type which has certain 
qualities in social aspects as it off ers 
the possibility to gather in front of 
the fl at or in the common space in 
the centre of the courtyard. 

CONCLUSION
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For the second project the possi-
bility to reach a network of recrea-
tional walkways, community spaces 
and bicycle tracks directly from 
your dwelling is given. If the grow-
ing process is continued, a network 
develops where you can reach your 
destination anywhere in the city, by 
a pleasant and recreational locomo-
tion.

Today living in a high density envi-
ronment is common and accepted 
by most Hong Kong residents. Th e 
diff erent and unequal forms of ac-
commodations reveal that there is a 
wide social span which even indi-
cates the inequalities and unfairness 
of the distribution of resources in 
Hong Kong. Private space and liv-
ing space for poor and half-inferior 
people is proportionally even more 
expensive than for rich people. 

Housing types are still changing 
over the time. Th ere cannot be 
found one perfect solution to house 
all diff erent individuals of one city. 
For architects this is where they get 
involved, as this profession should 
observe the lifestyle of people and 
try to understand them in order to 
propose new ways of living.

Th is common area enhanced the 
neighbourhood and made it pos-
sible that people built up a close 
relationship. Th ese diff erent quali-
ties of communal space are missing 
in most public housing projects to-
day. Life only happens in the fl at or 
in public spaces such as shopping 
malls and restaurants. Only podi-
um spaces are provided which usu-
ally lack the diversity and quality of 
these communal spaces. 

For that reason it is important to 
bring diff erent qualitative com-
munal spaces back to Hong Kong’s 
housing estates. Diff erent sizes of 
open space should be provided in 
order to encourage people to fol-
low diff erent activities. Today peo-
ple normally head straight from 
the public street space via the el-
evator to their private space. Our 
projects on the other hand aim to 
enable additional ways of ‘coming 
home’, it should be a smooth tran-
sition from public to private with 
a semi-public space that provides 
diff erent kinds of uses. Th e shortest 
way of reaching the private space 
should still exist but these semi-
public spaces which are provided 
on diff erent fl oors can help to split 
up a huge amount of people into 
several smaller communities. Th e 
former way of blurred edges should 
be reinvented in order to create a 
more livable and diverse way of liv-
ing and enable a closer relationship 
within the neighbourhood. 
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GRAPH HABITAT

214 Multilayered habitat graph
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NOTES
Chapter XL

Note 1 Urban population density 
is the density in urban areas. Here 
the population is compared to the 
cumulative urban built up area.

Note 2 Th e exact origin of the 
name Hong Kong (Fragrant Har-
bour) has been lost, but legends 
and interpretations can be found. 
One version is that Hong Kong 
was the port where fresh (fragrant) 
water was available for ships. Ac-
cording to another hypothesis, 
sailors stopping for fresh water on 
the south side of the island asked 
local boat people (Tankas) what the 
name of their harbour was and they 
answered ‘Heung’, which means 
incense, since the port exported a 
fragrant incense made from local 
trees called ‘kuan heung’, but in 
Tanka dialect it was pronounced 
‘hong’.1

Note 3 Th e land system that has 
been in existence in Hong Kong 
since 1842 is leasehold, with the 
government being the landlord of 
virtually all land. Th e government 
distributes parcels of land to indi-
viduals by private treaty grant or 
competitive auction and tender. 
Th e property rights of the land-
owner are defi ned explicitly by the 
‘conditions of sale’. An example is 
that the lessee must carry out devel-
opment for a specifi ed use within a 
given period of time.2 

Note 4 Residential density is a sig-
nifi cant factor in land use planning. 
Residential density is a quantitative 
measure of the intensity with which 

land is occupied by either develop-
ment or population. Residential 
density controls the distribution of 
population, which in turn deter-
mines the planned provision of in-
frastructure such as transport, utili-
ties and community facilities.3

Note 5 Th e sky view factor is the 
proportion of visible sky to the total 
sky dome from a single point.4

Chapter L

Note 6 Th e Tower of Babel is one of 
the powerful stories in the Book of 
Genesis in the Bible. It was a tower 
built by a unifi ed monolingual hu-
manity as a mark of their achieve-
ment. Th e narration of that peculiar 
building, with its top into heaven, 
as a symbol of human omnipotence 
didn’t turn out well, as commonly 
known. Th e Babylonians attempted 
to build a tower to reach God, but 
the hubris to be more than human 
kind turned back on them and cre-
ated a confusion of languages so 
that the heaven-storming building 
remained unfi nished.5 

Note 7 At the World Design Con-
ference 1960 in Tokyo the mani-
festo Metabolism: Th e Proposals 
for New Urbanism was published. 
In this book Metabolism as name 
of the group was defi ned. Th e book 
featured four essays: Kikutake’s 
“Ocean City”,Kawazoe’s “Material 
and Man” Kurokawa’s “Space City”, 
Otaka and Maki’s “Toward Group 
Form”.6 1 Lee 2008, p.104.

2 Lai 1997, p.20.
3 Hong Kong Government Planning 
Department: Residential Density 2003.
4 Cf. Cheng/Steemer 2010, p.476-481.
5 Cf. Mansbach 1982, p.43.
6 Cf. Koolhass, Obrist 2001, p.19.
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Chapter M

Note 8 Various uniform large-scale 
residential estates that are devel-
oped in the form of huge multi-
storey podiums covering the entire 
site and a long row of continuous 
towers above for maximizing pos-
sible sea views.7

Note 9 Mixed use developments 
have been categorised as mixing 
revenue producing uses i.e. com-
mercial, residential, government, 
institutional and community, rec-
reation and industrial uses includ-
ing diff erent types of housing pub-
lic and private, as well as effi  cient 
public transport and pedestrian 
networks.8

Note 10 Public rental housing 
fl ats sold by the Housing Author-
ity are classifi ed as subsidised sale 
fl ats.9 Subsidised sale fl ats include 
quarters sold by the Housing Au-
thority and Hong Kong Housing 
Society that cannot be traded in 
the open market. Th ose fl ats that 
can be traded in the open market 
are classifi ed as private permanent 
housing.10

Note 11 Th e origins of the Scis-
sor Stairs can be traced back to the 
wooden staircase in the Big Swal-
low Temple in Sian China in the 
Tang Dynasty. It is a set of two 
interlocking stairways providing 
two separate paths of egress locat-
ed within one stairwell enclosure. 
It was used fi rst in Hong Kong in 
the 1960s and has been credited as 
a key invention to solving Hong 
Kong’s housing problems and was 

also chosen to represent Hong 
Kong at the 2006 Venice Biennale. 
Th e Scissor stairs have been adopt-
ed by other national building agen-
cies, for example in New York City 
Construction Code.11

Note 12 Th e Amoy Garden with 
its densely packed cruciform tower 
blocks on top of a podium repre-
sents the most common form of 
high-rise apartment buildings in 
the private sector development 
throughout Hong Kong during the 
1980s to 1990s.12 

Note 13 MILU (Multiple Intensive 
Land Use) is a mixed use (multi-
functional) and high-density (in-
tensive) development. Th e concept 
is formulated to tackle the twin 
problems of urban sprawl and the 
development dysfunctions of ur-
ban, suburban and rural areas.13

Chapter S

Note 14  Gini Coeffi  cient, being a 
statistic commonly used by many 
economies to analyse income dis-
parity. Th e value of the Gini Coeffi  -
cient ranges from 0 to 1. In general, 
the higher the Gini Coeffi  cient, the 
more the disparity it implies.14

Note 15  Th e Lingnan annual hap-
piness index has been designed and 
conducted annually by the Centre for 
Public Policy Studies of Lingnan Uni-
versity since 2005, the Hong Kong 
Happiness Index Survey is a system-
atic study of the happiness of Hong 
Kong residents and reports the overall 
average happiness index on a scale of 
0-100. In 2012 Hong Kong was be-
tween 70 and 71 out of 100.15

7 Wong 2010, p.326.
8 Coupland 1997, p.7.
9 Hong Kong Government Census and 
Statistics Department: Hong Kong in 
Figures 2013, p.32.
10 Ibid., p.32.
11 Cf. Shelton/Karakiewicz/Kvan 2011, 
p.137.
12 Wong 2010, p.324.
13 Th e International Institute for the 
Urban Environment 2009.
14 Hong Kong Government Census 
and Statistics Department: Census and 
Statistics 2012.
15 Lingnan University 2012.
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How can anyone understand a city like Hong Kong with its highly 
dense areas, skyscrapers, steep hills, older low rise settlements, elevated 
roads and footbridges? Th e best approach is to live in it and experi-
ence the urban fabric yourself. Ride the buses, light buses, tramway, 
MTR and taxis and walk on elevated footbridge networks, crowded 
walkways and bright shopping streets. On the street level, the needs of 
the people can be identifi ed and chances to improve the urban fabric 
and therefore the livability within the city can be discovered. Visions 
are born here, at the heartbeat of the city.
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CITYSCALEMODEL
For understanding the whole com-
plexity of the urban fabric though, 
it is helpful to get another angle. 
Digital planning material is one 
way to get the urban arrangement 
visualized in order to get an over-
view and idea of the built up area. 
To get a real sense for an extremely 
three dimensional city like Hong 
Kong, a two dimensional plan 
should be only the starting point to 
develop a city scale project.

Since existence of architects and 
planners, models are used for learn-
ing, understanding, trying, explor-
ing, discussing, visualising and 
visionizing. Especially for a vision-
ary city like Hong Kong a three 
dimensional embodiment can help 
to discover chances and proof and 
improve ideas.
Representing this point of view 
and with the intention of an urban 
infrastructure project ahead, a city 
scale model is what we desired.

To build a model of this dimen-
sions and complexity, a lot of ideal-
ism and power of endurance is not 
inappropriate, especially because if 
it is all done, the project only kicks 
off . If it would have been a ques-
tion of time or rationality, we prob-
ably wouldn’t have done it.
You must be careful that such 
thoughts will not throw you off  the 
track, otherwise you resign before 
the actual project begins.
However, the decision to create 
a model with the scale of 1:2000 
was made. Th at means, according 
to the given planning material, the 

dimensions are 180 to 360 cen-
timetres with a maximum height 
of 22.8 centimetres. Furthermore, 
Hong Kong Island is not only high-
ly populated, it is additionally very 
hilly and steep. Only at that area, 
which is approximately 20 square 
kilometres of Hong Kong Island, 
there are 3331 buildings, mostly 
towers on 913 podiums partly on 
very steep hills and nearly always 
densely accumulated. 
To handle a challenge like this we 
used a lot of diff erent techniques. 
Some of them are obvious and 
standard, some maybe creative and 
non-standard. However, in a world 
of increased sharing, we do not 
want to hide our path to the fi nal 
result. For colleagues, who have the 
intention to build a similar model, 
we hope that there are some help-
ful solutions and ideas to develop 
their own project. For us, the most 
important thing was that the fi nal 
outcome matches our expectations 
and shows the city we experienced 
in an authentic manner.

Th e following chapter is meant to 
document our one year journey to 
build the model with all decisions, 
working steps, techniques and tools 
required for such a challenge. Not 
shown is passion, doubt, struggle 
and success but for close observers, 
we hope this is naturally inherent.
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Cutting
Laser cutter  /  scalpel  /  stanley knife  /  cutting pad  /  scissors
Depending on the material you use you can choose your cutting tools. For cardboard these tools are 
the most suitable for a multitude of working steps. For complex forms or a big number of items use 
CNC controlled cutting machines like lasercutters.

Measuring
Metal ruler  /  vernier calliper  /  rolling meter  /  angle
Exact measuring is important for good model building. Use a ruler out of metal to simultaneously 
use it as a cutting ruler. For very accurate measurement of thicknesses a vernier calliper is an essential 
tool and for fast measurement use a rolling meter.

Item storing
Closable canister  /  zip bag  /  stackable box  /  pencil  /  marker
If you build a model with a big number of parts it is very helpful to have a sophisticated storage 
system with labelled canisters, bags and boxes. If you have limited space always try to establish a 
stacking system.

Assembling
Tweezers  /  toothpick  /  wooden bar  /  glue  /  paint roller
To assemble your ready made parts to a model you need to use various tools for diff erent working 
steps. Th is is a premium selection of very useful tools for placing, bursting out, sticking together and 
aligning of items.

Preparing, documenting
Computer  /  photo camera  /  smartphone, tablet
For preparing all plans, labelling cutting fi les etc. use a computer with the appropriate software. Do 
not forget to make a good documentation of your working steps. Use photos, videos and time-lapse. 
For easy time-lapse documentations there are various apps for smartphones and tablets.

Finishing
Sand paper  /  masking tape
In order to get clean surface fi nishing some laser cut materials have to be sanded because there are 
burned areas especially when using cardboard. Masking tape can be used to protect surfaces during 
the cutting process.

Storage system
Hammer  /  nails  /  hooks
For the fi nished model you need to think of an ultimate storing space.  Th ere will be an instruction 
for a very simple but spacial eff ective and representative solution.

MODEL TOOLS



Balsa board 0.8-25mm

Laser cut, knife cut, light, wooden fi nish, wide 
range of thicknesses
Expensive, limited size, fracturable

Acryl board 0.5-30mm

Laser cut, wide range of thicknesses, transparent, 
translucent, various colours, clean lasered edges
Limited hand cut, expensive

Paper
Laser cut, knife cut, wide range of colours, fl ex-
ible, low priced
Weak stiff ness, not tearproof

depron 3-10mm

Laser cut, knife cut, hot wire cut, no burned 
edges, light, shiny
Can melt while cutting, diffi  cult to engrave

Finn board 0.9-3.0mm

Fast laser cut, knife cut, medium priced, wide 
range of dimensions
Burned lasered edges, become yellow

Grey board 0.5-2.5mm

Laser cut, knife cut, low priced, wide range of 
dimensions
Slow laser cut, sooty lasered edges

Polystyrene 0.3-80mm

Laser cut, knife cut, hot wire cut, no burned 
edges, light, impact resistant, wide range of 
thicknesses
Can melt while cutting, diffi  cult to engrave
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MATERIAL DECISION

Finn board 0.9-3.0mm

It is a multifunctional material with a wide 
range of  possible applications.
For the building of height layers for the land-
scape it is suitable because there are boards in 
dimensions of 700x1000mm available. Th is is 
convenient to make use of the whole cutting 
area of a laser cutter.
Furthermore the surface of the material is very 
natural and it is possible to produce the land-
scape, highways, footbridges and buildings out 
of one material.
It is easy to cut and for perfect fi nishing it can 
be sanded with sand paper. 
For a city scale model all parts have to be la-
belled and engraved in order to keep track of 
the assembly plan. Engravings are easy to see on 
this material.

Used for
landscape
buildings
highways
footbridges
side parts
base

Used for
water

Paper
Because paper is available in all colour variations it 
is suitable to show colour intensive surfaces.
In this project we used it for the water surface of 
Victoria Harbour and show the contrast to the 
built up area of Hong Kong Island.

Buildings
Highways
Footbridges

Landscape
Side parts
Base

water
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PREPARATION LANDSCAPE
For landscaping there must be plans with continuous height layers to produce a stacked layer land-
scape. If suitable planning material is missing, GoogleEarth can be used to get a rough idea of the 
landscape. With SketchUp the 3D surface can be extracted and mixed with available segments.

Sliced height layer model

Landscape extracted with SketchUp

Adapted surface

Merge with existing planning material
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Flattened model

Basic plan for producing the landscape

Segmentation according to machine and material 
dimensions

Engravings of podiums, buildings, streets, parks, 
etc.



engrave
cut

delete
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LABEL ITEMS

Undefi ned height layer

Defi ned layers with the c-e-d-d loop

Th e produced height layers have to be split up for the production process. Th ere must be cut lines, 
engraved lines and space to stick them together. We used a c-e-d-d loop to produce our fi les. Th at 
means defi ning the lines as cut-engrave-delete-delete in a loop. If this is done four times per segment 
by always stepping back one line, the results are layer strings with an engraved line for the next layer 
and space for the glue.
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Defi ning

Stepping back one line and start-
ing c-e-d-d loop again

The fourth round of defi ning com-
pletes the assembly set

Labelling in 
steps of four
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MERGE ITEMS
To label the podiums and buildings we used a mixed system of capital and small form letters and 
numbers. Th is produces a wide range of possible labelling that is needed for this large amount of 
items. For podiums  there is a small form letter and a number starting with “a1” and ending with 
“z99”. For buildings there is a capital letter replacing the small form letter.
To complete the landscape assembly set, the labeled podiums, buildings and all other desired arrange-
ments have to be placed as engravings at the height layer fi le.

Engraved podium outlines and 
labels on height layers

Podium label system:
a1-a99 to z1-z99

Engraved building outlines and 
labels on podium

Building label system:
A1-A99 to Z1-Z99
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Height layer board sample fi le
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PODIUMS, BUILDINGS
According to the material size and the dimensions of the cutting machine the podiums and build-
ings are placed. In order not to waste too much material, gaps between items should be as narrow as 
possible.
Th e podium boards must contain the cutting edge of the podium and the engraved number. Further-
more there must be the tower shape and number engraved on the podium.
In order to produce the correct heights, the building board has to contain the right number of stack-
able items of every building. For recorded buildings, the right heights can be found out through 
research. For unknown buildings, GoogleStreetView can be used to get estimated heights.

Cutting area

Podium board

Building board

Stacked items must result in the 
correct building height

Podiums placed with narrow gaps 
in order to save material
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Sample fi le - podiums
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Sample fi le - buildings with known height
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Sample fi le - buildings with unknown height
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LASER CUT

Pre-agglutinate boards to get 
thicker parts

Tool to produce accurate and su-
per precise parts

Thicker single pieces

Masking tape to hold 
parts in place

Th e actual production of the model can be done by a CNC milling machine or a lasercutter. In order 
to get the highest precision we decided to use a laser cut machine. 
In order to save time and utilise the cutting capacity of the laser, boards can be pre-agglutinated.
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ASSEMBLE LANDSCAPE

Wooden box representing physical boundary

Agglutinate in ascending order

First layer fi xed by thin nails

Accomplished stacking

Side plates for stabilisa-
tion and fi nishing

Base plate for stabilisation and 
basis of water layer

To assemble the landscape it is very helpful to have equipment that helps to work accurate. For the 
height layer assembly we used a self-made wooden box which represents the physical border of our 
model segment. Some nails are holding the fi rst layer in place. Stick the layers together in ascending 
order. Th e engraved lines of the next layer and the physical boundary of the wooden box helps to get 
a precise result.
When the segment is done, the  retentive nails can be removed and the segment can be taken out of 
the wooden box. Side plates and base plates fi nish the landscape segment of the model.
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ASSEMBLE BUILDINGS

To assemble the buildings there is a clear progression of working steps.  Th e single pieces of the 
respective label are strung in a row and rotated to the same position. After coating the surface with 
glue, the pieces can be stacked. For straight layered pieces a wooden bar and a toothpick is used to 
align the layers with some pressure. Th e heights of the buildings are checked with a vernier calliper. 
For fi nishing a scalpel and a toothpick can remove residues. Furthermore sand paper can remove 
burned top or bottom sides.
For nerve and timesaving purposes, a sophisticated storage system is highly recommended.

Number of pieces according to 
the building height

Rotated to the same position

Aligning pieces

Removing undesirable remains

Checking height

Sanding

Bagging fi nished podiums and buildings 
according to their label
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STEEP PLOTS

Flatten the spot with a scalpel

Engraved but uneven spots

Even spots ready for placement

Before podiums and buildings, which are lo-
cated at the slope, can be placed on their desig-
nated spot, an even ground must be generated. 
Th erefore engraved spots are cut out until the 
lowest containing layer is reached.
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ELEVATED ITEMS
Strings of elevated streets, highways and footbridges are placed before the buildings. To construct all 
diff erent structures, a variety of all diff erent pillar forms are cut in diff erent sizes. For very complex 
crossroads it is helpful to check the course twice, fi rstly with the height notations in plan and sec-
ondly at GoogleStreetView to make sure that all the under- and overpasses are accurate. 

Variety of pillars for a vari-
ety of arrangements

Elevated strings of highways, 
streets, footbridges

Different pillars are placed to get a 
accurate height levels

Elevated structures are 
placed fi rst
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ASSEMBLING ORDER

1st - elevated structures

3rd - towers

2nd - podiums
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STORAGE SYSTEM
A big scale model, even if it is split into several segments demands a lot of storage space which many 
students do not have. Here is one idea how to solve that problem and simultaneously put the whole 
model on display. Like so many things in Hong Kong, our model went vertical too.

Strong glue recommended

Segments are not stackable 
and diffi cult to store

Adequate hooks to 
carry the load
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Gap between sequences to ensure 
continuous removability

Hong Kong on the wall
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34000 building parts
3331 buildings

940 podiums

1416 landscape layers
94 footbridges

600 pillars
270 lasercut hours

MODEL FIGURES
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RETHINKING OPEN SPACE
To deal with the task of providing 
open space in the hyper dense en-
vironment of Hong Kong is always 
a delicate issue. Where should we 
draw the line between optimization 
and livability? Why should some-
one take a valuable asset like ‘space’ 
in Hong Kong and use it as a non-
profi table open public space? One 
reason for doing this is because of 
prescriptions by law, another is be-
cause of fl oor bonuses for develop-
ers.

In this chapter a new approach 
of providing open space in Hong 
Kong is investigated which expands 
the current conventional idea of 
how such a space can be created and 
how it has to look like. It should 
create a future perspective and ex-
cite the imagination to rethink the 
predominant trivial.

It is always a sensitive issue to pro-
vide future visions because of the 
frivolous liberation from tradi-
tional approaches. To not detach 
too much from reality, the invented 
hypothesis with its conceptual ele-
ments is combined with down-to-
earth questions of marketing and 
fi nancing. Furthermore, an inves-
tigation of diff erent appearances of 
open spaces on street and podium 
levels examines the current situa-
tion.

For the initial intervention of the 
hypothesis three urban fi elds with 
diff erent utilisation intensities are 
investigated to discover their po-
tentials. With this results, possible 
scenarios for the open space explore 
the chances and qualities of the in-
vention.

For the ‘design’ part of the project, 
the proposal is examined from its 
smallest elements to its widespread 
growing process. Furthermore, the 
role of the user is redefi ned as peo-
ple should get the chance to step 
out of the constraint of being just 
a passive overruled consumer of 
predetermined open spaces like it 
is the predominant case today. As 
already explored in the theoreti-
cal part, people in Hong Kong are 
highly creative of using their given 
space if they have the opportunity 
to do so. 

Th e program of these spaces should 
function as a social barometer of 
desired utilisation and therefore 
the possibility of transformation 
and individual determination is 
implied.

Th e project with its elements can 
be seen as a proposal how to dis-
cover urban spaces and explore 
their potential in order to further 
develop and enhance the livability 
within the city. 
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STREET LEVEL
Th e fi rst focus for the analysis of 
diff erent levels of open space on 
Hong Kong Island is on the street 
level. Depending on the surround-
ing utilisation of the podium and 
ground fl oor level, its pedestrian 
frequentation varies. For areas 
with commercial dedication the 
pathways are congested, while ar-
eas with no commercial uses have 
much less pedestrian fl ow.

Two major problems arise when 
looking at the street level. Th ese are 
the noise as well as the air pollution 

due to the heavy vehicular traf-
fi c. Th e noise pollution is mainly 
caused by double-decker buses and 
the sound refl ecting eff ect of the 
street canyons.

Th e heavy traffi  c also causes air 
pollution on street level which is 
further intensifi ed by the lack of 
natural ventilation due to the wide-
spread podium and tower typology.

Chapter High Rise p.153

Chapter High Rise p.152
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PODIUM LEVEL
Podium levels are often equipped 
with sport and recreational facili-
ties and are frequented mostly by 
residents of the surrounding hous-
ing estates. Th ese spaces have a high 
degree of predetermination and re-
strictions but are nevertheless heav-
ily used and an important open 
space for social and communal 
contacts. Th e space often appears 
like an inner courtyard of a perim-

eter block development. Due to the 
massive height of the surrounding 
towers, the sky view is reduced to 
an abstract shape, formed by the 
bordering tower edges.

Urban green often functions as a 
passive element because of restrict-
ed access and its placement as pret-
tifying fi ll-ins.

Chapter High Rise p.181

Chapter Density p.62
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SO WHAT
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ROOFTOP LEVEL
Nowadays, rooftop levels in Hong 
Kong represent a vast inactivated 
space which is either occupied by 
technical devices and water tanks 
or empty undetermined space with 
prohibited access. At our project 
area alone, which is a seven kilome-
tre long intersection of Hong Kong 
Island, there are some 1.830.880m² 
of rooftop area.

As a logical result, some of those 
spaces have been used for illegal 
structures such as rooftop houses 
until recently, but they mostly dis-

appeared due to governmental ac-
tion taken against those self erected 
structures.

Furthermore, in former housing es-
tates like the Mark II, rooftop areas 
have been used for schools, as cook-
ing space and communal area. In 
the Kowloon Walled City, the roof-
top level was the only recreational 
space due to its benefi ts of fresh air, 
good view and the possibility of ex-
periencing elements of nature in an 
otherwise densely packed build up 
environment.

Chapter High-rise p.173

Chapter Megastructure p.119

Chapter Habitat p.217
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INITIAL HYPOTHESIS
Land reclamation and doubling of 
ground has a long history in Hong 
Kong and led to a vast increase of 
usable land. Due to environmen-
tal concerns and public awareness, 
land reclamation in Hong Kong 
has signifi cantly declined recently.  
Th is fact in interaction with the 
lack of self determined open spaces 
and congested street levels are a 
chance of thinking about new ways 
of reclaiming inactive urban spaces.

Instead of denying access to roof-
top levels and abusing them for 
gigantic commercial billboards, we 
should take one step back to re-
engage rooftop activities like in the 
history of Hong Kong in order to 

further develop possibilities of cre-
ating open space in a hyper dense 
environment. Th erefore, the pro-
ject aims to investigate diff erent so-
lutions for reclaiming rooftop levels 
and gives a forecast of possible fu-
ture developments.

Furthermore, to contribute to an 
interconnected urbanity and to 
increase the experienceable spaces, 
networking and bridging is the key 
to a new form of recreational, self-
determined and community build-
ing open space with a revived con-
nection to the elements of nature.

Chapter Density p.47
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PROGRAM AND SPINE
To achieve the aspired eff ect of a 
vibrant, multifunctional and self 
determined open space towards 
the sky diff erent strategies are in-
vented and a rethinking of the 
conventional is indispensable.

Th e towers are seen as individual 
stripes dedicated to a certain pro-
gram which is defi ned by its users. 
Th is determination should under-
go a regular metabolism.

Th e diff erent activities are car-
ried out at the rooftop level and 
transform every spot into a unique 
place of social interaction. 

Bridging allows a linkage of activi-
ties and social communities. Ac-
tive and passive connections form 
diff erent possibilities of experienc-
ing the space and the existing el-
evator  and staircase system func-
tions as vertical connector to the 
street level. Th e intersection be-
tween the passive circulation and 
the tower contains service facilities 
complementing the rooftop level.

Th e transformation of one layer 
within the tower also allows pos-
sible commercial activities which 
can furthermore function as an-
other meet and greet spot for resi-
dents and visitors.

Th is approach also breaks up the 
monotony of the towers and the 
heterogeneous connections allow 
multiple individual ways of expe-
riencing the provided space.
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001 Parc de la Villette, Strips

001 Boulevard and Promenade

001 Circulation & Strips
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Th e Parc de la Villette (Paris) pro-
posal from Rem Koolhaas deals 
with the task of providing open 
space in form of a park, which has 
the possibility to adjust and change 
its programme constantly. Instead 
of seeing it as a defi nitive design 
proposal, it is much more a frame-
work which provides the possibility 
of a metabolism process of its de-
termination.

Th e strips contain the initial pro-
grammatic categories, but there is 
no clustering or concentration and 
it is open to readjustment and pro-
grammatic mutations.

Th e major elements of the access 
and circulation system are the so 
called Boulevard and Promenade. 
Th e Boulevard is a straight path 
that intersects the diff erent stripes. 
Th e Promenade is a more eventful 
path with turns and the appearance 
of plazas with special apparatuses.1

Assuming that the Parc de la Villette 
proposal goes vertical, its approach 
can be linked to the objectives of 
the Hong Kong project.

Th e Boulevard could be seen as the 
street level and the passive connec-
tions, which are intersecting the 
towers (strips) with their diff erent 
programming. Th e active connec-
tions with their turns and twists 
form the Promenade. Both are con-
nected through the existing elevator 
and staircase system. All elements 
should undergo a constant metabo-
lism and therefore the ‘design’ can 
be seen as a framework which ena-
bles a perpetual state of revision.

1 Cf. Koolhaas 1995, p. 921-927.
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LA VILLETTE GOES VERTICAL
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AREAL UTILISATION INTENSITIES
Th e urban laboratory for the ini-
tial hypothesis is a seven kilometre 
intersection of Hong Kong Island. 
Th ree areas with diff erent utilisa-
tion intensities are selected for the 
fi rst interventions. Th ey represent 
diverse urban fi elds where the hy-
pothetical approach can be tested.

Th e programmatic confi guration 
of the individual developments in 
every area can be fl exible adapted 
to regional needs by its users. For 
the initial interventions, each area 
is analysed and a fi ctive scenario of 
the development is investigated.

Th e initial interventions can be seen 
as seeds which are sowed at strate-
gic positions throughout the urban 
fi eld to initiate a growing process 
which results in a highly connected 
network of elevated open spaces.
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TRANSPORT AND TRANSFORMATION
Th e existing connection between 
the three chosen areas are the tram-
way line, the road network and 
diff erent MTR lines. Each trans-
port system mediates a diff erent 
experience of the city when trav-
elling from one area to another. 
Th e tramway line shows best the 
smooth transition from a housing 
area over a shopping paradise to a 
fi nancial district with impressive 
landmark buildings. It is also a ride 
at the original shoreline of Hong 
Kong Island. You are looking either 

on reclaimed land or on natural 
land, depending on which side you 
choose.

Although the three areas are well 
connected and in relative close 
proximity, a pleasant walkable con-
nection is missing due to the con-
gested street level.

With the constant growing of the 
development, an extensive pedes-
trian network in the sky arises and 
connects the city in a pedestrian 
friendly way. 



NEIGHBOURHOOD CITY
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Tai Koo Shing and Kornhill form 
massive private housing develop-
ments in Quarry Bay at the east 
end of our project area.

Many schools are located in close 
proximity to the housing tow-
ers. Th e area is also equipped with 
sport facilities and functional pre-
defi ned spatial arrangements, but 
open space is lacking of self deter-
mined creative areas and initiative 
vibrancy.

Th e housing towers are in close 
proximity to the green lush land-
scape of the hinterland and there-
fore provide great potential to be 
connected with the already existing 
Quarry Bay Tree Walk to reestab-
lish an environmental awareness 
and relation to nature.
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JOY CITY
Causeway Bay is an area of inten-
sive impressions for all senses with 
a pulsating commercial street level. 
It is an entertainment, shopping, 
food and beverage hub with masses 
of people congesting its pathways. 
Th e area is connected by a pedestri-
an-zone like street level.

Victoria Park is situated next to this 
area and represents the biggest park 
on Hong Kong Island which forms 
a sharp cut in the built up environ-
ment.

Th erefore, the building mass of 
Causeway Bay can be seen as a 
‘mountain’, backing the Victoria 
Park. A potential future for creating 
open space in this area is a boost of 
the entertaining character and a 
space that has a visual and physical 
connection to the Victoria Park.
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CONTRAST CITY
Th e Central business district is the 
core of the fi nancial stronghold 
which Hong Kong represents in 
Asia and the world. A massive ag-
glomeration of landmark buildings 
are situated in front of the oldest 
settlement area of Hong Kong Is-
land.

Pedestrian movement is supported 
by several facilities like the Mid-
Level Escalator which connects the 
business district with the uphill 
housing developments. It is part 
of an extensive pedestrian network 
reaching from the Central Ferry 
Piers to the Mid-Levels, all on arti-
fi cial elevated ground.

Th e sealing of the natural ground 
led to an environment where walk-
on-able green space literally disap-
peared.

In this interesting area of old and 
new Hong Kong, the lack of acces-
sible open green space and the clash 
of social classes forms the greatest 
challenge and highest potential of 
further developing this part of the 
city.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD CITY SCENARIO
children together with their par-
ents can observe domestic species 
which they never spotted before.
Th e environment at the new gar-
den community in the sky attracts 
recreational walker, interested like-
minded persons, tourists, photog-
rapher and starts to become a pos-
sible model for close-by estates.

As ecological concerns are arising 
and the awareness of people de-
velop towards a more sustainable 
future, schools are taking responsi-
bility of reviving the understanding 
of our ecological system, especially 
in a hyper consumer-oriented mega 
city.

Rooftop gardens are set-up by 
children and teachers and an 
ecological trail regains a con-
nection to the natural fl ora and 
fauna of Hong Kong Island.
By involving the parents into the 
project, a sense of community 
arises and the mutual engagement 
motivates people to even set up 
diverse eco-based shops on the 
Mid-level. Birds and bees are dis-
covering a new habitat and the 
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JOY CITY SCENARIO
Hin takes a walk at Victoria Park 
when he recognizes a sound com-
ing from the rooftops of Causeway 
Bay. Annice is sitting at her of-
fi ce and spots that there is a new 
crazy action going on at the roof-
top of the Sogo shopping centre.
Hin knows that there are urban 
stages on the sky level but he never 
had the boldness of showing his 
guitar skills, but today he is in a 
diff erent mood.

Immediately after fi nishing her 
work, Annice rushes to Causeway 
Bay to buy the dress she already 
kept an eye on the day before. She 
is happy but stressed out, so she 
decides to have a relaxing cup of 
coff ee at the little new cafe on the 
Mid-level. With his guitar case and 
a drink in his hand, Hin already 
feels like a rock star while sitting at 
his favourite music bar with a view 
all across Victoria Park.

After fi nishing the cup of coff ee, 
Annice remembers what she saw 
when looking out of her offi  ce 
window earlier. She decides to try 
out her new dress and show it at 
the rooftop catwalk. She feels like 
a star, equal to Hin who rocks the 
urban stage for the fi rst time.

After such an experience, the ka-
raoke corner seems to be the right 
place to  fade out such a night.

‘It is like a deja vue, haven’t we ac-
cidently ran into each other on the 
walkway?’ ‘Yes’, answers Annice 
and Hin asks her if she wants to 
sing a song with him.

...After some time, both come back 
to the place where they once met. 
She says ‘Yes’ again and the moon-
light is witness of a true romance. 
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A new social program combines 
team building seminars with cook-
ing workshops for homeless. Self 
grown rooftop vegetables are pro-
cessed to a tasty soup at the Mid-
level workshop area. For a day, 
the investment bankers transform 
to food bankers and the homeless 
people gain self-confi dence and hu-
man dignity. Together they can en-
joy their soup at the arranged table 
under a tree at the rooftop area.

Th e team building workshop and 
the contact to the very low end 
of the society leaves a long stand-
ing impression and the shared ex-
perience with the colleagues en-
hances the working atmosphere.
Th e character of the concept also 
attracts other people and the initial 
workshop transforms to a socially 
sustainable gourmet restaurant. 
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CONTRAST CITY SCENARIO
Th e problem of the fi nancial sys-
tem today is that it is a speculative 
construct which creates fi ctional 
values. In the exciting world of an 
investment banker, everything is 
possible, but nothing is concrete. 
For homeless people it is the exact 
opposite situation where nothing is 
possible and everything is concrete. 
Central Hong Kong is a microcosm 
where the shiny upper class meets 
the underprivileged who try to sur-
vive day by day.
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FINANCING SYSTEM
Land in Hong Kong is owned by 
the government. Developer can 
only rent it for a certain period of 
time. Th erefore, all buildings are 
standing on borrowed land with 
regular payments of loans. Th e 
government receives payments 
from developers, but they are run-
ning out of space to provide suf-
fi cient open space for the people. 
Here is the clue for the fi nancing 
system. Developers get the chance 
to pass back unused rooftop space 
to the government and in return, 
pay proportionally less loans for 
the land rental. Now the govern-
ment has reclaimed land in form 
of vacant rooftops and can provide 
open space for its citizens. Devel-
opers can invest the saved money of 
the reduced down-payment in the 
construction of the Mid-level zone 
where they get the chance to trans-
form one level to a communal and 
commercial space that upgrades 
their development and kickstarts 
entrepreneurship.

Residents and the general public 
get an improvement of their living 
conditions and therefore support 
the course of action of the govern-
ment. 
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NETWORKING SCENARIO
Th e government is satisfi ed with 
the outcome and people are happy 
to have a new form of open space 
with fresh air, breathtaking view, 
quiet environment and creative 
potential. Furthermore, other de-
velopers showing interest to par-
ticipate. More and more such de-
velopments are popping up in close 
proximity to each other. Th e initial 
idea of connecting is jumping over 
because for developers it is interest-
ing to create more circulation for 
the Mid-level zones and user of the 
open spaces support the bridging 
because of the increase of possible 
activities and diverse environments 
to explore. Simultaneously, the de-
velopments evolve to a widespread 
pedestrian and recreation network 
released from street level noise and 
air pollution.
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EOS CALLING FOR YOU
Th ere is little need for open spaces 
to catch peoples attention in Hong 
Kong, but this space stands for a 
bigger idea. It is called EOS (Elevat-
ed Open Space network) and pro-
vides an opportunity of self-dedi-
cation, adaption and creativity. To 
kickstart such activities, it needs a 
communicating and brainstorming 
group of people. Social networking 
is the key to activate the power of 
peoples creativity and create a dy-
namic and growing community.

An online social network as well 
as print media and reactivated let-
ter boxes are forming a platform of 
interchanging ideas and decision 
making mechanisms. It enables an 
ever changing pool of activities and 
helps to fi nd the spot of your inter-
est at the right time.

In Hong Kong, spinning barber 
polls are marking barber shops 
which are often located at upper 
fl oor levels. Th ese unique devices 
always form an eye-catcher in the 
otherwise confusing sign-jungle of 
the city. With an homage to this 
ingenious branding, the redesigned 
EOS spinning polls are marking 
connections on street level to reach 
the Elevated Open Space network.
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Th e rooftop layer functions as self-
dedicated multifunctional space. 
Th erefore, the structure has to be 
transformable and fl exible for ex-
tensions and reductions. It per-
forms like an encasing layer which 
contains technical  equipment and 
cubical elements for programming 
the space. Furthermore, down step-
ping skywalks allow an interesting 
experience and are linked to the 
staircase of the circulation core.

Th e former rooftop level under-
neath the new layer contains stor-
age space and function as starting 
point for the active connections.

SHAPING ELEMENTS 
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In most cases, rooftops are occupied 
by technical devices such as massive 
ventilation systems. Th is huge air-
fl ow in combination with up wind 
is channelled and used for infl at-
ing Friendly Guys to ensure good 
air quality. Th ereby the waste air 
is collected and exhausted trough 
an outlet at the top of the balloon-
like elements. Additionally, they 
provide shading at daytime and 
lighting during night-time, form a 
visual connection between rooftops 
and the street level and function as 
icons for the whole development.

FRIENDLY GUYS
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Th e Mid-levels are the covered sup-
plementing axis for the rooftop 
levels. Th ey provide community 
as well as commercial spaces. Th e 
Mid-levels always have a connection 
to the circulation core and to each 
other. For the landlord the space 
can be a possible source of reinvest-
ment and for the residents, a store 
within the tower can be a real con-
venient-store and place of encoun-
ter. Th e Mid-levels in combination 
with the covered footbridges form 
the Passive Connector of the devel-
opment.

MID LEVELS & PASSIVE CONNECTOR 
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Th e Active Connector is an element 
to creatively overcome the spatial 
diff erence from one rooftop to 
another. It is a possible additional 
element to the Passive Connector. 
Th e usage has to be under supervi-
sion of qualifi ed and licenced staff  
responsible for the safety. Possible 
Active Connectors: bungy jumping, 
climbing wall, slide, rope course 
garden, cable car, roller coaster, to-
boggan run, ...

ACTIVE CONNECTOR
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PIXEL CUBES
For a self determined and trans-
formable open space, a system of 
individual Pixel Cubes allows peo-
ple to become creative and form 
their spaces themselves. Th is ap-
proach is in contrast to the cur-
rent provided predetermined open 
spaces with little room for personal 
or communal expression.

Some examples, how such a Pixel 
Cube can be designed are shown, 
but there should be school and 
community workshops, design 
competitions, public engagement, 
artist projects or individual inven-
tive genius which creates a diverse 
cloud of diff erent insertable ele-
ments.

Proposals will be proofed and then 
added to a Pixel Cube Cloud where 
people can vote for its actual imple-
mentation.

For the three scenarios of the fi rst 
EOS developments, the most likely 
programming of the space will be 
assumed, but in fact, it could turn 
out to gain a diff erent momentum 
in reality.



Th e structural grid of the encas-
ing layer allows the insertion of the 
Pixel Cubes. By a digital and ana-
logue decision process, an intuitive 
programming of the EOS creates 
a diverse and user oriented space 
with a mix of programs which 
would never occur side by side in a 
ready-made design proposal. 

By  periodic reprogramming and 
permanent extension of the Pixel 
Cube Cloud, the EOS undergoes a 
frequent metabolism of functions 
which refl ects the mood and desire 
of its user.
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EOS PROGRAMMING
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DEMOCRATIC GROWING
Th e programming process under-
lies the principles of a democratic 
allocation of Pixel Cubes.

Th erefore, it is almost impossible 
that a certain rooftop receives a sin-
gle function. It is much more likely, 
that a mix of diff erent programs oc-
cur side by side, because all people 
have diff erent preferences and ideas 
how to generate their space. At 
some areas with strong community 
activities, a certain function - for 
example farming - could occur as a 
predominant program.

Th e fi rst voting starts with a tabula 
rasa EOS. Every slot can receive a 
program. People can place a certain 
number of Pixel Cubes from the 
existing range. Slots with no votes 
stay unprogrammed. At slots with 
more than one vote, the Pixel Cube 
with the majority of votes will be 
inserted. After several periodic 
‘elections’, the EOS gets more and 
more programmed. Even already 
occupied slots are not protected 
from being replaced.
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EOS NEIGHBOURHOOD CITY
Th e Elevated Open Space in Quarry 
Bay initially spreads over the so 
called Kornhill development. It 
reaches from the Taikoo MTR sta-
tion to the beginning of the Quarry 
Bay Tree Walk. Th erefore, it has 
great potential to reconnect the 
city with nature and is likely to be 
predominantly programmed with 
functions of recreation and urban 
gardening.

Th e Mid-levels could house com-
munity facilities, health-food-
shops, vegan cafes, vegetarian res-
taurants, workshop spaces, etc.
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ZOOM IN
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SUPER ZOOM
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EOS JOY CITY
In Causeway Bay the fi rst EOS de-
velopment is located at the main 
entertainment and shopping hub 
of Hong Kong. It is likely that the 
programming of this EOS area 
turns out to be more entertainment 
and action oriented. Th e structure 
also allows to transform the space 
to temporary entertainment hot 
spots. It is also highly suspected that 
there is a strong demand for diverse 
spectacular Active Connectors and 
unique physical and visual links to 
the bordering Victoria Park.
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ZOOM IN
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Because of the extreme shortage 
of urban green in this area and the 
need for recreational breaks, the 
EOS is likely to be programmed 
with a high percentage of green and 
relaxing Pixel Cubes. Th e Mid-levels 
of the EOS development is likely 
to house team building and work-
shop premises and to contain lunch 
break friendly facilities.

As a main tourist area, it is also sus-
pected that Active Connectors are 
designed to attract foreign visitors.

Th e existing connection to the 
housing area and the natural hin-
terland by the Mid-Levels-Escalator 
is used to set up an uphill Elevated 
Open Space. It forms an interesting 
link which also interweaves the old-
est area of Hong Kong into the El-
evated Open Space network.

EOS CONTRAST CITY
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GROWING SCENARIO
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Designs create objects, visons create the future.
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